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Valve Division, one of the most rapidly expanding divisions of EMI  Electronics Ltd„ manufactures
a wide range of special valves and tubes for equipment used in  broadcasting, radar,  nuclear and
scientific  applications.  Photomultiplier tubes,  which  convert very  low  levels  of  illumination  into
usable  electric  currents,  are  used  extensively  in  astronomy,  spectrophotometry,  scintillation
counting,  y-ray  spectrometry  and  other  applications.  Tube  diameters  range  from  i  inch  to  15
i nches ; spectral coverage is from 1200A to 12000A, while tube gains of up to 109 are available.

The  range  of   EMl  camera  tubes  includes  the  4±-inch   Image  Orthicon   and   High  Resolution
Vidicons, the latter also being available with  ultra-violet and infra-red sensitivity.

The EMl  range of Klystrons and  Magnetrons covers a wide range of microwave frequencies-+/ith
power outputs from  milliwatts to  several  megawatts.  These tubes are  used  extensively  in  radar
and communications applications.

EMI  Cathode  Ray  Tubes  are available  for a  variety of  applications,  including  radar and  instru-
mentation, and with spot sizes down to less than 0.001  inches.

Other tubes  include  High  Gain  Multi-Stage  Image  lntensiflers,  Barrier Grid  Storage Tubes and
the  Electron  Stick.  Specialised  components  available  include  Honeycomb  Grids,  Fine  Meshes
and Ceramic Metal Seals. A small range of Photoconductive Cells is also produced.

PhotomultiplierTubes
The EMl range of photomultipliertubes may be divided into four general groups:

Photometry and Spectrophotometry
For photometric applications a photomultipliertube should have a good photosensitivity coupled
with low dark current. The majority of EMI  Photomultipliers satisfy these requirements and many
types are available with  quartz windows for operation  in the  ultra-violet region  of the spectrum.
Photocathodes are of the Sbcso (Sll) type in  general  but some types  have  BiAgocs (S10)  or
SbKNacs (S20) cathodes. In many cases the standard Sll type is replaced by the S type cathode,
specially processed for minimum thermionic emission.  EMl tubes are widely used  in  commercial
spectrometers,   spectrophotometers   and   colorimeters,   and   by  a   great   number  of   research
workers in fields such as astronomy.

Scintillation Counting
Desirable features in the selection of a photomultiplier tube for scintillation  counting are a good

photo-cathode uniformity,  high photosensitivity, good collection efficiency of electrons from the
cathode into the first dynode and  high first dynode gain.  EMl tubes with  Sll  photocathodes are
particularly  suitable  for  this  application,  since  a  high  blue  sensitivity  coupled  with  low  dark
current  is  available.  Photomultiplier tubes  used  for tritium  counting  must  have  photocathodes
giving  low thermionic  emission  so that thermal  electrons  do  not  mask the  effect of  low  energy
particles.  The  specially  processed  S  cathode  gives  about  100 times  less  thermionic  emission
than the conventional Sll  cathode at room temperature and a range of tubes having this cathode
is available for low energy counting applications.

Transducer Applications
A  high  sensitivity  photomultiplier tube  used  with  a short after-glow cathode  ray tube in  a  flying
spot scanner is an example of this type of application.

Other Applications
lnfra-red  sensitive  and   ruggedised  tubes  are  available  together  with  tubes  for  such  special
applications  as  particle  detection  and  high  temperature  operation.  Our extensive  development
programme includes work on small diameter and solar blind tubes suitable for satellite astronomy.

EMI Valve Division  Engineers will be pleased to discuss individual requirements at any time.

Microwave Tubes
Magnetrons
Pulsed  magnetrons suitable for civil  and  military  radar are available  in the  17 Gc/s and  35  Gc/s
bands. Peak powers available range from some 40 kw to 80 kw, dependi ng upon the frequency.

Pluglin Klystrons
The   EMl   range  of  plug-in   klystrons  includes   both   standard   and   rugged   types   suitable  for
numerous  applications  in   radar  and   communications  systems,  production  testing  of  micro-
wave components  and  research  work.  Tubes  covering  a frequency  range of 1  Gc/s to 20  Gc/s
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and a variety of external resonators, both tuneable and fixed frequency, are available. Outstanding
features of these tubes are their relatively low replacement cost and the great flexibility in design
which they afford.

High Frequency Klystrons
The   EMl   range  of  2  kv   integral-cavity   reflex   klystrons   covers,   in   some  twelve  variants,   the
frequency bands 12.4 Gc/s to  40 Gc/s.  Applications again are varied and  include high-resolution
radar systems  and  research  into  electron  spin-resonance.  Improvements  to  the  cathode  and
internal  insulation  have  made  possible  the  introduction  of 2.5  kv  versions  of these  klystrons,

giving a typical output  power of 200 to 300 mw.  These are in  use as power  sources for  pumping
parametric amplifiers.

A recent addition to the EMI range is the R9653 Reflex Klystron Oscillator, operating at 4 mm. This
has  a  mechanical  tuning  range  of 3  Gc/s to  5  Gc/s  and  is  available  at frequencies  centred  be-
tween 65 Gc/s and 85 Gc/s.

Klystrons for Microwave Links
This  series  of  medium  power transmitter  klystrons  has  recently  been  enlarged  to  give compre-
hensive frequency  coverage  for the  two  communication  bands  4.4  Gc/s  to  4.8  Gc/s  and  6.875
Gc/s to 7.8 Gc/s. Specially designed for frequency modulation, these 2 to 4 W tubes are ideal for
television links where long life and reliability are of paramount importance.

Multi-Cavity Amplifier I(Iystrons
A special  EMl factory also produces very high power multi-cavity klystron amplifiers for radar and
accelerator applications in the S  band.  Tubes are available for long-pulse,  high  gain, wide-band
systems with 3 to 10 MW peak power levels, or short pulse, narrow band accelerator systems with
10 to  15  MW  peak  power,  and  average  power  of  5 to  25  kw.  Driver tubes,  such  as  four-cavity,
150 kw peak power, 44 dB gain tubes are also available.

Camera Tubes
Image Orthicons
EMl  4±-inch  image  orl:hicons  are  available  for  studio  operation  and  outside  broadcasts  under
normal  lighting  conditions.  The  9565  (JEDEC  type  7389)  has  an  average  sensitivity  of  25  foot
lamberts at f8for half a stop over the knee. The 9564 (JEDEC type 7295)  has an average sensitivity
of 25 foot lamberts at fl 1 for half a stop overthe knee.  Special features of the EMl image orthicons
are  absence  of free  running  microphony and  a  very  short  decay time for  mechanically excited
microphony. Other features include freedom from  low frequency noise, excellent signal to noise
ratio and a high standard of background shading and sensitivity maintained throughout life.

Vidicons
A  wide  range  of vidicons  is  available  which  includes  a i-inch  tube  in  additionto the  standard
types.

The  EMl  1-inch  Vidicon  type  9677 (JEDEC  type  8566)  has  been  designed  for  use  in  broadcast
cameras, both studio and film pick-up, and in high definition  industrial television equipment. This
tube employs a separate  mesh electrode structure which  gives improved vertical and  horizontal
resolution,  particularly  in the corners.  The tube  may  be  operated  at  high  beam  current without
loss of picture quality to  handle large overload  signals.  Excellent signal  uniformity is maintained
over  a  wide  range  of target voltages.  The target  has  high  sensitivity  and  short  lag  and  has  a
spectral  characteristic  without  excessive  red  response  which  closely  approaches  that  of  the
human eye.

The type 9677  has  a  low wattage  heater (90mA)  so that it  is  ideally suited  for operation in tram-
sistorised  cameras.  Its  high  blue  sensitivity  and  absence  of  picture  rotation  with  variation  of
focus voltage make the tube ideal for multi-tube colour cameras.

Type 9677 is also available with a special target layer and a quartz window (for operation down to
2,300A for ultra-violet  microscopy  applications)  and  with an  infra-red  sensitivetarget.  Standard
targets are also available with a fibre optic window or with a quartz window for operation in  high
nuclear radiation fields.

The  type  9730  is  a  short  1-inch  vidicon   electrically  similar  to  the  9677  with   identical   spectral
response.  It  is  a  rugged  tube  developed  and  produced  to  a  high  specification  for  shock  and
vibration.  The  mesh  is brought out to a separate  ring adjacent to the target connection, with an
overall length of 5± inches.

The type 9728 has medium wattage heater  (300mA) and is  identical to  the 9677 in all other char-
acteristics. This tube type is most suitable for conti nental cameras.



The i-inch Vidicon type 9697 also employs a separate mesh and is capable of the same resolution
as the non-separate mesh 1-inch vidicon.

The  earlier tube type  10667  with a 0.6A  heater and  non-separate  mesh  structure  is  now  out of
production and only available for replacement use in older cameras.

Cathode Ray Tubes
lnstrumenttubes
EMI  Oscilloscope tubes  of advanced  design  are  in  development or  production  with  3-inch  and
5-inch   diameter faceplates.  These tubes are notable for their high deflection sensitivity and low
inter-electrode capacitances, making them well suited to operation over wide bandwidths.

Radar display tubes
Magnetically deflected cathode ray tubes are available in a considerable variety with  medium  and
long  afterglow  phosphor  characteristics.  These  range  in  size from  the  giant 21-inch  diameter
metal-coned tube  CV2388  downwards.  Such  EMl tubes are in operation in  both civil and military
radar systems throughout the world.  Of  particular  interest are the  specialised  projection  tubes
such as type CV6101, and the range of high resolution tubes for radar recording.

Tubes for special applications
EMl  activities  in  pioneering  electronic  television  and  other  advanced  systems  have  generated
demands  for  cathode  ray  tubes  of  unusual  design  and  unique  application.  Those  in  the  EMI
range  include  cathode  ray  tubes  designed  for  television  film-scanning,   character  scanning,

photographic recording, electronic printing and projection systems, and head-up displays.

Other products
The Barrier Grid  Storage Tube is a device in which  signals  may be stored for several  hours and
finds  application  in  data  processing, frequency conversion, the storage  of  digital  and  analogue
information and the integration of repetitive signals in the presence of excessive noise.

The EMl  4-Stage Image Intensifier is a cascade  device of the phosphor/photocathode sandwich
type  giving  a  blue  light  gain  of about  105  at  35  kv  and  a  version  is  available  capable  of  being
switched in 1#sec.

As  by-products  of special tube  manufacture, various components can  be  made available;  High
Transmission  Fine  Pitch  Metal  Mesh  is  available  in  3x3  inch  squares  having  from  200 to 2,000
cells  per linear inch.  These  meshes can  be  used  in  electron  microscopy or for very fine sieves,
and also as components in electron optical systems.

Honeycomb Grids are available in a range of sizes and can be supplied in lengths up to 2cm when
they may be used as collimators.

Of considerable value in the field  of technical  education is the Electron  Stick, a system  of build-
ing  sophisticated  beam-employing  electronic  tubes  from  simple  component  parts.   From  the
complete  kit  may  be  constructed  a travelling  wave tube,  a two-cavity  klystron  amplifier and  an
Adler tube, and many other experiments and demonstrations may be devised.

Ceramic Metal Seals of widely varying types can be produced to meet special requirements, and a
range of standard types is also available.

A  small range of Cadmium Sulphide temperature  stabilised  photoconductive  cells  is  produced
'together   with   some   Cadmium   Selenide   types.   EMl   welcome   enquiries   concerning   special

applications involving these types of cells.
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EMII EMI    ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

SPECTRAL   I)ISTRIBUTI0N   0F   POWER   EMITTEI)   FROM   BLACK
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IVALVEDIVISIONEQUIVALENTNolsEINp[IOTOMULTlpLIEnsTable1(below)givestypicalvaluesofca,thodedarkcurrentatvariousWave-

lengths  for  representative  Photomultlpller  tubes.

The  noise  current  measured  over  a  bandwidth  Af  for  a  cathode  current  1  amp.   1s

::u#::i:;:::;::*ih±:)C#:i:t;:::::::::::::,1;:i::);:;::::::::i:a::::#)i:¥§t::1§;::Si

:€e::::n::::::;S:;0:::c::::1:S:_%dyi:d+e±Lst:g::LaL:g:l.1;i)%:n:FS¥:C::::::t#n°des°f1

efficiency  of  electrons  lDto  first  dynode).

TABLE   1

Wavelength   (4)

n..

/e

Tyf'e
Cathode(Type/Slzo)

CathodeDarkcurrentant)(2gr) 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Power  ln  pW  (|o-12  vett)

6256S 10  in  SbcB 2.511o-17

_II0.001

0. 001 0. 0007 -  0. 0006 0. 0006

95928 23  qm  BIAgocB 4  I   1o-15 2.5 0.8 0.5 0.35 0.25

/ 62558 44 u  Sbcco a  I  lo-]5 0.25 0.24 0.17 0.13 0.12

/,/ 9658Q95538 44  in  SbNBXCB44inAgo-CB 1.5  I   1o-151o-]0 0. 046 0.03 0. OZ' 0.03 0. 020

Power.1n  prw   (|o-6  watt.)

0. 035 0.08

frov®length  (4)

I,pO
Cathode(type/slzo)

CathodeDarhonrontamp(2r) 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 I.0 I.I

Power  ln  pW  (|o-12  wa,tt)

e25es 10  u  SbcB 2.511o-17 0. 001 0.01

2.6 2.50.75O 96928 23  in  BIAcoce 41   10.15 0.25 0.63

/ e266B 44  in  Bbcco 6110-15 0.2 0.9 1.00

/, 0658Q05638 44 D  SbNexcB44tDae-ce I.511o-15|o-10 0. 028 0. 047 0.I

Power  ln  4W  (10-6  watt)
0.15 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.I 0.4

/      mBed  quartz  llndole        0      U.V.   tranBnlttlng  glfLBf)  |1ndol         .      GlaeB  llndov

P020/1b
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Table  2  gives  typical  values  for  60  in  dlanet®r  venetian  blind  dynode
tul]eB.   For  box  and  grid  dynode  tubes,   ouch  ae  types  9624  and  9692,   the  value  of   'a'
vlth  C  to  D   voltage  around  loo  V  will  be  1.15.   Adeauete  values  of  a  to  n   voltage
mat  be  uBod  to  mlnlnlBe   'fL' .

To  elpre8B  the  anode  dark  current  nolBe  ln  teTh8  of  equivalent  input  lunenB,  ve
have  nL -a.Jgg:±:#   where  p  18  the  photoBensltlvlty  ln /+A/1D.

TABLE  2

F g161 98 a C  to  D   voltage

0.90 6 4 I.16 200V
0.85 4 4 1.29 100V
0.80 3 3 1.3® 75V

for Af :&!L:.:.#?e:akTfn:°: :fL:E6:t A -°.4 A  and nL  for  tubes  llBted  ln  Table  1,

TABIJE   3

Ttoe Cathode  type/B1=e
1 P nt' nL

anl' AV|,I "tt Ill

e26eB lo in socB             g 2.511o-17 sO 2.6  I  |o-17 e.611o-14

9som 23  Im  BIAgocf)            8-10 4  I  1o-16 35 3  I  |o-15 1.21   |o-12

62558 44  BI)  Sbcbo                a-13 6  I   1o-15 70 1o-16 7  I  1o-1B

05sOQ 44  in  fl)NutcB           8-20 I.511o-15 1sO 4  I  |o-|B I.a  I  1o-13

95538 44  in  Ago-CB              S-1 10-10 20 3  I  1o-12 3  I  1o-10

Tlie  Coliipali.r  I.esi:'rvt'.I  Ilit'  I-iglil   li)  II.,i)ilif.\.  Ilic'  ili..`igli`s  illiil  .s|lt't.ill(aliolis  \\.illioil(  nolice
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EMII EMI    ELECTRONICS    LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIY,ISION

NOISE   IN   PHOTOMULTIPLIER   TUBES

A   SAMPLE   CALCULATION

The  contribution  to  noise  in  the  output  current  of  a  Photomultlp]ler  tube  due  to
dark   current  is  very  small,    except   in   cases  when  very  low  light  levels  are  being
measured.

In  most  cases,   the  noise  fluctuations  arise  from  the  statistical  nature  of  the
interaction  of  light  quanta  in  the  photocathode.     The  ell]ission  of  photoelectrons  is  a
random     process,   in  which  each  event  ls  independent  of  any  other  event  and  so  for  an
average  rate  of  emlsslon  of  photoelectrons  of  N  per  second   (N  being  a  large  number),
the  number  actually  observed  during  a  time  t  will   vary  with  a  standard  deviation  of
(Nt)# about  an  average  of  Nf   e]ectrons.     The  cathode  current  will   be  multiplied  by  the
tube  dynode  system,   of  gain  a,   to  give  an  anode  current  of  Ne.G  anperes   (e -charge  on
electron,   -1.6   x   10  -19coulombs).      The   charge   collected  ln   time   I   will   be   Ht.eG
coulombs  and  the  statistical   fluctuation  on  this  will  have  a  standard  devia,tlon  of
a(Nf#eG  coulombs  where b.is  an  enhancement  factor  due  to  the  statlstlcal   fluctuation
of  secondary  emission  at  the  first  dynode  and  may  be  about  1.15.

The  rills  noise  current  at  the  anode,   due  to  the  statistical   fluctuation  in  tbe
sanpllng  time  t  is  then

e(Nt)%eG anperes    .     a(N)%t-#eG    .     a(NeG)ife74G#t-%    -     a(lAeG/t)%

If  the  sampling  tine  t  is  due  to  an  anplifler  with  a  bandwidth  Af.

"   handino|se    .    in       -          a(2elAAf)%G%ora(2elcAf)%G

(1c  ls  cathode  current)

For  a  tub.e  with  a  gain  of  107. anode  current  of  20  /JA  and  a  typical   value  of  a
Of   I.15,

in  -1.15   (2x   1.6  x   10-19   x   20  x   10-6  x   107)%(Af)%  ~  |o-8  Af%  anperes.

With   an   anode   load  of   150,000   ohms.    the   peak   to   peak   noise   voltage   will   be

~  6   X  in   x   1.5   x   105  -,  9   x   |o-3  Af%

capaci(tfantcheec?u:£::hfmrfrmbteh:y#::]i;5foedx])not.°i2a;,°tsf:]t]L°Dsec°c%:s:in::±#,er:t°tiei::::
a,node.   is   1.5  x  105 x  C  -7.5  x   10.6  seconds.     This  is  compatible  with  an  oscllloscope
bandwldth  Af  of   105   cps,    so   that  the  peak   to   Peak  noise  voltage  observed  on  the
oscilloscope  will   be:

A  Vn  -   9  I  |o-3   (|o5)% ~  3  v

For  a  bandwidth  of  .104  eps  A  Vn  ~  0.9  V

For  a  bandwidth  of  103  eps  A  Vn  ~  0. 3  V

P154/]b
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EMII EIVII     ELECTRONICS    LTD

Serving Scie;6e and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI  SCINTILLATION  COUNTERS  -  PHOSPHORS

The   table   below   gives   information   on   various   phosphors.   The   value  of  W   is   th.  ®n®rgy
clbstracted   from   a   particle   of  minimum   ionisation   energy   loss   (e.g.   2  Mev  el®ctrons)    to   giv.  a

photoelectron   from  an  SIT   photocathode  of  70  A/Im  sensitivity,  with  close  optical  coupling.  (A
subsidiary  column  (W')   gives  the  value  of  W  for  5  Mev  a  particles).  The  values  of  I,  and  Ti'ai®

.             ;:::¥it::,hm::dt:,::4:,;a,n;:;i s:S.u::;,dp::t::reft!:;:;. ;r.ho:to;I::)::i::uLc°Ii.:sn:t,ls.:i;:i;st:;E:.{j:,E9::::khsp:..,¥8:;l:

®

Phosphor

W W,

7''ns '',nsev/photoelectron

Electron a  particle

Nal -Tl 250 400 250 -
Csl  -Tl 500-1000 800-1600 1200 -
Zns  -  Ag - 250 3000(t-nlow) -
Ce  Activated  Glass

2500
- - -

(LiMgAI  Silicate)

Anthracene 500 5000 33 370

Stilbene 1200 15000 62 370

Plastic  (Polyvinyl  Toluene and

1500
-

5
-Terphenyl  +2-5  diphenyloxazole)

Liquid  (Toluene  + 4g/I  p-terphenyl

1500
-

<28 200
+  0.04  g/I  POPOP)

Xe  (Quartz  window  PM  tube) - 1000  gas(350solid) 1000 -

P024,'1o
DS.295   1



EMI  SCINTILLATION  COUNTERS  -PHOSPHORS   (continued)

tronchaArgsec,jn(tj::at:°TOE?gn::ru,gj:::)anan°dut::t=ChEwe.QT°h=::::'f::e:Cut:u!tst::beecgo°njsnt'a:,ja:':oC:
short  compclred  with  7'i  gives  a  reduction in  output  voltage  and  may  cause  an  appreciable  worsening
of energy  resolution  from  A  to  FA,  where  F  is  given  in  the  curve  below.

Output  time  constant  =  RC
Phosphor  decoy  constant  =     7i

Vo=  ¥    {=  +co,t+co}

Anoc'e  current (at time t)  -i

Signal  voltage  (clt  time  t)

V  max.is  at  t  max.

Vmax

91  e-t/71
ra

_   Qo               RC

c           7:I     -     RC

7-,    RC
=F  '°ge ( Ti/RC)

I                    2           }     15                   '0

RC/ T,

ZO      ]0   .050             loo
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SCINTILLATION   EFFICIENCY   vs   RATE   0F   ENERGY   LOSS
for   Nal-Tl    and   ANTHRACENE

n

10 Mev p-``J`````/30keve,electron

Nal-T|       `````={\ --`\\`Ne20\\,Plo

>:\`+proton\\
•,5Meva\•`+aparticle

1                                                    10                                                  102                                               io3                                               io4

i   Mevcn2/g
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RESOLUTloN CURVES FOR PHOTOMULTIPLIERS  0F

250ZOOIi315oIi:1E>>®-Ii®E1008u500P043DS.778

TYPE 9656 COUPLED T0 HARSHAW Nal-TI  CRYSTALS

1     2

GRAPH SOURCE X-RAY  ENERGY p/v  RATIO

1 s95 2.31   k®V 1.58    :       I

2 cl96 2.62  k®V 2.2       :       1

3 F®55 5.9    k®V 23:1

3

I.0                    2.0                  3.0                    4.0                    5.0                   6.a                   7.0                    8.

Energy  (k®V)
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Sr9°    BETA   PARTICLES   IN   NE   102   PII0SPHOR
CoupLEI)   To   EMI    95248   p[IOTOMULTlpLIEn   TUBE

By  J.   Sharpe,   B.Sc.,M.I.E.E.      loth  July.1964.

100  pe  source  gives  3.7  x   |o6   dps.

By  collimation  a  bean  of  2  x   104  betas  per  second  is  obtained.

After  traversing  material   which  absorbs  50%,    104  4/s  reach  a  thin   (%  mm)   disc  of
NE  |02plastic  phosphor.      The  Y90   2.26  Mev  (max.)   betas   reaching  the  plastic  phosphor

will  have  passed  through  an  absorber  of  surface  density  about.±J±  =   0. |6  g/en2  which
7

will   have  absorbed  a.n   energy  of  about   160  kev  fromthehigh  energy  betas  and  completely
absorbed  e]ectrons  of  energy  0.4  Mev  and  below.     Beta  particles  rea,ching  the  phosphor
wi]]   thus  have  energies   from   2  Mev  doun   to  zero,   probably  with  a  large  number  around
0. 2  Mev.

The  high   energy  particles  will   dissipate  between  0.1   and  0.2  Mev/tim  of  phosphor
and  the  lower  energy  particles  more  than  this  down  to  a  limit  of  0.1  Mev,   falling  off
to  zero.     The  signals  avai]ab]e  to  the  Photomultlplier  tube  may  thus  be  considered  as
providing  a   rough   pla,teau   a,round   0.1   Mev  mm.   or   0.05  Mev  per   0.5  mm.     NE  102.    coupled
closely  to   a  9524  of  photosensitivity  around  60  pA/lm,   will   give  a  photoelectron

signal of i:i ~  30  electrons  per  50  kev  of  beta  energy  dissipated.

The  continuous  current  will   thus  be:

3o  x  1.6   x  |o-19  x   |o4~5   x   |O-14  A  for   |o4  particles/s  in  the  phosphor.

Opera.ting  a  9524  at  a  typical   overall   sensitivit,y  of  ~  200  A/1m,   corresponding  to

:::nv:]ft:8:r::i:ha:et;Ck4etxs]uoP6P]iedd
with   each   tube   (typica]]y   1100to  1200  V),   gives  a

an   anode   current  of  4   x   106   x   5  x   10-14  =   0. 2  /iA.
The  time-sprea.d  of  the  9524  corresponds  to  a  standard  deviation  7-2.   of  10  ns.      The
decay  time  of  the  phosphor  7-1,   is  ca.   3  ns  so  that  30  e]ectrons  are  presented  at  the
photocathode  in  a  time  short  with  T2.     The  peak  current  per  scintillation  is  then:

30x1.6   x10-19                4xio6 -   0.8  nA
(27r)   %                              |0x|0-9

and  in  an  anode  loa,d  giving  a  time  constant  of  1  /is   (to  avoid  pile  up  with  count  rate

of  |o4)   with  stray  capacities  of  50  pF  (i.e.   :i-:  ]o_      -20  kn)  the  output  voltage

will   be  ~  15  V  peak.     For  higher  stray  capacities.   the  anode  load  must  be  lower.

P132/1a
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A  standard  dynode   chain   giving   100  V  bet,ween   cathode  and  Dl   and  with  a  uniform
voltage  distribution  do\m  to  D10,   and  twice  this  voltage  between  D10  and  Dll.   and  Dll
and  anode,   will  be satisfactory;  the dynode  chain  current  shouldbemore than 20  x  0. 2  44A,
and  100  /iA  will   be  satisfactory,   giving  a  total   resistance  of  ~  12  Mn.     A  suitable
resistor  chain  would  be:

cathode  to  Di                           1  Mn                       Dg  to  Dio                      850  kn
Di   to  D2                                 850  kn                       Dio  to  Dii                    I.7  kn
D2   to   D3                                     850   kr2                          Dii   to  HT   +                   1.7   Mn

Decoupling  capacitors  of  1000  I)F  should  be  connected  across  the  last  three  stages.

Photomultiplier  tube  sensitivity  to  magnetic  fields  is  shown  in  the  short   form
catalogue.

Data  on  stability  is  also  given  in  the  catalogue.

Tenperature  coefficient  of  gain  is  ca.   -0.5%/C°

TIIe Conirlalir  reserves  llie  riglil  Io mollify  IIie designs aliil  si)e(ificalions `tillloul  nolice
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WIDE  RANGE  G^MM^  RAY  DOSIMETER

APPLICATION  NOTE

The requirement often arises for a y and X-ray detector capable of dealing both with continuous
radiation  and  with pulsed radiation.  In  the  Latter  case,  very  high peak values  of dose rate may
cocur  even when the  average dose rate  is  around  1  mr/h.  For  instance.  with  a pulsed generator
giving  a  100  ps  pulse every 40  seconds,  1  mr/h average  corresponds  to  a peak level of 400 I/h
and 20 mr/h average corresponds to a peak level of 8000 I/h. Admittedly, this is an extreme case.
but  it will be  seen that there  could be  an application for an instrument measuring from less than
0.2 mr/h average to 8000 I/h (peak), a peak intensity range of 4 x 107.

A  plastic  scintillator (NE102)  2.5 cm thick by 4.5  cn diameter in an alunhiun light shield,
0.8  mm  thick,  gives  a  sensitivity  falling  at  50  kev  y  ray  energy  to  half that given at 661 kev.

Used  with the dynode chain specified below.  60978 and 6097S Photomultiplier tubes, coupled
to  this  scintillator  could  be  adjusted  to  give  a  desirable  sensitivity  of 2.78  x  10-9 A of anode
current  per in/h,  with reasonable  linearity  up to  peak intenBities  of several  thousand I/h (2.78
nA/Inr/h  charges  a  10  F  capacitor  to  lv/mr).  Table  1  shows  the  results  on  a few tubes type
60978 and one 6097S, from which it will be seen that the dark currents from the tubes gave equiva-
lent dose rates of less than 0.06 mr/h andthe use of an `S' tube gives around 0.01 mr/h equivalent,
which is about the same as the natural background in the laboratory where the measurements were
made.

TABLE  I

Type S/No,

Photar. Olyend  * Dartk Seng'y          Voltage ** Dark Calcul-
seng,y olta for current at cllment ed dk.
4A/ld, 200 A/lm at

in,/h V2
background cunedt

V1 200 AAn mr/h DA *-**

60978 15531 80 15cO 2nA 2.78 1475 V 0.050 0.018

60978 15573 60 1610 2nA 2.78 - 0.061 0.022

60978 15776 55 1450 1nA 2.78 0.058 0.020

6097S 23006 58 1390 0.2 BA 2.78 - 0.0094 0.004

* Uniform dynode chain,   150 V cathode to D1

I. Dynode chain as indicated in Table 2

" From these dark current figures the tubes are operating
at an overall sensitivity of about 3 AAm.

P153/1c
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TABLE  2

Dynode Cathode Dl to D2 D5 to Ire D6 to D7 D7 to D8 D8 to D9 D9 to D10 D10 to D|1 Dll to
stage tool toIXto D5 (1) (2) HT+

Resistor
470 loo 100 120 180 270

Typical Typical
680kn 1000 1300

Decoup.lingCapa-citor F - - 0.022 0.047 0.1 0.22 0.47 0.5 2.0

wo,k.ingv - - 400 400 400 400 600 1000 400

Notes:

(1)      AdjustD9 toD10 voltage to310 ±  10 V

(2)      Adjust D10 to Dll voltage to   395 ± 15 V, 0.5 #F capacitor between D10 and HT+

(3)      Anode  may  be  most  conveniently  operated  at  earth  potential,  i.e.  Cathode  ca.  -1500  V
with  regard to  earth.  Care  must be  taken to  avoid touching tube envelope with material
not at cathode potential.  Phosphor in contact with tube window is in order but alulninium
light shield should not touch tube.  Magnetic  shielding is  desirable.  If magnetic  shield is
wrapped  around tube  envelope  it must  be  insulated from  earth and  connected  to cathode
potential to avoid inegular operation with high dark current.

A suitable operating voltage with the above dynode chain is
V2  =  [1070 + (Vi   -   1070)  x 0.85]  V

Under these conditiolis,  tests with a 4 rs pulsed X-ray source  showed acceptable linearity up
to peak dose rates of 8000 r/h,  but a fall off at 11,000 I/h.

From the gain figure in Table 1, of 3 A/lm,  it may be inferred that for a monitor operating with
purely continuous  background of y rays  or X-rays  a dynode chain giving  100 V cathode to Dl and
uniform thereafter could be used with an overall voltage of about 800 V.

The  anode  cunent  may  be  measured  with  an  electrometer  when  the  y  ray  flux  is essentially
uniform with time to obtain a direct reading of dose rate.

Where  pulsed  conditions  apply,  the  anode  current  should  be  allowed  to  charge  up  a  10 HF
capacitor through a subsidiary integrating circuit consisting of a high quality 0.5 q` capacitor in
series with a 220 r} resistor.  The integrating capacitor P.D.  may be observed by a high impedance
tube  voltmeter  or  a  feed-back  operational  amplifier  and  recorded  on  a  suitable  chart.  A  high in-
sulation relay may be used for resetting the capacitor when full scale.

Acknowledgement

This   application  note  is  based  on  report  MATT  193  from  Princeton  University,  New Jersey,
U.S.A. ,  by Herman L.  Miller, entitled `Integrating Multipoint Remote Area Safety Monitor'.
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EMI   95248   pHOTOMULTlpLIEn   TUBE   usEli   IN
SCINTILLATION   COUNTER   FOR   |131

fry  J.   Sharpe.   B.Sc.,M.I.E.E.               21st  July,1964.

Requirement  ls  to  use  the  EMI  95248  with  a  1.inch  sodlun  lodlde  crystal  to  count
mlcrocurle  quantltles  of  11311n  conjunction   with  a  single  cbanne]   pulse-height
analyser  accepting  only  the  photopeck.

|131  bag  a  half  ]1fe  of  8.04  days  and  enlts  80  0.36   Mev   y   rays  per  100  dlslnteg-
rations  and  the  0.36  Mev  y  ray  ls  that  normally  used  for  tracer  work.     (97, 7'  ls  0.64
Mev  and   3%  0.72  Mev).

For  a  typical  one  inch  Nat-Tl  crystal,   the  energy  deposited  per  0.36  Mev y  ray
scattered  wll]   be  about  0.2  Mev y    (allowing  30%  photo.-peak  efflclency  and  mean  Compton
energy  of  0.7  x  0.66   x  0.2  Mev).     A  one  inch   crystal   at   5  on  from  a  point  source  of

I  pe  of  1]3]   wll]   receive 3.7   x   104   x  0.8 y rays  and  absorb  roughly  50%  glvlng  a  total
63

count   rate  of  470  counts  per  second.   of  which   roughly   140  counts  per  second  wouldbe
ln  the  photopeak.

The  average  energy  deposition  per  second  would  be  0.2  x  470  =   235  Mev/s  and  with
0.3  Rev  per  photoelectron   from  Nal-Tl   coup]ed  to  a  95248,   we  have  a  cathode  current  of

235  I   lo3
0.3

x  1.6  x  |o-19  A    -      1.25  I   |o-13  A.

Other  events  wl]1   increase  this  and   for  calculation  of  dynode  cha,1n  we  Day  assume  a
cathode   current  of  2  x   10-13   A/Hc  at   5   cili.      A  photopeak   pulse  of  0.36  Mev  wl]]   give

o.36   x   lo3 -   1200  electrons
0.3

1n  an   exponential   decay  of   1/3  44s  time  constant.   glvlng  a  peak   cathode  current   of

1200   x   1.6   x   io-19

0.33   x   10-6
I   6   I   1o-10  A.

The  peak  anode  current   for  a  tube  used  with  a  gain  of  4  x   106  would  be  2.4  x  10-3  A,   so
that  3  rnA  peck  must  be  draun  without  nlnning  into  trouble  with  space  charge.     A  gain  of
approximately  4  x  106  is  obtained  using  the   `ticket'   voltage  for  200  A/lm.   at.an overa]]
voltage  of  1100  to   1200  V.

A  dynode  chain   giving   100   V  between   Cathode  and  Dl   and   200  V  between  D10   and  Dll
and  Dll   and  Anode  wl]1   be  satisfactory  and  since  the  mean  current  wi]]   be  I.25  x  10-]3
x  4  I  106  ~  0.6  /JA  per  /+c  at   5  cm  due  to  the  0.36  Mev.y's.  or  say   I  /JA  for  a]]   events.
a  dynode  chain  current  loo  /JA  will bemore  than  satisfactory.   so  that  a  total  resistance
of  ca.    12  megohms  is  indicated,   made  uD  as  shown:

P131/1a
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Cathode  to  DI
Dl  to  D2
D2  to   D3
D8   to  D9

1Mr2
800  kn
800  kn
800  kn

D9   to  D10
D|O  to  D|1
Dll  to  HT  +

1.2  M£2    }     Decouple  these  stages
2mn        }     withiooopF
2Mf)        }    capacitors

An  anode  load  giving  a  time  constant  of  about  1  /Js  into  stray  capacltles  of  50  pF
will  be  20  kn giving  peak  voltages  of  about  40  V.     These  will   be  a  little  too  large  for
most  amplifiers  so  either  the  anode  load  can  be  reduced  (and  the  capacltance  increased)
or  the  tube  operated  at  a  lower  volta,ge,   around  900  V,   to  give  a  pulse  helcht  reduction
of  10  :   1.     In  this  case,   the  resistor  between  Cathode  and  I)1  should  be  increased  to
1.5  b!f2 to  keep  up  the  Cathode  to  Dl  voltage.     The  anode  current  would  thenbe (at  900  V)
around  0.144A//Jc  at  5  cm.   and  a  source  of  10 /Jc  would  still  be  correct  so  far  as  dynode
chain  current  was  concerned.

The  overall   count  rate  would  be  ~  5000  eps   for  10  /Jc  which  is  300.00.1  cot`nts  per
minute.     The  count  rate  ln  the  photopeak  channel  would  be  around  1400  counts  per  second
or  84,000  counts  per  minute  for  10  /Jc.
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NOTES   RELATING   T0   TIIE   MEASUREMENT   0F
LOW   ENERGY    X-RAYS   ANI)   VACUUM   U.V.     RAI)IATI0N

By  J.   Sharpe,   B.Sc.,   M.I.E.E.,     9th  July,1964.

Transmissi,on  of  0.5  ran  Be  window   to  X-rays

:   Energy                                                                  kev 8 5.5 4.95 -4 `3 ~2.5

^fi 1.54 2.25 2.5 3 4 5

Transmi ssion                                                        % 86 65 56 ~12 ~3 ~0.1

Absorption  of  Zns,   long/cm2
r_

Energy                                                                 kev 25 17

^fi ~0.5 0.73

Absorption                                                             % ~9 Compl ete

#g::3;i:::p#oofh::ogrm::t#:e:I::::o:95#;;mgycgt£:d€us,

Energy  E                                                            kev 25 10 5 1

x-ray  ^                                                                 fiI ~0.5 ~1.2 ~2.5 ~12

'  Number  of  photoel ectrons

~110 ~50 ~20 ~3
per  electron  of  energy  E

Sodtun  SattcyLate  used  as  woweLength  transformers

For  X-rays  of  energy  >80   ev,    sodium   salicyla.te  has   a  conversion   efficiency,
(X-ray  to  blue   light)   of  ca.   4%  (Ref.    1).      1  kev  would  give  40   ev  ~13  quanta,   about
half  to  one  third  of  these  would  be  got   into   photocathode,   giving  between   1   and   2
photoelectrons.      10  kev  would  give   10  to  20  electrons.

Light  output  peaks  at  ~  4200  A  and  extends   from  3600  to   5000  fi  matching  standard
•Cssb  photocathode  response,   may  be  supplied  by  spraying  saturated  solution   in  methanol
onto  glass  slide.   waned  with  a  flow  of  hot  air  to   evaporate  methanol.     Light  output

£:8raa::s85;oE]¥e:::::ep::p:::::o:n:n:i:::e5y2§8#::r:e:a3] ::e::w=r::  ::8:ofir  :;wa::::
as  measured  by  a  thermocouple  and  by  gas  ionisation   (Ref.   2).     Used  in  region   1200    to
1800&effective  quantum   efficiency  a.oupled  to  FMI  6256  Photomultiplier  tube   is  between
0.05  and  0.10  photoelectrons/photon   (Ref.   3).

pl 55 ,,'1 a
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Other  phosphors   tn  vacunmu.V.   region         (Ref.   4.)

Quantum  efficleney  on  relative  scale,   referred  to  sodium  salicylate  as  standard.

Phosphor

A      Angstrom  units

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 160090

CaMg(Si03)2      :       T±                      %Casi03:Mn:Pb% - - - - 40 45 60

- - - - 65 60 65 90

85 40 20 12 18 25 37Caw04         :       Pb                                     %M82W05:(W)%Zn3(P04)2:Mn%zns:Ag% 100

>100 87 30 25 20 18 18 18

>100 80 40 25 30 23 24 20

- 10 10 Low------------> - -

PhotoeLectrtc   ef feet.     HCLrd  u.V.
I ^      Angstron  units

500 584 650 700 800 900 1000 1200 1250 Ref.

Qilantum  efficiency  electrons/photon

Eva,porated  Gold .075 - .065 - .075 - .05 ~.02

2
Gold  black  evaporatedN2Pressureof1Torr

<----------.05-----------> .02 .01

Evaporated  gold - .10 - - - - - - - 5

Evaporated  gold .07 .09 - .10 .08 - - - .01
6

Aluminium  evaporatedfilm,
.07 .08 '18 .20 .01

F'or  X-rays   incident  on   gold,   efficiency  of  production  varies   from   about   1%  at
100  kev  to   about   0. 25%  between   10  kev  and  3  kev  and  rising  to  between  5  and  7%  at  very
low  energies  of  30  ev.
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6.              Walker   et   el,   JOSA,    54,    1357.    1961
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VALVE    DIVISION

Redlant  flui

I,18ht

IIunlnou8  energy

Ltlmlnous  flui

Relative  lunlnouB
efflclency

Illunln8tlon

I.uDIDou8  lntenBlty

Lunlnanc®

Lunen

Condol®

IJul

Iiunen  pop  Bqt]are  toot
(Ftot-codl®)

Nit

Stllb

ApO®tllb

P115/in
DS. 390/I

e

SOME   TERMS   USEI)   IN   PHOTOMETRY

Poser  enltted,  transferred  or  received  ln  the  form  of
radlatlon.     fymbol  P  0r  ¢e

Rndlant  flux  capable  of  Btlnulatlng  the  eye  to  prodiice
visual  senBatlon

ThlB  tllbe  integral  of  lumlnou8  flul.     Symbol  Q

ne  quantity  characterlstlc  of  radiant  flux  expreB81ng
Its  capaelty  to  produce  visual  8ensatlon  evaluated
8ccordlng  to  the  values  of  relative  lunlnou8  efflclency
for  the  light  adapted  eye  adopted  ty  the  C.I.E.
Srmbol  F  or ¢

.,
R8tlo  of  luminous  efflcleney,   K A  of  ronochronatlc
radlatlon  to  the  mann)uD  lunlnou8  efflclency.     Kin
(a.I.E)     Smbol  A

Qpotlent  of  lunlnous  flux  lncldent  on  an  lnflnlteBIItial
element  of  a  surface,   ty  the  a.rea of  that  olenent.
Symbol  I

In  a  given  dlrectlon:   the  quotient  of  the  luDlnou8  flul
enltted  dy  a  Bourse  ln  on  lnflnlteBlmal  Cone  contalnlng
the  given  dlrectlon.   ty  tbe  Bolld  angle  of  that  cone.
Smbol  I

At  a  point  of  a  surface  and  ln  a  given  dlrectlon.     m®
quotient  of  the  lunlnou8  1ntenslty  ln  the  given  dlr®ctlon
of  an  lnflnlteBlzD&l  area  of  the  surface  by  the  orthogontlly
I)rejected  area  of  the  element  on  a  place  perpendloular  to
the  given  dlrectlon.     givhol  L

Unit  of  lunlnou8  flux.     The  flux  eDltted  ln  unit  Bolld
mgle  of  oDo  Bteradlan  ty  a  point  source  having  a unlfom
lnten8lty  of  one  candela.     Abbrevlatlon  lD

Unit  of  lunlnouB  lntenBlty.     The  lunlnance  of  a  full
radlf)tor  (*hoBe  Spectral  dlBtrlfutlon  18  depeDdeDt  only

;:a:=L::a::r:i.c:d:i::=Di:£:ur:b::e:::#::lL:tlonof
A unit  of  lllunlmtlon,  one  ltiDen  per  E]qpare  Dotre.
AbbrevlatloD  11

£bF::€vi::1::T:}#Lon.  One luen per Bquero foot.

A unit  of  luDlnmco:   oDo  candola pop qi2

A ublt  of  ltmlnonoo:  one  cendela  per  aa.    Al)brevifitlon  ob

A unit  of  ltmltianoo.    I.umlDcapce  of  a ilnlfom  dlffueer
eDlttlng  oD®  Iud)en  per  Detre2.     AI)brevlatlon  ebb



I'anbert

Fbot  |apbert

Full  radiator
(Blacklbody  radiator)

a)tour  tenperature

CfDdelae/H    (tLlt8)
Cd/Cd             ( stllb8
Cd/ft,
Fbot .1mbertB

A  unit  of  lunlnance.     Lulnlnance  of  a  uniform  dlffuser
emlttlng  one   lD/cq+

A  unit  of  lunlnence.     The  lunlnance  of  a  unlfom  dlffuser
enlttlng one  lD/ftl.    Abbrevlatlon  ft-L

A  light  Source  enlttlng  rndlatlon.   the  spectral
dlstrlbutlon  of  which  18  dependent  only  on  the
temperature  and  not  on  the  IDaterlal  and  nature  of  the
Source.

Of  a  light  source:   the  tenpemture  of  a  full  radiator
which  mould  enlt  rndlatlon  of  substantially  the  sane
spectral  dlBtrlbutlon  ln  the  vlslble  region  a8  the
radlatlon  from  the  light  source  rind  which  could  have
the  sane  colour.

TABIIE    1    RELATIVE   LUMINOUS
EFFICIENCY,    V^

23456789

3:;#0     8:3#6     8:88:     8:89¥     3:883   3:gT:i   8:#3   8:;3§           e
0.381          0.265          0.175       0.107        0.061     0.032     0.017     0.0082
0.00105     0.00052     0.00025  0.00012  0.00006      -

TABI.E    2   UNITS   0F   LUMINANCE

ed/rid                       ed/ ed           cnd/ r#aJ

1                           0. 0001          0. og29
10000                            1                          ®ae

ftiJ               aBb

0. 2919             3.1416
2919

i?iz3            0:a88!:z:        0.3]£3        3ul:i6
AfoBtiib.             taBb7           0.3i83          0.va565;I;;      Orb;;g;        0.0;29

The Com|)any reserves lhe righl  lo  niodify  lhe designs and spec.ificalions wilhoilt notice
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AVERAGE   CHARACTERISTICS RATINGS

IIIII  III

NUMBER TYPE TUNER BASE
FREQUENCYRANGE

FREQUENCY
V^Volts '^rnA V|Volts POWERmw 14FMc/5 VHIHVoltsAmps V^Volts 1^rnA OUTPUT

(Note   I) (Note 2) (Note  3)
kMc/s kMc/s

(Note  5) (Note6)
Nomlnal Max. Max.

(Note 7)

R9653 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 65,Oil5.0 70-a 2,250 2j -300 20 loo 6.3 I-I 2.500 30 WG26

R,674 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 26.5".0 35.0 2,500 18 -300 200 60 6.3 a.8 2.500 20 WG22

R952l Shaft Octal 35.out.o 37.S 2,000 12 -300 40 60 6.3 0.8 2,200 '5 WG22

R9546 Reflex  ln[.  Cav. Shaft Octal 32.0-37-5 35.0 2,000 12 -300 40 60 6.3 0.8 2,ZOO 15 WG22

R5146.  CV600l Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 34.0-36-5 34-7 2.000 10 _300 cO 60 6.3 0.8 2.ZOO 12 WG22

R95 I 8 Shaft Octal 21  8-,2 ,- 30.0 2,000 12 -300 60 60 6-3 0.8 2,200 15 WG22

R9547 Reflex  lnt   Cav. Shaft Octal 24.0-27.8 26.0 2.000 '2 -300 60 60 6.3 0.8 2.ZOO 15 WG22

R967S Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal '8.0-26.5 22.0 2.500 18 -300 250 60 6.3 0.8 2,500 20 WG20

R9602 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 22.0-26.0 24.0 2,000 12 -300 60 60 6.3 0.8 2.ZOO 15 WC;u)

R962 I Reflex  lnt.  Cav, Shaft Octa' 20.0-24.0 22-0 2,000 12 -300 60 60 6.3 a.8 2.ZOO '5 WG20

R9622 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 18.0-22.5 20.a 2.000 12 -300 60 60 6.3 0.8 2.200 15 WG20

R9676 Reflex tnt.  Cav. Shaf( Octal I 2 .0-18 -0 15.0 2.500 18 -300 300 60 6.I 0.8 2.500 ZO WG'8

R9626 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 15 .0-18 .0 16.5 2.000 '2 _300 loo 60 6.3 0.8 2.ZOO '5 WGl8

R962j Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 13 .5-16 .5 15.a 2.000 12 -300 loo 60 6.I a.8 2,200 15 WG'8

R9624 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft Octal 12 .4-15 ,0 14,0 2,000 '2 -300 loo 60 6-3 0.8 2.200 15 WGl8

25 I 8Z &  R9696 M'cro 87G 8.1-I  I.7 10.0 350 40 -350 '30 20 6.I 0.8 370 S5 WG16

25 I 57 &  R9696 Reflex  Ext. Cav, Mlcro 87G 7 .0-10.3 8,5 350 40 -270 ZOO 20 6.) 0.8 }70 55 WG15

2518 I  &  R9561 Reflex Ext. Cav, MLcro 87G 5.4-8.2 6.5 350 40 -300 150 20 6.3 0.8 370 55 WG'5

2j I 8 I AaR970' Reflex Ext. Cav. tllcl.a 87G 5,a-5  9 5.5 350 40 -250 50 20 6.3 0.8 370 55 WG'2

R5222  CV2346 Plug-In   Reflex - 87G 5.a-I  I  .7 Overrange J50 40 -  50 to-500 30to200 - 6.3 0.7 370 55 -
R9689 Plug-in  Reflex - 87G 5.0-I  I  .7 Overrange 350 40 -   50 to-500 30to'50 - 6.3 0.8 370 55 -

R956 I Modlfied  R5222 cavltles  type  25181

R9696 Modified  R5222 To  fit  wlde  range  cav es  types 25182  a  25157

R950' Modlfied  R5222 Increased   /\F at  92  kMc/s  ln  i Cavity 300 30 -200 35 30 6.3 0.7 370 55 WG16

ttR9538PaR5222 ::n.::
87G 9.I-9-3 9.2 350 40 -Ilo 60 20 6-3 a.7 370 55 WG16

ttR9!3fu2 Reflex Ext, Cav.
::n,i';

87G 9.3-  9.5 9.4 350 40 -220 60 20 6.3 0.7 370 55 WG16

ttR9540PaR5222 Reflex  Ext. Car.
;:n,:I;

87G 9.5-   9.7 9.6 350 40 -230 60 20 6.3 0.7 370 55 WG!6

ttR9!`i3222
S'.n,8:i

87G 9-7_  9.9 9.8 350 40 -240 60 20 6.3 0.7 370 55 WG16

ttR9542PaRj222 Reflex Ext. Cav.
::n,:I;

87G 9 .9_ I 0 .I 10.0 350 40 -250 60 20 6.I a.7 370 55 VVG I 6

ttR9543PaR522Z
;:n,:I;

B7G 300  Mc/a  wlthln'0.I-10.6 10.3 350 40 -260 60 20 6.3 0.7 370 5S WG'6

ttR9i4:!222 Reflex Ext.  Cav.
;:n.:I;

87G 300  Mc`s  withln'0.6-II.0 10.8 350 40 -300 45 20 6-3 07 370 55 WG16

R9655/3 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft B8G 7  55-7.8 7.7 I ,000 Ilo -300 \,- `cW 60 126 11 1 ,200 140 WG14

R9630/3 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft B8G 7-J-  7-5 7-4 I.000 Ilo -300 2.JOw 60 12.6 11 I  .ZOO 140 WG14

R9516/3 Reflex  lot   Cav. Shaft B8G 7.05-7.3 7.2 I,000800 Ilo80 -300-300 1?WI-OW 6040 12.6 11 I  ,ZOO '40 WG14

R9S56/3 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft B8G 6 .875-7 . I 25 7.0 I ,000 Ilo -300 2 ,-+N 60 12.6 11 I  ,ZOO '40 WG14

R9687 Selected   R9689  for  operatLon  ln  calLbra[ed  cavlty  of 7.I   kMc/`5  mLd  frequency

252 I 2a R9559 rl'cro Pee Wee4-p,n 3-95-5.5 4.7 350 35 -500 80 2j 6.3 I.2 370 55 WG'2

R6010  CV2353 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shaft BBC 4.+  4.8 4.6 750 143 -290 3.7VN 50 6.3 0.9 800 '50 Co-ax  llne

R6015  CV2]54 Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shat( BBC 4.27J-76 4.5 250 40 -175 150 20 6.3 0.9 350 70 Co-ax  line

2522 Ia R,559 Reflex Ex[.  Cav. rl'cro Pee  Wee+p\r, 3.3-  4.9 4-I 350 35 -400 80 2j 6.I I-2 370 55 WGl'

R508 I Reflex  lnt.  Cav. Shat( B8G 3.9-4.2 4.0 750 143 -350 4.OW 40 6.3 a.9 800 150 Co-ax  line

RK61  12,,CV2„6 Plugln  Reflex - 87G I.0-  4.0 Oyerrall8e 250 26 -   50 to-400 '50 - 6.3 0.7 300 45 -
R9559,,CV607' Plug-ln   Reflex - Pee  Wee4-pin I .0-  5.4(Tentative) Overrar'8e 300 J5 -   50 to_400 loo - 6-I I-2 370 55 -
R9585    6BM6 Plug-ln  Reflex - Pee Wee 0.5-3.0 Oyer 300 20 -20to I 0  to  50 - 6.3 0.7 350 32 -

CV36'S 4-pln rar'8e -400

IIR9586   6BM6AuCV3939 Plug-ln  Reflex - Pee  Wee4-pln 0.5-3.0 As  R958S  but  selected  (or  absence  of iLcter  when  pulsed.

t2Sioi„59 Shaft,  withVernler Pee  Wee+pln 3 .28-3 .72 3.5 300 3S _200 '20 30 6-3 I.2 370 55 WGI'

KR6/I   Cvl  16 Reflex  Ext.  Car. Pre-setslugs Octal I.36-3-55 3.45 250 32 -140 150 30 4.0 I.3 300 40 Co-ax  'lne

KR6P CV237 Reflex  Ext.  Cav. Pre-setSlugs Octal 3 . I 7-3 .39 3.28 250 32 -140 150 30 4.0 I.3 3cO 40 Co-ax  lllle

KR6/I  CV238 Reflex  Ext.  Cav. Pre-setslugs Oceal 2,93-3 .13 3.03 250 32 -I40 150 30 4.0 I.3 3cO 40 Co-3x  llne

R957l
fp::::;yampllfier

2-7-3.05 10kvcDy:::   oo5 6.5A 15kwfor2WInput 30 9-„ 6.5J 2Skv:yuci: .oo34 8-8A WG10

I 3:h,far.i:'#;r:::::';8carav?tg,eesf::eMafs/:'anv:,ianbd|e:.:nt::,.t2h:rMtcy/;ear:aa;S:ea::::bte,ttTZE=R¥628°g3.t:6aen.d6).
Ref.  M20l c                                                                                                           .   Ion-osclllatlon -free  verslor`  of the  R5222.

•.  See   Note 4



iiill KLYSTRON    AND

BAND    Gc/s L                                       LS                                       S                                     C                             X

1.12                                                    1.7                                                     2.6                                                   3.95                                             5.85

BRITISH    (WG)   ANDu.S.(RG)WAVEGulDE WG6:RG69/u         WG8:RG104/u        WG10:RG48/U      WG12:RG49/u   'WG14:

WG9A:RG112/U              WGllA                       WG13
EMI   KLYSTRON             Gc/s 2.2                                              3.3                                           4 9

COMMERCIALNo MILITOARY

R9653 I I

R9674

R9521

R9546
R5146 CV6001

R9518

R9547
R9675

R9602

R9621

R9622

R9676

R9626

R9678

R9625

R9624

R5222 CV2346
I

R9689

25182 II

I

R9544
R9543
R9542

R9541

R9540
R9539

R9538

25157

25181

R.9655 / 3
I

R:963013

R9516/3

R9556/3
I

25181A t
25212 t
R9559 CV6071
R6010 CV2353

R6015 CV2354
25221 t
R5081

RK6112 CV2116

25206 t
25205 t

I

25204 t
25203 t

CV116

C:N2:3;J
CV238

R9571

25226 ( )t

FREQUENCY   Gc/s 1.0              1.2                1.4             1.6          1. 8       2.0                     2.5                3.0            3.5         4.0       4.5      5.0                6.0            7

WAVELENGTH   Cm. 30             25                              18.75                     15                        12                   10                                7.5                      6.0                 5.0



WAVEGU.DE    DATA    CHART

I                                  X                              J(Ku)                              K                   V(KA)                                Q               M                                 O(E)

8.2                                  12.4                                18                                26.5                                  40                                    60                                90\G50/UWG16:RG52/UWG18:RG91/uWG20:RG53/uWG22:RG96/uWG24WG26:RG99/u

WG15  RG51/u                                                                                                                        RG97/u                      RG98/u
'05                                     10  0                                                                                                                                                         33                                                  50                                                 75I

I (-- - --)-

-

' )

t
t
t

t
t
t
t
t
t

t Gc/s        12              14           16          18        20                     25                 30              35          40         45       50                 60             70           80

Cm          2.5                             1.875                    1.5                      1.2                  1.0                              .75                       .6                    .5                               .375I
KEY

I
I

Low  Voltage.  Low  Power  Reflex  Oscillators

High  Voltage.  Low  Power  Reflex  Oscillators

Narrow-band  klystrons  available  over
a  wide  frequency  range

High  Voltage,  Medium  Power  Reflex  Oscillators

4-Cavity pulse Amplifier  Klystron                                                            ± _=±g±±±=_i.----

Plug-in  Tubes  for  External  Resonators

Planned  and  under  development                                                                         (                                                               )tUsingReplaceableTubes

OTHER  VALVE  DIVISION   PRODUCTS  INCLUDE

I EMI1 TV  CAMERA  TUBES   :  CATHODE  RAY  TUBES   :   STORAGE  TUBES0          8.0        9.0    10

3.75                    3 MAGNETRONS  :  PHOTOMULT lpLIERS
=J'



NOTES

Note   I.      Klystrons   with   internal   cavity,   (Int.   Cav.),  have  whole  of  cavity  within  vacuum   envelope.

Power   is   taken   out   either   by   a   waveguide   window,    or    by   co-axial    line   (co-ax    line).

Tubes    with    external    cavity    (Ext.    Cav.)    detailed    on    this    sheet    are    metal-glass    tubes

having    the    central     part    of    the    cavity    within    the    vacuum    envelope.    The    external

cavity   is   connected   to   the  copper  electrodes   by   spring   contacts.

Note  2.     In    tuners    having    shaft    drive,    rotation   of   the   shaft   transmits   movement   via   a   built-in

reduction    mechanism,   (eg.    a    differential   screw   as   with   type   R6010).

Micro.   indicates   a   micrometer   tuner,   with   scale.

Single   screw   tuners   are  of   the   "  puller  "  type,  in  which  tuning  of  an  auxiliary  cavity  pulls

the   frequency   of  the   main   cavity.

Pre-set   slugs   are   threaded    slugs   around  the  periphery  of  the  cavity,  movement  of  which

effectively   vary   the   cavity   volume.

Note  3.     Octal-International  octal.

87G   -Miniature   7    pin   glass    base   without   spigot.

B8G   -8   pin   glass   base,   with   spigot.

Pee-wee   4   pin-Overcapped   4   pin   base.

Note  4.     Plug-in   Klystrons,   as   R5222,   may   be   used   in   variety  of  external  cavities,  and   properties,

e.g.   A   F,   will   depend   critically   on   the   cavity   design.

Note   5.     VR    refers    to    reflector   voltage    of   reflex   klystrons;   this   is   always   negative  with   respect

to   cathode.

Note  6.     A   F   is   the   electronic   tuning   range   between    half    power   points    in    the   case   of   reflex

klystrons,    and    is   the   3db    bandwidth    for   amplifier   tubes.

Note  7.     Waveguide   outputs   are   into  guide   of  specified  WG  number.   Flanges  are  of  various  types.

The Compamu  Tesei.ues I:lie  right  to  rno{llfi.I  these  designs  (incz  specific(itions  u)ithout  notice.

Eiill
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EMII EMI   ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

a

J- and K-Band Klystrons
Two series of three 2kv velocity modulated oscillators which cover the frequency ranges 12.4
to 18.0 Gc/s and 18.0 to 26.0 Gc/s.

Each is of metal construction with integral tunable cavities and indirectly heated cathodes.

All  types  are  similar  externally,  except that  the  J-band  klystrons  feature  a  WG  18  (WR  62)
output  section   with   British   Joint  Services  flange  5985-99-083-0030   (UG   419/U).  The
K-band  klystrons  are  fitted  with  WG  20  (WF}  42)  output  section  with  5985-99-011-9658
(UG  595/U)  flange.

The  tuner  is  of  unique  design  and  construction  and  imparts  excellent frequency  stability  and
freedom from microphony.

Klystron                      Frequency                  Free space                  Power output                Resonator
Type                            Gc/s                             Wavelength               into Matched                  Current

mm                                 Load (VSWR  ±1 )         rnA
mw

Min.          Typical

R9624                          12.4to 1 5.0                20.Oto 24.2

R9625                          13.5to 16.5                18.2to22.2

R9626                           15.Oto 18.0                 16.7to20.0

R9622                          18.Oto 22.5

R9621                           20.Oto 24.0

R9602                        22.5to 26.0



POWER V  FREQUENCY

~
~

11
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REFLECTOF}  VOLT V FF`EQUENCY

rrNV           V

250     500

200    400

150    300

100    200

50      100

250   500

2CO   400

150   300

loo   200

50      100

250    500

200  400

150    300

100   200

50     100

250   500

200   400

150    300

loo   200

50       100

250     500

200    400

150     300

100    200

50        100

250    500

200    400

150     300

loo    200

50        100
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Electrical  Data
Base connections (international octal, specification  BS448,  88-0)

I/ecfroore                Grid             Heater                I c                    I C            Reflector              I c              Heater/                 I c
Cathode

P/.n lvo.                     1                    2                    3                    4                    5                    6                   7                      8

IVore.. lc  .=internal connection

Resonator Connection:  Flange or Fixing  Holes.

Ratings

(All voltage ratings are with respect to cathode potential)

Heater                                              6.gN
Resonator voltage, Vrs                 2:I )DON
Reflector voltage, Vr                -10Ov to -50CN
Grid voltage                                      O to -2!OCN

Max. reflector current`.30 HA
Max. grid current..1 rnA



Notes on operation

Maximum  impedance of reflector and grid supplies: 75 000 ohms. The  h.t. supply must never
be applied to the resonator in the absence of negative reflector and grid volts

The tubes are normally operated with the resonator at earth  potential, and the cathode should
be preheated at normal voltage for a minimum period of one minute before V/es is applied

Power Supply
loo ohms limiting resistors should be incorporated in the power supply in order to protect both
the klystron and the circuit breaker in the power unit

A suitable diode should be connected between reflector and cathode, and also between screen
and cathode to avoid damage to the tube in the event of failure in the power unit

Recommended c.Ircu.Itry for the protection of Klystrons:

a
Reflector

Resonator

Screen

Cathode

Heater

Heater

Limiting resistors

(at least 100 ohms)

Diodes to prevent screen
or reflector from
becoming  +vewith
respect to cathode
under surge conditions

Where complete freedom  is necessary from fluctuations of both  power output and frequency,
a choke should be connected in series with the resonator supply. The inductance of this choke
should be 4  H with a d.c. resistance of about 60 ohms. It should be insulated for at least2000V

The choke may be connected  in  either the positive or the  negative side of the supply but care
should  be  taken  to  avoid  stray  capacitance  from  leads  and  sub-units  which  might  have  a
shunting effect

MOunting

The valve  is designed  with  a floating  base socket and  no  undue strain  should  be  put on this
or the output coupler, which is located with respect to the mounting face of the tuner block

Any orientation can be used and it is recommended that the four tapped holes on the mounting
face be employed

To allow tuning of the valve the spindle must not be constrained axially or radially

On no account should any tuner assembly screws be loosened

Cooling
The temperature  of the  envelope  should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  150°C  at  any  point,  and
forced air cooling may be necessary if the klystron is used in a confined space

Warm-up Time
With  full  ventilation,  but  without  forced  cooling,  operation  within  40  Mc/s  of  the  final  fre-

quency  is  possible  within  about  15  minutes  of switching  on.  With  forced  cooling  this  period
can be considerably reduced

Weight
K-Band             14oz                0.40 kg                    J-Band              15 oz             0.43 kg

Performance
The  curves  opposite  represent  true  average  performance  and  approximately  one-half  of  all
tubes supplied have a power output higherthan that indicated

The horizontal straight lines represent the minimum output allowed by the specification



Dimensions

K-Band  Kly§trons

4  BA fixing  holes  (4)

I

T,,I,
4*  MAX

5jlz    MAX

Lli
jBdK`yt°ffiIT

All dimensions in inches

2i+   MAX

2i

E=  --_ 11
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EMI   ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and Industry

EMI Q-Band Reflex Klystrons

Klystron     Frequency
Type            G Hz

Free Space
Wavelength
mm

A series of six 2 kv velocity-modulated  oscilla-
tors  which  cover the frequency  range  26 .0  to
40 . 0 G Hz.

Each   is   of   metal   construction   with   integral

tunable   cavities   and   indirectly   heated   cath-
odes.
All   types   are  similar  externally  and  feature  a

WG22  (WR28)  output  with  British  Joint  Ser-
vices flange 5985-99-083-0018.
The tuner is of  unique design  and  construction
and   imparts  excellent  frequency  stability  and
freedom from microphony.

Power output           F}esonator     Average                 Average
into Matched             Current            Electronic              Change in vr
Load (VSWR±1)    rnA                    Tuning Range     between
mw                                                        MHz

Min.          Typical

P9729        26.Oto29.0         10.4toll.5         15             70                8tol5             68

R9518        27.8to32.2         9.3tol0.8           15             80                8tol5             68

R9651         31.25to33.7      8.9to9.6              15              60                8tol5             70

R5146       34.2to35.58      8.43to8.77        30             90               8tol2            70

R9546        32.3to37.5         8.Oto9.3

F}9521         35.3to40.0         7.5to8.5

M202/1 C

15             60               8tol5            77

15             60               8tol5            85

-3dB Points

51

44

40

37

34

30
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Electrical  Data
Base  connections  (international  octal, specification  BS448,  88-0)

I/ecfrode             Grid               Heater          lc                   IC                   Reflector     lc                   Heater/        lc
Cathode

P7.n lvo.                1                     2                    3                    4                    5                    6                    7                    8

IVofe.'  IC  ±  internal  connection

Resonator  Connection :  Flange or  Fixing  Holes.

Ratings
(All voltage ratings are with  respect to cathode  potential)

Heater
Resonator voltage, Vies
Ref lector voltage, Vr
Grid voltage

6.3V        0.8A
2000V

-1 00V to - 500V
0 to - 200V

Max. ref lector current: 310  uA
Max.  grid current: 1mA

M202/2C

®



Notes on operation

Maximum  impedance of reflector and grid  supplies : 75  000 ohms. The h.t. supply must never
be applied  to the resonator in  the absence of negative reflector and  grid volts

The tubes are  normally operated with the resonator at earth  potential,  and the cathode should
be preheated  at normal  voltage for a  minimum  period  of one  minute  before  V/es is applied

Power Supply
100 ohms limiting resistors should be incorporated in the power supply in order to protect both
the  klystron  and  the  circuit  breaker  in  the  power  unit

A suitable diode should be connected between reflector and cathode, and also between screen
and  cathode to avoid  damage to the tube in the event of failure in  the  power unit

Recommended  circuitry for the  protection  of  Klystrons:

a

®

Reflector

Resonator

Screen

Cathode

Heater

Heater

Limiting resistors

(at least 1 00 ohms)

Diodes to prevent screen
or reflector from
becoming +ve with
respect to cathode
under surge conditions

Where complete freedom  is necessary from fluctuations of both  power output and frequency,
a choke should  be connected in series with the resonator supply. The inductance of this choke
should be 4 H with a d.c. resistance of about 60 ohms. It should be insulated for at least 2000V

The choke may be connected  in  either the positive or the negative side of the supply but care
should  be  taken  to  avoid  stray  capacitance  from  leads  and  sub-units  which  might  have  a
shunting  effect

MOunting
The valve is designed with a floating base socket and  no undue strain should  be put on this or
the output coupler, which  is  located  with  respect to the  mounting face of the tuner block

Any orientation can be used and it is recommended that the four tapped holes on the mounting
face be employed

To  allow tuning  of the valve the  spindle  must  not  be  constrained  axially or  radially

On  no  account should  any tuner assembly screws be loosened

Cooling
The  temperature  of the  envelope  should  not  be  allowed  to  exceed  150°C  at  any  point  and
forced  air cooling  may  be  necessary  if the  klystron  is  used  in  a  confined  space

Warm-up Time
With   full   ventilation,  but  without  forced  cooling,  operation  within  50  MHz  of  the  final  fre-
quency  is  possible  within  about  15  minutes  of switching  on.  With  forced  cooling  this  period
can  be considerably reduced

Weight
13oz             370g

Performance
The curves opposite represent true average performance

The  horizontal  straight  lines  represent the  minimum  output allowed  by the specification

M202/3C



'X-X',  and  'Z-Z'  are  reference  axes

only.  The  plane  'X-Z'  is  the  plane
of the mounting surface-see dim.
P-holes  'A'  being  the  mounting
holes. 'X-X' and 'Z-Z' pass through
the  mom.  axis  of  the  spindle.  The
plane  through   `X-X'   and   `Y-Y'   is
perpendicular  to   the   plane   `X-Z'.
The  axes   `X-X'   and   'Y-Y'   are   `P'
apart, as shown.
The    international    octal    base    is
within i in. of nominal axis and has
±  15° angular tolerance. The valve
is designed  for  use with  a floating
base  socket  and  no  undue  strain
should be put on the output coup-
ler.    Dimensions    marked*   define
max.   envelope  of  the  assy.   andt
true geometric position (T.P.) .
The   output   is   in   WG22   (WR28
I.D.    .280in     x     .140in)    and   the
flange,   British  Joint  Service  type
5985-99-083-0018  mates  with  a
similar flange,  secured  by  locating
ring  5985-99-083-0017  and   ring
nut5985-99-083-0020.
Adaptors are available for connec-
tion    to    American    flanges    type
UG 599/U or uG 381 /U.

Symbol      Dimension      Tolerance              Remarks

A             4BAThd              .010inposit'l     Tapped±  indeepc/drill..149india  x  ±indeep

tB                 .625 in             TP

tc               .6875 in         TP

tD                 .750 in             TP

tE                  .275in              TP

F               1.250in               max.

G                 .250india      ±..g8gi:

H                 .184in              ±.005in

I                 .og4 in             i:883 i:

tK              2.105in              TP

L                2±in                   ±±in

M              2i€ in                max.

N                  1  inrad.               max.

P                 15in                    TP

Q              li=in              TP

R                 38 in                    max.

*S                4±in                    max.

*T                fg in                   max.

*U                gf in                     max.

V                                                    .012in

*W             5j: in                max.

010

Spindle moves axially when rotated

From axis `Y-Y'

Max. tilt of mating surface over  . 520 in dia.

I n any direction-may occur with spindle rotation

The  Company  reserves the right to  modify these  designs  and specifications without notice
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EMI   0-BANI)   KLYSTRON   TYPE   R9653

Provisional  Data

This  reflex  klystron  oscillator  operates  in  the  65  Gc/s  to  85  Gc/s  band  and  has
an  output  power  of   10  mw  ininimum.      The  mechanical  tuning  range  of  an   individual   tube
ls  about  5  Gc/s.   and  the  electronic  tuning  range  is  typically  loo  Mc/s.

PRELIMINARY    SPECIFICATION

Heater  voltage

Heater  current

Resonator  voltage    :

Resonator  current     :

Reflector  voltage    :

Modulator  voltage     :

Thning  range

Frequency

Power  output

6.3V

1. 5   A   maximum

2000  to   2500   V

30   rnA  maximum

-500  maximum

-200  maximum

3  Gc/s  minimum

65  to  85  Gc/s

10   mw  minimum

M217/1b
DS. 406
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EMI    ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and Industry

EMI  KLYSTRON  TYPE  R9696

The   R9696  is  a  modification  of  the  R9689  having  spring  contact  assemblies  mounted  in
place  of the  upper  copper  electrodes.    It  is  completely  free  from  ion  oscillation  and is therefore
ideally suited for applications using frequency modulation.

ELECTRICAL  SPECIFICATIONS

Ratings   (all voltages  measured with respect to cathode)

Resonator voltage                      350 V standard
370  V maximum

Reflector voltage                        -500 V maximum
- 50 V minimum (must never be positive with

respect to cathode)
Heater voltage                             6.3 V standard

6.8 V maximum

Typical  performnce   (under standard voltage conditions)  in EMI cavities 25157 and
25182  matched for maximum frequency coverage looking into VSWR  <  1.1.

Resonator current

Heater cunent

Reflector curent

30  rnA normal
55  rnA maximum

0.8  A normal
0.9  A maximum

4 #A  maximum

Frequency 3%  Mode 4%  Mode 5%  Mode Cavity

GHz VRef        Po         Af VRef        Po         Af VRef        Po      Af

7.0 -140         100         30

251578.7 -2 70           170         18 -120            50
10.3 400           50         11 -220          100

8.2 -215           50           20 -90            15

2518210.0 -370           80 -200            70        21 -90             30        26
11.7 -300             11 -180            20

Minimum  Power  Output

25182  cavity          11.7-10  GHz.          5 mw
10.0-8.2  GHz.       30  mw

25157 cavity        30 mw    overthe whole range

M219/1a
DS.866/1



Operational  Notes

The   temperature  of the  valve  envelope  and  of the  external  parts  of any  point  should not
exceed  150°C.  Forced air cooling will be necessary if the valve is mounted in an enclosed space.

The  cathode  screen  should  normally  be  connected  to  th.e  cathode.  By  applying  a negative
bias   of  100  -  200  V  to  this  electrode  it  is  usually  possible  to  pl.event oscillation,  but factory
tests do not guarantee this.

R.696  POWER  CHARACTERISTICS
- 111111I I, 11I II 11I 11I 11Ill
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a

Base  connections

All  dimensions  ore  in  millimetres

Base Type 87G

Pin No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 FL DS

Electrode IC K IC IC H KS H RF RS

DS   =   Disc seal
FL   =   Flying lead

H   =   Heater
IC    =   Internal connection

M219/3a
DS.866/3

K   =   Cathode
KS   =   Cathode  shield
RF  =   Reflector
RS   =   Resonator
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EMI        se,w,"  sc/en                ,

VALVE    DIVISION       EMI   wll]E   TUNING   nANGE   cAvlTIEs

TYPES    25181,     25157,     25182Cavitlestypes25181,25157and25182a,reforusewith  plug-1n   reflex  klyBtrons

types  R9701  and  R9696,   which   are  modlflcatlons  of  EMI   kly8tron   type  R9689.   having
Spring  contact  assemblies  mounted  ln  place  of  the  upper  copper  electrode.

The  cavities  are  of  the  concentric  capacitance  tuner  type,   consisting  of  a  % ^
cavity,    (which  determines  the  upper  frequency  ]1mlt  of  oscll]ation).   into  which  slides
a  concentric  cylindrical   tuning  elelnent.   This  electrode  slides  over  the  spring  fingers
mounted  on   the   valve   and  provides   the  necessary  connection  to  the  upper   copper
electrode.     When  the  tuner  is   fully  inserted.   the   lower   frequency  of  operation   ls
determined  by   its   diameter,   the   assembly   then   behaving  as   a   fundamenta.1   cavity
oscillator.   coupled  into  the  outer  part  of  the  % ^  cavity.     Power  ls  extractedbymeans
of  a  wa,veguide  window  ln  the  outer  wall   of  the  %  ^  cavity.

Tuning  ranges  of  over  30yo  are  obtained.   8s  shoim   ln  the  table  below.   the  band
covered  by  the  three  cavities  helng  5.4  to   11.7  Gc/s.

Movement  of  the  tuning  electrode  is  controlled  by  rotation  of  a  calibrated  large
dlaneter  head,   as  shorn  ln  the  figure  on  the  reverse  of  the  sheet.     Alternative  drives
con81st  of: -

(a)     A  micrometer  head  which  my  be  oriented  at  any  angle  ln  the  horizontal  Plane.(b)Acalmdriveforoperationtryaslowspeedmotor.

Basic  Characteristic  of  R9701  and  R9696: -

VH6.3V           IHO.78A             VA(max.)    370V           IA(mx.)55mA          VR-50to-500V

typical   Operating  Characteristics.        (All   at  6.3  V.   350  V)   :-

Matched   for  maximum   frequency  coverage.   looking  into  VSWR  <  1. I

Ca,vlty Klystron FrequencyGc/s
:R:: :R:; ?R:;

25181 R9701 5.4 -220                 50
6.5 -360               100 -100               70

8.2 -230               50

25157 R9696 7.0 -140                100
8.7 -270               170 -120               50

10.3 -400                 50 -220            loo

25182 R9696 8.2 -215                 50 -90               15
10.0 -370                 80 -200              70 -90               30

11.7 -300                10        I      -180               20

M271/1a
DS. 575/1



EMI   WIDE   TUNING   RANGE   CAVITIES   TYPES    25181,25157,25182   (continued

OUTLINE    I)HAWING

Base  Connectloris

DIMENSIONS

25181 25157 25182

A 2   5/16„ 1   25/32„ 1   29/32„

a 1%" - 2%" 1%"T1,/,in 1#n - 1%„

C |1/16m 5/8„ 5/8„

D 1#„ llA„ 1%n

E WG15 WG15 W016

R    -     Reflector  connection

Type   87G

Pin  No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

•Electrode I.C- K I.C. I.C. H C.S. H

CS-Cathode  s`nie]d       H  -Heater       I.C.   -Internal   connection    K  -Cathode

Pins  numbered  clocl{wlse   from  blank  position.   viewed   from  underside  of  tube

REFLECTOR   CliARACTERISTICS   FOR   TYPES   R9696   a    R970l'  ,>4,
`           ````                 -`

/ / E=

•,,,

EE
EE

6                                    7                                     a                                     9                                    10                                   11                                   l]   CC/.

TIIe  Cotilpall.\.  resc'I.rt.s  lllc.  I.iglil   Io  li..t)illfr  llic.  il.isigfis  {]Iiil  s|)t.t.ihtaliolis  \`.illloiii  notice

i-ri-I'
I:
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VALVE    DIVISION

EMI    C-BANI)   CAVITY   TYPE    25212

This  plug-1n  Klystron  Cavity  has  been  designed  as  a  bench  oscillator  over  the
band  3950  Mc/a  -5500  Mc/a,  butmy  alsobe found  suitable  for  use  as  a.  local  oscillator
or  carrier  Source  wlthln  a  system.

me  tube  employed lathe  R95591ow  voltage  plug-1n  klystron  vhlch  ls  Bubstantlally
free  from  hysteresls.

Tuning  18  effected  by  rotation  of  a  large  dlaneter  micrometer  head  and  resetting
a,ccuracy  ls  high.     Once  calibrated,   the  cavity  becomes  independent  of  a  vevemeter  for
II!any  appllcatlons.

means°ouftpautstL:d::dwiLGh)g2e v£Vpee8u5;8:.5g.Go4o94/2U (°urG]W£1£?)   and  the  CaLvlty  18  mounted  by

Nominal  dlmenBlons  are  lndlcated  on  the  outline  dravlng.overleaf.

Mlnltnum  frequency  range

Mlnlmum  power  output

Mlnlmum  power  output

Mlnlmtim  power  output

Typical  perfomance  :-

M274/|a
DS.139/i

3950  -   5500  Mc/a

at                        3950  -5000  Mc/B                            80  nw

at                         5000  -5400  Mc/a                             25  mw

at                        5400  -5500  Mc/a                             lo  mw

VfL   350   V                         VH   6.3   V                   Ia   40  rnA

Frequency Power  output
VR  Volts

AI
Gc/s mw (#|}ower  points)

5.5 20 -550 8
5.0 150 -420 10
4.5 240 -330 15
3.95 180 -250 20
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EMII
EMI    ELECTFtoNICS   LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI    REFLEX   KLYSTRON   TYPE   R9559

DESCRIPTION

The  R9559  is  a  low-voltage  reflex  klystron  for  use  with  an  external ca,vity resonator.
Plugged  into  suitable  cavities,  the valve  will  cover  a  frequency  range  of  2700  to  4100  Mc/s
on  the  2%  mode;   by  using  other  reflector  modes  useful  power  can  be  obtained  over  the  range
I-5  KMc/s.   The  valve   is  rugged,   with  low  microphony,   and  was  specially  designed   for  use  as
a  low  cost  local  oscillator  for  radar  apt)lications.   It  may  alsobeused  as  a  wide  frequency
range  signal   source  and  as  a  low  power  transmitter.

MAXIMUM   RATINGS

Heater  voltage
Resonator  voltage
Resonator  dissipation
Envelope  temperature
Reflector  voltage

Max. impedance   in
reflector  circuit

6.8V
350V

low
1500c
-500V

Must  never  be  positive  with  respect
to  cathode.

250Kf2

TYPICAL   OPERATION

Heater  voltage                                        6. 3V
(one  side  of  heater  is  lnternally  connected  to  cathode)
Heater  current                                         1. 2A
Resonator  voltage                                 300V
Resonator  current                                 35mA
Reflector  potential                    -70  to  -350
Power                                                                     100nw
Electronic  tuning  ragne                  35Mc/s
Tuning  slope                                               1  Mc/s/V

APPLICATION

The  recommended  method  of  clampingthe lower  resonator  diaphragm  ls  shown   in  the  dia-
gran,   contact  to  the  upper  diaphragm  should  be  made by spring  flagers.   Care  should  be  taken
that  the  spring  pressure  ls  not  excessive  and  that  an  adequate  lead-in  is  provided;   other-
wise.   inechanical  dainageto the  valve  may  result.   The  springs  and  housing  should  be  designed
to  prevent   leakage  of  R.F.   power  and  spurious  resonances,   usually  indicated  by   low  power
output  at  some  frequencies.   When  inserting  the  valve  intothecavity.   the  conical  diaphragm
should  be  pressed  home  in  its  seating   (by  pressure  on  the  valve  base)   before  clamping  the
copper.   If  the  valve  is  pushed  home  by  pressure  on  the  conical   diaphragm  itself .   the  fre-
quency  of  the  valve  may  be  changed  as  a  result  of  mechanical  deformation.

M214/1a
DS. 254/1
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EMI    REFLEX   KLYSTRON   TYPE   R9559

APPLICATION   ( continued)

AV4 radial  line  cavity.  of depth  0.51n  may  be  used,  the diameter  being  related  to  the
frequency  as  shown: -

Cavity  diameter   (inches)             1.866                    1.470                  1. 220                  I.030

Frequency   (Mc/s)                                    2690                       3145                    3580                    4065

Loaded  a                                                         100                         200                       200                      400

If  a  waveguide  output isused.   the  coupling  iris  shouldbe adjusted  to  match  the  valve
into  the  wavegulde.   As  an  indication  of  the  iris  size  required,   the  slot  width  varies  from
.65   in   at   4000  Mc/s  to   1.3   in   at   2700  Mc/s   for  a  slot  height   of  0.25   in.   Alterna,tively   a
concentric  line  output  may  be  used.

Tuneable  cavities  are  available  for  use  with  the  R9559.   Three  cavities  covering  the
S-band  frequency  range  from  2.6  to  4.1  KMc/s.   These  cavities  are  tuned  by  the  lnsertlon  of
two  me`tal   rods,   but  anyof the  standard  tuning  techniques  canbeused.   e.g.   capacity  loading
or  concentric  line  cavity.

The  life  of  the  valve  is  over  1000  hours.   but  this  ls  affected  by  the  temperature  of
operation.   Unless  an  adequate  heat  sink  ls  provided,   forced  air  cooling  should  be  used.

The  Company  reserves [he  right  lo  niodify  the designs and specifications without  notice
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EMI    RIYS"OH   VALVE   TYPE    R  9559.

PIJYSICAL     DIMEWSIONS.

DIMENSI0NS
INCHES AEM^RKS

A         a.985                    REFERENCE    SEAV"C
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DS?54/3

a          0.585    MAX.

C          0.635     MIN.

D           a.185    MAX.

0.385   M".
J,s2     MAX.

6        0.470  H".
0.485    MAX.

H          29/32     MAX.

L     ::i;::    :;:..

H          27/3z     MAX.

H            17/|6      MAX.

BETWEEw  D"EMsiors D a [

BETWEEN  DIMENSIotis a I C

"CiuD"G  EccENTnlciTv

V          0.120    Mm.

W           '3/32     MAX.

X                                                  TOP  CAP   CONFORMS  TO
BS448   CTl   6/I.I

v           19/32Mm.

25,32      MAX.

0             45®                       NOM' N^|

ng      #rwE,ELcuARNE ¥E#Ni  .spH[tLLWEt. TypE

A4-76   BUT  WITII   LONGER  SKIRT.

ngc_O_N«F_cTiou_s

P!M   I           lMTERNAILY   CONNECTED

PIN   2         HFATEF`

P"   ]        INTERNAILY   CONNECTED

P"   4        HEATER   ANDCATlloDE

TOP   CAP       REFLECTOR
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VALVE  DIVISION
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EMI   ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and

DE:SCRIPTION
A  reflex  velocity-modulated  transmitting

klystron,   suitable   for   F.M.   systems,   with
tunable internal cavity resonator giving 3iw
over the range 4400 to 4800 Mc/s.  The oxide
coated cathode is indirectly heated.

RECE[JLNICJLII  DATA    See c7j.agram
Output.    Coaxial output line with launch-

ing probe.
Moundng.    Any orientation may be used.

The valve is designed to fit a mounting plate,
specified   in   the   diagram,   and   secured

I:IIE: CTRICAli  DJLTA
Connections.    B8G  base
PIN  1                   PIN  2                   PIN  3                  PIN  4                  PIN  5

Cathode     Internally      Cathode       Heater       Cathode

Connected      Shield                              Shield

Reflex   Klystron   Type   R6010

directly to  a  waveguide  of internal  dimen-
sions  2"xl".    The  launching probe  should
be  approximately  2  cm from  an  adjustable
reflecting piston.

Weight.    2± lb.   I Kilogramme.
Cooling.    The  temperature  of  the  valve

envelope must not exceed 200° and the tem-

perature of the external metal parts must be
less  than  150°C.   Forced air  cooling of  the
resonator is necessary and a minimum flow
of  5   cu.   ft./min.   is   normally  satisfactory.
Two  tapped  6BA  holes   are   provided  for
attachment  of a  cooling  duct.

PIN  6                 PIN  7                   PIN  8               TOP  CAP         ENVEl.OPE

Heater      Intemally      Cathode      Reflector     Resonator

Cormected      Shield

RATINGS    (Voltages measured with respect to the cathode)
Resonator Voltage VA :

Reflector Voltage VR:

Heater Voltage VH:

Cathode Shield Voltage Vs:

Electronic  Tuning  Range  (Af)
between half power points :

Resonator Dissipation:

Reflector Current IR :

Heater Current Ill:
Cathode Shield Current ls :
CThange   in   VR   between   half

power points ( AVR):

750V max.
-150 to 150V.
6.3V noninal.

0 to -150V.

20 Mc/s nrin.

100W max.

30th max.
0.8 to  I.OA.

ImA max.

I 1 0V noinal .

Power Output :

Mechanical Tuning Range :
ImpedaLnceinreflector-to-cathode

circuit:
6f
FTR:
Mechanical Tuning :

3W min.
44004800 Mc/s.

0.25 megohms max.

0.18Mc/spervnin.

12M#3%%:£eoY..°n

Reflector  must  never  be  positive  with  respect  to
the cathode.   Resonator voltage must never be applied
in  absence  of  reflector  voltage.    Cathode  should  be
connected to one side Of the heater.  Tbe heater sbould
be switched on for at least I minute before VA is appued.



VALVE     ENVELOPE
END    VIEW    OF

VALVE.

TOP    VIEW

OF

WAVEGull}[

MOuNT"G  PLATE

A:    I.625' max.  diameter
8:    3 500'max. length overbase
C:     I.047"max.
D:    4.000'' max.  height
I:     2"nominal
I:      3L`,,.12„

a:    3.750"max.
H:     4.031"

I:        0.138,

Air duct fixing
holes

I:       5.750"min.  6.375~max.
K:     I.500" diameter

ALL  DIMENSIONS   IN  INCHES

L:     I,078'max.
M:    1.Ilo'rrrax.
N:    22+o±i5o

0:   2.000'  ±  .001`    Reference    axis

TUNER    CollpLING   DETAILS.

=B®C

U:     I.670,±.002,
V:    *'   (from   internal   surface   of

waveguide),
W:   0.311'-.316' (see note).

only.  B=espigotis within t'and     X:    3~ diameter
tuner coupling within h' of axis.      Y:    0.812'±.002'

Z:     I.625'±,002'
AA: .375' min.   Hole tapped 2BA
88:  0.096'±.004'
CC: 0.515'+ .010', -.006'
DD:O.062'±.010'
EE: 0.135„+ .010 ,.-. 006,

®

P:     l.094,max.

R:      I.250,

S:     0.625'   max.    height   of   output
probe contacts.

T:     0.709,±.002,

Note.    Electrical contact with the outer surface of the coaxial output line, of diameter 0.311'  to 0.314'  must be made
by resilient contact fingers. diameter W.    The line of contact should be as close as possible to the waveguide.



TYPICAI-  OPI:RATION    Over band 4400-4800 Mc/s.   Reflecting piston adjusted for maxi-
mum  power  intci   a  matched  load,    23  mode.    VA:  700V.    IA:  143mA.    Vs:  -60V.
VH:  6.3V.    IH:  0.9A.

Frequency range  over

Frequency:
4400 Mc/s

4600 Mc/a

4800 Mc/a

81.

Af           AVR          giv; mln.
Mir:/a           V          Mr:/a per v

5S                115                       .34

50                115                      .25

35                 115                        .Z2

#RV          max.€ower      Power

-220                -240              3.5
-275                -295              3.7
160             .80           3.6

VR6ffor¥.       mavzv.Rot:Ler      power  which §Jri variesby 1.2+

Mc/s

20

15

15

A

A

IIIRErmTT

variation of fa over the

mode is shown in the curve.

It will be seen that the

minimum value is obtained

with Vn:  20V more positive

than for maximum power.

The values of (i::.-a) nit. and
the frequency range for a

given degree of linearity are
critically dependent on

adjustment of the reflecting

piston.   A displacement of
about 5 mm. towards the

valve from the position of

the piston giving maximum

power output, may increase

(::,ra)nil. and the linear

range by more than 50 o/o

for only a small decrease in

power.   The actual value of

piston displacement for
maximum linear range

varies from valve to valve.

POWER

'N

WAms   Z

II!Ia

pO
giv( )

04

¥•.INM(

a.3

f
STJ

a.I

a.I

VR (V LTS)

Z40260                  ae                 IOe,20

P

POW a. (v'

a.:a.0'

I•ool I

'Jf'-
Vt, «7'„.

I

tR" \„VtlIN'!PER¥

TSI
M

I

|TS
FR OuENC (M /S)

4400 4 600 4



LIFE

Laboratory    life    tests    with    the    valve
switched  off  for  li  hours  in  every  eight,
show operating lives in excess of 2500 hours
with VH 6.3V.  It is recommended that valves
should not be  run  while  not  oscillating  for
any appreciable period.

w]LRMING -up  Tlnm
The  valve  is  within  2  Mc/s  of  final  fre-

quency  5  minutes  after  the  application  of
resonator   voltage   and   characteristics   are
substantially stable after a further 10 Ininutes .

OVE:RZLI]I.  TE:rmE:RATURE

COE:I'I]ICIENT

After thermal equilibrium is reached,  the
change  in frequency,  due  to  a  variation  in
cooling air temperature, is about 2 Mc/s for
a ZOO temperature change.

HE:ATE:R

MODUliJLTION

If A.C. is used for the heater supply, about
60 kc,;s  modulation  will be  obtained  on the
R.F. output.   In applications where this is not

admissible,  D.a. must be used.

MICROPHONE
The level of microphony is low and the valve is suitable for

use in transportable frequency-modulated television links ,

The Company reserves the right to modify these designs and specifications without notice.

P.S.1199

EMI  Electronics  Ltd    ValveDivision

H ^¥ ES  MID D LESEx  EN G L AND   (Coritrolled by Electric and Musical Industries Ltd)

Telephone.. Souihall 2468   Ca:bles.. Emidala, London.   Telex London 22417
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VALVE DIVISION

EMI   ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and Induct,

Reflex   Klystron   Type   R6015

D=SCRDTION

Ht!#Ei€;t¥O#g,o##£¥!sxp€:±io±::F±Oriog:H£
RECHJLNICAli  DATA
(See diagTan)

O`iftyut    Coa2dal  output  lino  with  launching  probe.

E=LE:CTRICAII  DJLTA

CormoctioltB    B8G  Base
PIN  I                 EN  2                 PIN  3                PIN  4                EN  6

Cathode    htemally     Cathode       Heater       Cathode
Connected      Shield                             Shield

END  VIEW  OF   VALVEiiiil
D rQ|

.-`
\

0L
N

rlP

T0 P VI EWJ2F

WAVE6uiDE  MourmNe

JELE

is¥OiEfegd t*xt
#egEinanednsi:erscuz9£i¥reo6#eJei°d:f.#:Vfa#:d±d°ef
chould be teminated by a reflecting piston.

Wolghi   2 u),   I Hlogramme.

:xrusTHT:ee::i:ffie;I:ngb:es:#Ee=¥5%e%reen:oE::E:

°arieE.:ifeF_apyia?:,t#dsEpdeinva]H:

PIN  6                FIN  7                 PIN  8             TOp  cap        E\rvEI,OpE
Heater      htemaLlly     Cathode      Reflector    Resonator

Connected      Shield

VALVE    ENVELOPE

eeeeASEA

I I

Irc. 11111111111111
IOCKINGRINC.

FE-

I
I  ro^RlsFT±I-'Ef!as

.IE|.11 J

IR
1

L
U

AI,L  DnmisloNS IN  INCRqrs
A :    I.62SznaR. diameter
a:3.¥oFT5=:caqth--Va..`.6iz-`=.
D :    4.938 max. ndiu4
I  :    3.2comax.
F  :   3.875ri.
a:    4.031na=.
H:   4.2cO-.
I   :    O,e66 zziax. diameter
I   :    B.7somin.  6,375ma=.
I  :    I.500 znax. diamotor
I  :   3.sO
M:I.§40znax.rl+a__±eteT
N:    22|®±|8o

4sms" ug :J!

WAVECUIDE

trouNTiNg
PLELE.

0 :    I.688±.col Roforenco

I

D:E+°#r=iEd#o%
axis
I.094 maJ(,
2.188 Box.
I .666 ZBax. dfamotor

§€ifui¥2inbeiiE:E£
1,.6,7o±.oar

11. to  .SIC-(eco

i;8gg:efe?I      Note)
Not.   Electrical  coabct  with  the  outer  Burfuco  ol the

Gp,i:§;§£},°oufuE}:§J|iFe?rE¥ctb®Dadobyro8ifien!oontact



I:Ill:CTRICJLII  DATA-Ratlngg
(Vohage8 measured with reapoct to the cathode)

Resonator voltage vA:             300V max.

gi!e:ci:#:g:gg?gY:;eve:
Resonator Current:
Reflector airrent IR:
Heater Current h:
Cathode Shield Current ls :

:`vieirtr?:tsgecrgn¥o!:fe=f::rty
Af
ITR between half power

#ei¥¥Chfrfl%c¥ge
Mechanical Tulg:

+0 to -250
6.3V
0 to -100V
70mA max. at VA 275V.

6?#oT#fi
llnA max.
)°n#C./Sfrgmin.n£±.5pgw:a::

point)

0.2 Mc/s per V min.

30mw min. at VA 250V.
4270-4760 Mc/s

9Z2c5¥nE!e#¥reTv¥6nfue

TTPICJLII  OPE=RETION

iEi£FrEd±#794p7i?b¥:/8-wRaevfleeffd:PtgEL:{e°d.82b7;
VA:  250V.    Vs:  OV.    VE:  6.3V.    h:  0.9A.

Under tbese c:onditiorB 1^ will not exceed 50mA.

Frequency

At             LLVF`         V-for        Power
Mc/a             V       ma]{.power     mw

4270 Mc/s           25                40
4515 Mc/s            20                 37
4760 Mc/a            15                  22

7un;A5oVwA:r27£Vd'VABf=£:]^inisdrne°±8Tdeft;ri#toi5%

:a:h;su:::¥+::tf:ryET#:i3#6F3#.e?TE:feetifnfiF::n!d:i
that valves chould not be run while not oscillating for
any appreciable period.

Fg¥=¥hgcaE=TEH:e¥±glg¥si¥g!e:f:iEko%-

;iE¥¥fe:Tz¥:TE:e-cgl:g:®eniisffe:Ho:Fe#du#i-
poREig,gfo#enE:m¥dvuleat:d=TFi=;:rffi.intlap-

302010,

7045'5 476

EE9  (ELc/.s)

2'5loo50

R#E, - VR (vel'e)

("W)

_M4o3aE
~

-~
~-

goo                             4500                                4800

MADE  IN  GkE^T  BRITAIN

The Company reserves the right to modify these designs and specifications witllout rotice.

P.S.     1200
Printed   in   England   by  E.M.I.   Ltd.
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VALVE     DIVISION    EMI    KLYSTRON   TYPE   RK6112ATheRK6||2Aisalowvoltage.reflexvelocitymodulatedvalve  for  use  as  a  local  o8clllator

in   the   |0  cm   ("S")   Band.     It  ls  of  the  plug-in  type,   with  disc  seals   for  resonator  connection.
and  is   indirectly  heated.                                       CHARACTERISTICSMECHANICAL(Seefigureoverleaf)

El.ECTRI CAI.

Power  output                          loo  mw  minimum                                                         Reflector  current                   4  /JA  mx.
Frequency  range
(with   s`iitable  cavit}')   2600   to   3700 Mc/s                                               Cathode  shield  voltage.     0  V
Resonator  voltage.            +  250  V                                                                       Heater  voltage                          6. 3  V
Resonator  current              18  to   34  rnA                                                               Heater  current                          0.7  A  max.
Refl ector  voltage
range.                                         -55  to  -350  V*Measured with   respect   to   CathodepBRro"ANCE

The  following  figures  were  obtained  from  typical   valves  operating  at  three  nominal   frequen-
cies  and  using  the  fixed  frequency   cavities  mentioned  below.

Nominal Peak   power

%  Power  point  .All %  Power  point  .8'
Change  inrefl.voltage Change  infrequency

Max.                   Max. Min.                      Min,
frequency•J640Mc,/s (thin. ) refl. V         frequeney refl. V       frequeney A,,  to   .E„ A„   to  `E„

100    mw 95   V        2640   Mc/s 95V          2640   Mc/s 19   to   38   V 16   to   30   Mc/s

3200   Mc/s 100   mw 175V        3200Mc/s 175V          3200   Mc/s 35   to   55   V 16   to   32  Mc/s

3700   Mc./s'\1204/lbDS.145/1 100    mw Peak   power  obtained   at   3700  Mc/s   ±  15  Mc/s  with
reflector  voltage   255  V  ±  35  V.

Frequency rtype  of  cavity
AppropriateloadedQ,

2640   Mc/s I/I  wave  radial 140

3200  Mc/a %  wave  radial 185

3700  Mc/s %  wave   co-axial 680



DIMENSIONS

IT
.4   0,A.  -I-

All  dlmenslonB  are   ln  lnllllmetres.

BASE   CONNECTIONS                                                                Base   type   87G

Pill   No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TC DS

Electrode KS K NC KS H KS H Rep Res

DS  -Disc  seals            H  -Heater              K  -Cathode            KS-Cathode  shield

NC`  -No   cormection          Rep  -Reflector            Res  -Resonator            TC  -Top   cap

DIMHNSI0NS   OF   CONTAC'T   COPPERS

Cont,act   c`opper Nominal Will   go   through Will   not   go  through
diameter ring-gauge  of  dia: calipers  separa,ted  by:

Large  copper 25.5 25. 63 25. 37

Sma,l]   copper 24.0 24.  ]3 23..87

MAxlMUM   EccENTRlclTIEs  RF:I,ATlvE  ro  ljARGE  cOppm

Small   copper TOD    Gal) Base

0.30 0.45 0.75

The Company reserves the right lo modify the designs and spectficatious without notice
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EMI EMI    ELECTRON.CS    LTD

Serving S®ience and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION
NEW PRODUCT DATA

EMI  SOLID  STATE  X-BAND  SOURCE  TYPE  S30.003

This  voltagertuned  solid  state  source  consists  of a  transistor  oscillator  circuit,  varactor  tuned,  coupled
to a stepLrecovery diode harmonic  generator.

Three   frequency  variants  are  available  in  the  range  8.5  GHz  to  9.6  GHz,  each  tunable  over 400 MHz,
which is also the electronic tuning range.

rl

Eil

Provisional  Specification

Power output

Tuning range

S30.003/1
S30.003/2
S30.003/3

Tuning voltage

Input voltage

15  mw  minimum

8.5  CHz  to 8.9  GHz
8.85  GHz  to 9.25  GHz
9.2  GHz  to 9.6  GHz

0 to -30V d.c.

-28V d.c.  -30V d.c.  max.

Input cunent

Ambient Temperature
range

Weight

Output

Flange

120  rnA typical  150  rnA max.

-35°C  to +75°C

0.68  kg  (1.5  lb)

Waveguide  WG16  (RG52/U)

Square (5985-99-083-0052
or UG-40A/U)

i-_-. .
©©

M281/1a
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V'I)ICONS

EMI  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUI}E  TYPES

STANDARD  26  mm  (I  in)  SEPARATE  MESH  VII)ICONS

Suitable  for  broadc`ast  and  closed  c.irc`uit  applications

Standard
length

6.3  V 90  m\

9677SC`

9677Sl

9677S2

9677F1

9677F2

96778

9677C

9677M

9677  Amateur

Stand ard                     Short
length                       length

6.3V300mA        6.3V90m.i

9728SC

9728S1                    9706Sl

9728S2                   9706S2

9728F1                   9706F1

9728F2                  9706F2

97288

9728C`

9728M

9728  Amateur

Rugged  *
short  length
6.3  V  90  rnA

97068                           97308

9706C                             9730C

9706M                               9730M

Description  and
application

Selected tube for use in Colour Cameras.

High  grade tube for Broadcast Studio  use.

General  tube for Broadcast and Educational  Studio  Lise.

High grade tube for Broadcast Telecine use.

General  tube for Broadcast and Educational  Telecine use.

High  grade  tube  for Industrial  use under  low light level.

General  Industrial  tube.
'I\lbe to relaxed blemish  specification

Economical  tube  for experimental  use.

SPECIAL  PURPOSE  26  mm  (1  in)  SEPARATE  MESH  VIDICONS

Tubes with  special  faceplates`  targets or other features making them  suitable for particular applications.

Ziil

9677Q
97280

9677UV,'1
9728UV'1

9677UV/2
9728UV/2

9677D

9730N *

9745

(90  rnA heater)
(300  rnA heater)

(90 rnA heater)
(300  rnA heater)

(90 rnA heater)
(300  rnA heat,er)

(90  rnA heater)

(90  rnA  heater)

(90  rnA  heater)

13  mm  (%  in)  SEPARATE  MESH  VIDICONS*

9737                       (90  rnA  heater)

9738                      (90  rnA  heater)

9738N                   (90  rnA  heater)

9738Q                   (90  rnA  heater)

9768                      (90  rnA  heater)

Tubes  with  quartz faceplates  for use in fields of nuclear radiation.

rTeus¥osnswetTs:ueagr;Zg;fba[Cee#5oteosAan£:#oy£::nmaultravioletsensitivetargets.Thered

As 9677UV/1  and 9728UV/1  but exhibiting  small
background blemishes  at high  sensitivity.

Type 9677  with  ribrcoptic  faceplate.

Similar to 9730  but meeting  a rugged  specification.

Tube with  electrostatic` deflec`tion  and focus.  Other features  include high resolution
and good geometry.

Similar to  9738.  wit,h  a  unit`y  ganma  fine  grain  target for  slow  scan  applications  such
as  star tracking.

Rugged  construc`tion  for general  Lise.  The resolution  c`apability  is  excepti.onall.v  high
for this  size of. vidicon.  (Interchangeable  with  earlier type 9697).

Similar to  9738  but  meeting  a  rugged  specification

Tubci  ``'ith  quartz  facc`plate  for  use  in  field of high  nuclear radiation,

Tube  with  electrostatic  deflection  and focus.

OBSOLESCENT  26  mm  (1  in)  INTEGRAL  MESH  VIDICON

10667M               (600  rnA heater)                             Tube with high  wattage heater,  incorporating a side pip  and integral  mesh.
Suitable for alnateur and experimental  use.

*  Mesh connection  brought out adjac.ent  to target  connection.

T402/1kY70   DS.537/1



VIDICON      TUBH     INTHRCII^

Tube to  be replaced Suggested EMI  replacement
(Separate inesh construction)

Type  No.

Healercurrent IntegralOr
Direct Similar

Heatercunent
Refer

at 6.3  V. separate replacement replacement at 6.3  V. to
rnA mesh t.vl)e t.ype rnA notes

C102A 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
C102B 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
C103A 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
C103B 95 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
C104A 300 SM 9728F2 - 300 -
C104B 95 SM 9677F1 - 90300 -
C105AC105B 30095 SMSM 9728Q9677Q - 90 -
HS200 600 IM 9728C  or M 300 1&2

HS200A 600 IM 9728S2 300 1&2

HS20l 600 [M - 97288 300 1&2

HS201A 600 [M - 97288 300 1&2

P810 600 IM - 9728C 300 1&2

P841 600 SM - 9728C 300 1

P841X 600 SM - 97288 300 1

P842. 95 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
P842X 95 SM 96778 - 90 -
P843 600 SM - 9728F2 300 1

P844 95 SM 9677F2 - 90 -
P846 600 SM - 9728S1 300 1

P847 95 SM 9677S1 - 90 -
P848 600 SM - 9728C 300 1

P849 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
P860 600 IM - 9728S19677M 30090 1&22

P862P863 9595 [MSM
97308 - 90 -

P864 95 [M - 9677C 90 2

XQ1001 300 SM 97288 - 300 -
XQ1002 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
XQ1003 300 SM 9728C - 300300

XQ1004XQ1030 30095 SMIM 9728M
9677M 90 2

XQ1040 95 SM 9677F2 - 90 -
XQ1041 95 SM 96778 - 90 -
XQ1042 95 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
XQ1043 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
XQ1044 95 SM 9677M - 90 -
XQ1050 300 SM 9728F2 - 300 -
XQ1051 300 SM 97288 - 300 -
XQ1052 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
XQ1053 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
XQ1054 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
2255AMR 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
2255FIM 300 SM 9728Fl   or F2 - 300 -
2255IND 300 SM 9728C - 300300

2255ROE4478 300600 SM[M 9728Sl  or S2
9728M 300 1&2

448870387226 600600150 IMIMIM 9728M9728Fl  oT  F296778orC 30030090 1&21&21&2

7262A73257735A 95600600 [MIMIM 9706C  or M9728C9728CorM 90300300 21&21&2

77358 600 IM - 9728S2 300 1&2

8484 600 IM - 97288 300 1&2

8507A 600 SM - 9728S2 or C 30090 1

85418572 95600 SMSM 9677S2
9728F2 300 1

8573 95 SM 9706S2  ol. C - 90 -
8604 95 SM 9677F2 - 90

1
8625 600 SM - 9728S1 300

8626 95 SM 9677S1 - 90
2

C9132 300 IM - 9728C 300300

C9132AC9133 300300 SMIM 9728C
9728S2 300 2

C9133A 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -

T402/2kY70   DS.537/2



GI]ABILITY     INFORMATION

Tube  to  be replaced Suggested  EMl  replacen`ent
(Separate  mesh  colistmctioi`)

Type  No.

Heatercurrent IntegralOr
Direct Simil ar

Heaterc`uITellt
Refer

at 6.3  V. separate replacement replacenient at 6.3  V. to
rnA mesh type type Ill.-\ notl`s

TH9806 150 IM - 9677S2 90 1&2

TH9806PA 150 SM - 9677S2 90 1

TH9807 150 IM - 9677F2 90 1&2

TH9807PA 150 SM - 9677F2 90 I

TH9808 150 I,\1 - 9677C 90 1&2

TH9808PA 150 SM - 9677C 90 1

TH9808N 150 IM - 9677Q 90 1&2

TH9812 150 IM - 96778 90 1&2

TH9812PA 150 SM - 96778 90 I
TH9814 150 IM - 96778  or C 90 1&2

TH9814PA 150 S,\l - 96778  or C 90 1

TH9815 150 I.\1 - 96778 90 1&2

TH9815PA 150 S,\l - 96778 ;10 1

TI19817 150 IM - 9677S1 90 1&2

TH9817PA 150 Sl\l 9677Sl 90 I

TH9896 150 SM 9677UV 90 I
10667F 600 [M - 9728F`2 300 1&2

10667G 600 IM - 9728C 300 1&2

10667M 600 IM - 9728M 300 1&2

10667S 600 L\t - 9728S2 300 1&2

10667SC 600 IM - 9728SC 300 1&2

10667UV 600 I.\1 9728UV 300 1&2

55850.|M 90 IM 9677M 90 2

55850F 90 IM - 9677F2 90 2
55850N 90 11\1

- 9677C 90 2

55850S 90 IM - 9677S2 90 2

55850SR 90 IM - 96778 90 2
55851.|hl 90 SL\l 9677M 90 -
55851F 90 Sl\l 9677F`2 90 -
55851N 90 SM 9677C - 90 -
5585|s 90 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
55851SR 90 SM 96778 - 90 -
55852AM 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
55852F 300 SM 9728F2 - 300 -
55852N 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
55852S 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
55852R 300 SM 97288 - 300 -

Suggested  Direct  Replacement  Types  al.e  tubes  which  will  operate  directly  in  equipnient designed  around  the original  t.ypes.  The  tubes  may not,
ho\\'ever,   be  ideiitic.al  in  all  respects,  e.g.,  spec`tral  response.

Suggested  Similar  RepliLcement  T}'pes  are tubes  which  will  operate  in  the  majority of equipment designed  around  the original  types.  It i``ay,
ho``.ever,  be  necessar}'  to  make  some  millor modification  to  the  equipment.

Note  I.       Care  should  be  taken  when  using  tubes  of differing  heater  eurrei`ts,  that  the  supply  arrangement  is  suitable.

Note  2.       When  using  a  separate mesh  (S}l)  tube  in  plac`e  ol. an  integral  lnesh  (lM)  tube,  pins  3  and 6  should  be  strapped together on  the  tube
socket,  or  the  c`aniera niodified  electrically  for  separate  mc`sh  operation.

For further iiiformatit)n on  the relative operation of the  above  types or for suggested alternatives  to types not listed,  please contact the
Electron  Tube Division  at our address overleaf or  b}'  telephc)ne 01-573 3888,  Ext.2078.  Full  data sheets on EMI manufactured tubes  are
available.

T402J'3kY70    DS.537,''3



PRODUCT RANGE 0F
EMI ELECTRON TUBE AND MICROELECTRONICS DIVISION

The   EMI   ELECTRON   TUBE   DIVISION

manufactures  a  wide  range  of  special  electron  tubes  for
equipment    used    in    broadcasting,    radar,    nuclear    and
scientific   applications.

t( PHOTONIULTIPLIER   TUBES Ext.  2074

Photomultiplier    tubes,    which    convert   very   low   levels
of   illumination   into   usable   electric   currents   are   used
extensively    in   astronomy,   spectrophotometry,   scintilla-
tion    counting,    spect[ometry    and    broadcast    television.

+ CAMERA   TUBES Ext.  2078

There  is  a  wide  range  of  vidicons,  including  all-electro-
static,    available   in   various   grades   from   general   sur-
veillance  to  broadcast  studio.

+ IMAGE    INTENSIFIERS Ext.  2075

The  image  intensifier  tube,  capable  of  multiplying  light
up  to  a  million  times,   is  important  for  such  applications
as   microscopy  and  astroriomy.

+     CATHODE   RAY   TUBES                                    Ext.  2073

EMI  activities  in  pioneering  television  have  generated  a
range   of   specialised   cathode   ray   tubes   for   radar   and
telecine  work.

+    SPECIAL   PRODUCTS                                         Ext.  2551

New  produc.ts  include  the Printicon,a  small,  low  voltage,
all-electrostatic  monoscope,  which is used  for  generating
alpha-numeric   symbols,   spectroscopic   lamps   for  atomic
absorptiori  and  spectrometry  and  a  range  of printed  circuit
deflection   coils,   such   as   used   in   the   successful   EMI
Colour  TV  Camera.

The  EMI   Electron   Tube  Division  has   great  experience
and   comprehensive  facilities   in   research,   development
and    manufacture    of   light    sensing   and    light   emitting
devices,  and  allied  equipment.

NOTE:

For   further   information   please   telephone   the   extension
shown  opposite  each  product  and service.

The    EMI   MICROELECTRONICS   DIVIsloN

provides    for   the    increasing    demands    made    upon    the
ability   of  electrical   and   electronic   equipment  designers
to  meet   high   density  packaging,   reliability,   weight,   and
cost  requirements.   This  can  only  be  achieved  by  taking
full  advantage  of  modern  fabrication  and  design  methods.
The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  offers  these  facilities
to   its   customers   in   the   following   product   areas:-

+ Thin   and  Thic:k  Film  Passive  Networks

Thin    and   Thick    Film   Hybrid   Integrated   Circuits

Temperature  Sensing  Elements

Flexible   Printed  Wiring

Double-sided    and    Through-plated   Printed    Circuit
Boards

Multilayer  printed  circuit  Boards                    Ext.  2463

Production    facilities  have   been  built   up   over   several

years   to   meet   the   need   for   econorrlic   batch,   and   large
volume,   manufacture.   The   production   unit   is   supported
by     a    comprehensive    Circuit    Design    and    Draughting

Group,  and  a  Quality  Control  Division.

A    continuous    R.    &    D.    programme    ensures    that   full
advantage  is  taken  of  the  latest  technological  develop-
ments   in   manufacturing   processes.   Mic.rocircuit   design
is  aided  by  the  use  of  a  computer  programmed  to  predict
thermal  contours.

Continuous  on-line  monitoring  of  all  processes  is  main-
tained    during    all    stages    of    production    and    testing.

The   environmental   test   facilities   available   within   EMI
Electronics   together  with  the  calibration  and  standard-
isation  procedures,   have  been  approved  by  the  Ministry
of  Technology  and  the  Air  Registration  Board.

+    CUSTOMER   ENGINEERING  SERVICE       Ext.  2463

A  team  of  engineers  fully  experienced  in  both  circuit  and
systems    design   is    available   to   assist   customers   in
applying  microelectronic   techniques   to   the   solution   of

particular  problems.   This  facility  covers  all  aspects  of
system  design,  the  rationalization  of  integrated  circuits,
thermal  management  and  packaging.

F LEXIBILITY

The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  is  an  integrated  unit,
with   design   and   manufacturing   facilities   not  allied   to
any    particular   aspect   of   microelectronics   technology.
The  resulting  flexibility  enables  the  achievement  of  the
optimum design  package  to  meet customers'  needs.

G91la
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EMII
EIVII    ELECTRONICS    LTD

Serving S®ience and Industry
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VALVE    DIVISION

EMI  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPES

4%-lNCH  MACE  OR"lcoN

Type  9564                                 Wid®..poe.d  tub.  foi out.ld. brcadca.t or.tudlo  u.®  (JEDEc  typ. 7295).

Type?565                                 clo.®-.pOc®d tub. foi.tudio u..  (jEDEc typ. 73ag).

1-INCH  VIDICON

Th.  EMI  Standard Vldicon  i.  th.  9677 (JEDEC typ. 8566).  Thl.  tub. ®mploy. a  ..n.ltlv. and  uniform  tor|.t ®f .ub.tontlally

panchromotic r®8poni..  I. .mploy.  Ih.  !.parat.  ne.h  con.truction,  pion..r.d by  EMI  El.ctr®nlc. Ltd.  to .lv.  lncrco..d
resolution  and  Cos.  of operalion.  The  lub.I.  fln.d with  a  low-waltoo. h.at.I (6.3 V,  95 rnA).  Th. 96771.  ovallabl.  ln lh.
following  grod®8:-

Type 9Cm A

Typ.  96778

Typ® 9&mc

Type  9677M

Type  9728

Type  9730

H.I. th.  .A.  d.not.. a  .p®clally ..I.ct®d tub. for lndlvldual  r.qulr.in.nt. ( ....  9677A/SC
•p.cially  a.I.ct.d  .tlidlo  colour Vldlcon).

S.ondard  hloh-quality tub.  for  Brcadca.t and  lndu.trlal  u...

C.n.ral  lndu.tiiol  u...

A tub. which  fall. oul.ld. tli. .C-grad.  .p.clflc®tl®n  ln on. er nor. p®ram.t.r..

Simllor to all  th. abov. typ..  with 0.3 A  H.ot.. ®t 6.3 V.

Rugged  .hort  I®ngth .ub.  (5'A  In ov..all)  wlth  in..h  c®nn.ctlon rln.  cl®.. to tor..t iln. and  low.
wattag. h.at.I.  T..t.d 40 t® 2000 c/. vib.atlon to 5 C.

I-lNCH  YIDICON  WITll  SPEcl^L  T^RCET AND/OR  F^CEPL^TE

Typ.  9677Q

Typ. 9677UV/I

T ype 9CmuN /2

Typ.  9677lR

Type  9686

74-lNCH  VIDICON

Type  9697

Type  9738

Typ®  9737

Stondafd taro.t with  quartz  foe.plot. for ®p.ratlon  ln  hlih  nucl.or r®dlatl®n  fl.ld..

Quortl foc.plot. and hioh ultra viol.t and blu. ..n.Itlv. tang.t wlth n..lli!bl. r.d +..pow...
BI.mi.h..  o$ 9677C  (2500 A to 6000 A).

As  above  but with  many v.ry  .mall  whit.  bl.ml.h®.  but quit. occ.ptabl. foi mo.I ulwa  vl®l.t
applica,lan..

Tub.  witti  Intro-r.d  ..n.Itlvity to  1  micron  tTo  .p.clal  ord.r).

Tub®  .imilar to 9677 but .mploylni  a fibi.-optic  fac.plot..

Low-wa.la..  h.at.I tub. with .xc.ptionally h]Ih I..olulion  copablll.I..  for .hl.  .lt. vldlcon.
S.pare.. in..h  conn.cllon rlng clo.. t® tore.t rlng.

Rugo.d #-Inch  v.r.Ion of 9730

Similar t® 9730 wlth  th.  addition ®f a  unlfy  ®amm®  fin.  ..aln  tone.t foi  .low  .c.n  appllcotl®n.
(..a.  .tar trackini).

OBSOLETE  TYPES  OF  1-lNCIJ  VIDICON

Type  '0667C

Type  '0667M

T402/'d
DS.537/1

IndLJ.trial  lube with 6.3 V,  0.6A,  hcal.r and  lncorporatln. a .ld-plp.

Ai obov. but with r.lax.d .p.c]flcotlon for taro.I bl.ml.h...
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Valve  Division,  one  of  the  most  rapidly  expandim=)
divisions  of  EMI  Electronics  Ltd.,  manufactures
a  wide  range  of  special  valves  and  tubes  for
±`_']uipment  used  in  broadcasting,  radar,  nucleai

nd  other  applications,.  4i-inch  image  orthicor
I  amera  tubes  are  described  in  detail  in  this
'  rochure.

I he  range  of  camera  tubes  includes the
image  orthicons  and  1 -inch  and  i
the  vjdicons  include  both  ultra-violet  and  infra-reh
sensitive  versions.

Photomultiplier tubes  suitable  for  astronomy,
spectrophotometry,  scintillation  counting,  X-ray
spectrometry  and  other  applications  are  producerl
TB%t:jfFoe;:::gr:Tg:rfor:mT,Z26nocAtt%TT3,,onocohe,:

'nd  tube  gains  of  up  to  10q  are  available.

The  range  of  klystrons  and  magnetrons  covers
wavelengths  from  30  cm  to  4  mm  whilst  power
output  ranges  from  a  few  milliwatts  to  several
megawatts.  These  tubes  are  extensively  used  in
military  and  civil  radar  and  communications
. . pplications.
'lther  Valve  Division  products  are  high  gain

:--iulti-stage  image  intensifiers,  barrier  grid  storagfJ
tubes,  and  the  electron  stick,  a  versatile  device  fc`"i
teaching  the  principles  of  microwave  tubes.
Specialised  components  include  honeycomb
grids,  fine  meshes,  and  ceramic  metal  seals.
A  small  ranclp  nf  nhotornndilr.ti\/a  roll.i  is  al.c:a
produced.

3ooo                             .000                             5000                              60oo                              7ooo                            8000    A
WAVELENGTH

®
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JEDEC 7295 (EMI Type 9564)

3

J EDEC Type 7295 ( EM I Type 9564) and

J E D EC Type 7389 ( E M I Type 9565)

EMI  4±-inch  Image  Orthicon  Camera Tubes  meet the  most exacting  require-
ments when used in a standard image orthicon television camera for any broad -
cast or closed-circuit applications.

JEDEC 7389  (EMI Type 9565), with standard target capacity,  is intended for
use  in  controlled  studio  lighting  conditions.  JEDEC  7295  (EMI  Type  9564),
with lower target capacity, is intended for general studio use and remote pick-
up applications in poor lighting conditions.

F  e  c=J  i.:  1-,   (    ,=J   -_

•    No free-runningmicrophony

•    Minimalshockmicrophony

•    Excellentstableshading characteristics

•    Improved subjective signal-to-noise ratio

•    Particularlyfaithful reproduction offacial tones

•    Non-burning high-gainfirstdiode

a    High sensitivityfreefrom sudden changes

F,  ,i    -i  (:,   ,    lil.I  -I   (=111 ,-,, i:  i-,:

Both  the  JEDEC  Type  7295  and  the  JEDEC  Type  7389  have  an  excellent
signal-to-noise  ratio with  minimum  low frequency  noise.  Minimum  edge and
black  halo  effects  and   a  superior  grey  scale  give   pictures  of  very  natural
appearance.  The   low  amplitudes  of  overshoots  and   halo  result  in   a   more
faithful   reproduction   of  the   picture   content,   particularly   important   in   the
reproduction  of  facial  tones. The  depth  of  modulation  at 400 television  lines

(using  a  sine  wave  test  pattern)   is  typically  70%.  Both  types  have  a  wide
range  of  linear transfer characteristics which  provide an  improved  grey scale.
The background shading is stable and maintained  at a high standard through-
out life. The spectral response closely approaches that of the human eye.

When  operated  at  405  lines,  50  fields  per second, the  7295  has  an  average
sensitivityof 25 foot-Lamberts at f/11 for half a stop overthe knee, and the 7389
has  an  average sensitivity of 25 foot-Lamberts at f/8 for half a  stop  over the
knee.

At 625 lines and 525 lines, 60 fields per second,  both  have an average of half
a stop lower sensitivity.  However, for a bandwidth of 5  Mc/s on 525 and 625
lines, signal-to-noise ratio is the same as for a 405 line system with a 3  Mc/s
bandwidth.

An  outstanding feature  is the complete absence of free running  microphony.
Induced microphony is rapidly damped, and the tubes have very little response
to  external  mechanical  excitation,  A  particular  characteristic  is  the  very  fine

grain  non-burning first dynode.  In the average tube the first dynode  is  barely
visible in the dark even when the beam is brought to focus on it.  However, the
gain  of the first dynode  is  such  that  an  excellent  signal-to-noise  ratio  is  ob-
tained.  The  non-burning  first  dynode  and  the  uniform  high  quality  meshes
ensure a picture with minimum shading throughout life.



=|e  ~  1_I,`j„L=  =  I  oneratinci  condition -, Note: All voltages
are with respect to cathode
unless otherwise stated

Electrode Rveoc:tamgff:udrerden;lMEux:fe:dot Remarks

Photocathode

Grid 6   lmageAccelerator

Target Voltage above Cut-off

Field Mesh with respect to Grid 4 *

Grid 5   Decelerator

Grid4  Beam Focus

Grid3   Multi-Focus

Grid 2 and Dynode 1

Gridl   Modulator

Dynode 2

Dynode3

Dynode4

Dynode 5

Anode

Heater

Heater or Cathode

Anode

Signal

Target BIanking

7295

7389

4]rJN                 \   -]OON

-3R/rJN                         -] ryNN

100V

adj ust by /.mage /ocus
in some cameras

adjustby/.mage/ocus
i n some cameras
40% to 80% of Photocathode
Voltage

normally 2V to 3V

must not be negative to Grid 4

300V

120Vorl80V       I     350V

250Vto300V      I     350V

300V                           350V

-1 50V

1 050V

1 250V

compensate geometry and
shading

adjust for best focus
node chosen to suit yoke

adjust for maximum signal
and best shading

max. interstage
voltage : 350V

1300V                           1350V

6.3V (r.in.s.)                ± 10%

_+iT2°5Vvpeak

1 6/'A

-5V to -8V

60„A

adjust so that picture highlights
are just d ischarged

adj ust for sig nal current
required by camera

adjust dynode supply

adjust dynode supply

adjust dynode su pply

*   |f field  mesh  is  run at  a  potential  very  close to  that  of  Grid 4 the  area of dynode scanned is reduced, with  resultant

possibility of dynode burn. It is therefore recommended that field mesh should be not less than 5V positive to Grid 4.

4
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Recommended         MustNot     Remarks
Exceed

Image Section in plane
of Photocathode 120 gauss

Scanning Section
in plane of Target

70 gauss

Alignment Field 0 to 3 gauss adjust for
minimum centre
movement on
focus rock

Environmental  ana  ivlecnanica
Operating  Conditions

Recommended                    Mustnot     Remarks
Exceed

Photocathode Illumination
7295     0.04foot-                              50foot-

candles (typical)                  candles        adjustto
i stop

7389     0.08foot-                              50foot-
candles (typical)                   candles

over knee

f+

Ziiil
Target Temperature                     4o°C

50OC or
fall below 35oC

Temperature  difference  between  target  and  hottest  part  of  bulb  must  not
exceed 5o C.

The tube should never be positioned so that the ax.Is of the tube is less than 20°
to the vertical with diheptal base uppermost.

5



Design  Characteristic_I.=,

Faceplate

Refractive Index

Ang le to Tu be Axis

1.5076 (5876 A)

goo  ±10

Thickness                                                                                                                   0.188 in  ±0.015 in                 (4.8mm)

Surfaces                                                                                                                          parallel within o.010 in

Electrical

Photocathode Response (S10 Spectral Response)

Capacity of Anode

35#A/Lumen minimum

12pF±£3:toallotherelectrodes

Target Cut-off Voltage

Signal Current (Adjust Dynode Supply)

Grid 1  Cut-off Voltage

between +5V and -3V with respect to cathode

must not exceed 60 #A

maximum-115V     minimum45V

Grid 1  Operating voltage                                                                                approx l0Vto 25V positiveto Grid 1  cut-off

Dimensions and Weight

Faceplate Thickness

Image Section Diameter

0.188 in ±0.015 in

4.5 in  ± 0.094 in

Overall Lengthof lmagesectionand shoulderspigot                      5.781  in  ± 0.015 in

(4.8 mm)

(114.3 mm)

(146.8 mm)

Length of shou lder spigot

Neck Diameter

0.175 in maximum

I             3.|25in  ±0.06in

(4.4 mm)

(79.4 mm)

Overall Length                                                                                           F             19.375in  ± 0.31  in                (492.1  mm)

Useful Size of Cathode Diameter

Average weig ht

1.6in maximum                       (40.6mm)

2.2lb                                                   (1.Okg)

Type       Typical         Maximum
orMinimum

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Peak Highlight Signal  Current-to-Noise (r.in.s.)

( Bandwidth 5 Mc/s on 525 and 625 lines 3 Mc/s on 405 lines)

7295       37dB            35dB min

7389      39dB            37dBmin

Resolution

Drop in amplitude response at 400 lines per picture height (sine wave pattern)
with respect to similar black and white signals without aperture correction

3dB              7dB max

Sensitivity

Lens stop required for acceptable picture at scene luminance of 25 ft lamberts
on 405 lines or 37 ft lamberts on 525 and 625 lines

7295      f/11              f/8max

7389      f/8               f/5.6max

Microphony

DecayTime seconds for mechanical or audio excited microphony                                                               <1.Os          7.Os max

Free running Microphony                                                                                                                                                none             none

6
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•!1-ll..,:,,i,lil,,,,i:.,,iShoulder base connections

Contact           Electrode

1                              Field Mesh

2                        Photocathode

3                           Grid6

4                           Grid5

5                        Target

14 Pin base connections

Pin No.             Electrode

1                             Heater

2                           Grid4

3                           Grid3

4                         Internal connection-do not use

5                         Dynode2

6                         Dynode4

7                        Anode

8                         Dynode5

9                         Dynode 3

10                        Dynodel  Grid2

11                        Internal connection-do not use

12                          Gridl

13                       Cathode

14                        Heater

7
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Notes           A       lt is importantthatthetube should  not beallowed to look atthesamescene
for more than a minute ortwo at a time. The camera should be turned to change
the  position  of  highlights  from  time  to  time  or  capped   up  at  intervals  and
whenever a picture is not specifically needed. Particular care is necessary when
a  diascope  is  used.  If  an  image  is  burnt  into  the  target, the  tube should  be
exposed to a uniform white until the image is removed.

I:       Tube life will  benefit if the  lens is capped  up either electronically or mechani-
cally  whenever  pictures  are   not  specifically  required.   It  is  therefore  good

practice  to  develop  the  habit  of  capping  up  whenever  possible.  A  camera
should never be left uncapped and static.

r.i      Thetube should neverbe leftwiththe potentials applied andthe beam cutoff.

The method of switching  on, described below, with photoemission allowed to
stabilise the target to mesh  potential  before beam  is applied, will  minimise the
possibility of charging the target to field  mesh  potential  and  hence  minimise
the   electrostatic   attraction   between   mesh   and   target.   This   electrostatic
attraction can strain the mesh and may result in a worsening of tube microphony
with life. It is strongly recommended that this procedure is followed whenever
electrode voltages are applied to the tube. I n standby, cap mechanically, leaving
beam   on.  When   switching   off,   uncap   mechanically  and   electrically,
switch off tube supplies and cap mechanically.

Procedin e   ''       Note whetherthetilt indicatorshowsthatthe mishandling hasoccurred.  (You
may  have  an  insurance  claim).  Carefully  remove  the  tube  from  its  carrying
container  and  take  off  the  faceplate  protector,  preserving  the  protector  for
further use. Clean tube faceplate with lens tissue.

i      lnserttubeintocamerayoke. Correctorientation iswiththe Grid 6 connectionat
bottom centre. A white arrow is marked on the faceplate in line with this con-
tact to facilitate correct orientation.  Plug  in face focus coil which should  lie  in
contact with the tube faceplate. Fit socket to the tube 14 pin base.

:,      Bring an uncapped lens into linewiththetubeand arrangethecameratoview
an  illuminated  blank wall  or to  be well  de-focused  on  an  illuminated  portion
of the studio.

i      Set  BEAM  (Grid 1) control forminimumbeam. Setscanstooverscan position.
Switch  on  tube  filament and allow one to two minutes for warm-up. Switch
on all tube supplies  including  image  section with  electronic cap not applied
(switch to u N CAP) so that emission from the photocathode can reach the target.

(Check  that  tube   potentials   are  as  recommended   if  trouble  is
suspected.)

:5      Adjust   BEAM  control   until   some   signal   appears   on   the   picture   monitor.
Adjust  X  and   Y  ALIGNMENT  controls  to   give   reasonably   uniform   white
shading.   Adjust   DYNODE   GAIN    (multiplier   voltage)   to   ensure   that   the
multiplier is not overloaded.
Some cameras have a fine control of multiplier gain which adjusts the potential
between two of the dynodes in addition to a coarse control which adi.usts the
overall  voltage applied to the multiplier chain.  Either or both  may  need to  be
adjusted.

S      Caplenselectronicallyormechanicallyand allowtubetowarm upforl5to 20
minutes,  leaving  beam  on,  to  ensure  that  the  gun  side  of  target  remains
stabilised and that any residual gas is removed by ionisation.

`u
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When the tube  is warm,  uncap, adjust OPTICAL,  IMAGE AND  BEAM  focus,
using  a  suitable scene with  black and  white straight line content. A standard
resolution chart is recommended.

Adjust  HEIGHT,  WIDTH  and  CENTRING  controls  so  that  the  target  ring  is

just visible in the corners.  Find the target cut-off by reducing  TARGET voltage
until picture highlights are just disappearing, then reset TAFiG ET until  it is 2.7V
more positive than cut-off (or to the preferred operating voltage for the station).
Switch  on  AUTOMATIC  ALIGNMENT  (FOCUS  ROCK)  and  adjust  X  and  Y
ALIGNM ENT for coincidence of straight lines at the centre of the  picture and
balanced  non-coincidence  in  the  corners.  Switch  off AUTOMATIC  ALIGN-
MENT.

Adjust  IRIS  and  BEAM  controls  until  whites are just beginning  to crush  with
further exposure, with sufficient beam fully to discharge the whites.  Open the
IRIS   a   half   stop.   Ensure   that  the  whites   are  just   discharging   by   BEAM
adjustment.

Adjust  MULTIFOCUS  control  (Grid  3) for maximum signal  and  most  uniform
dark and light shading.

Adjust  DECELERATOR  (Grid  5)  for  best  compromise  of  capped-up  corner
shading and geometry of picture.

Check test wave form  through  amplifiers to  give  peak white signal  (normally
0.7 V) for the desired working signal current, Check and adjust DYNODE GAI N
for peak white signal when the tube is correctly exposed.

F}eadjust  OPTICAL,   IMAGE  AND   BEAM  focus   (using  fine  controls  where
available).  It may be found that as  BEAM  is adjusted through  best focus, the
signal   amplitude   will  fall   slightly.   BEAM   FOCUS  voltage   should   then   be
reduced   below  that  at   which   the   signal   amplitude   is   minimum,   to  give
maximum  signal without  loss of resolution. This will  ensure dynode  defocus
without loss of resolution and most uniform white shading.

F}epeat operations 7 to 13.

From this  point on  mls,  LIFT  (Pedestal), and  possibly  GAIN  will  be the only
controls  required  for  normal  operation.  Local  operating  practice  may specify
slightly  modified  settings of TARGET voltage  and  IRIS.  For example,  a  7295
may frequently be operated at 1  to 2 stops over the knee.

9



=uaranteed  SDecification

7295 (EM19564)          7389 (EM19565)           Pemarks

Sensitivity
Scene luminance required to give
highlights i stop over knee at f/5.6
(405 line system)

Target
Targetcut-off voltage

Signal Current
Signal current

25 foot-Lamberts          50 foot-Lamberts          maximum

-3Vto +5V                   -3Vto +5V                   with respect
to cathode

8„A 8„A minimum for
maximum anode
voltage of
1,300 V

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Peak highlights signal current to
r.in.s. noise target 3V above cut-off
and band-width 3 Mc/s on 405 line
5 Mc/s on 525 and 625 lines

Resolution
Drop i n amplitude response at 400
television lines (per picture height)

Microphony
Duration of observed microphonic
signal after mechanical or audible
excitation

35dB 37dB minimum

8dB

7s

8dB

7s

maximum

maximum

Sticking

Expose camera to test chart for 30 seconds with
the tube correctly set up and then pan to a plain
white scene of illumination equal to that of the test
chart. The after-image must disappear within the
following times :

NOTE:   These parameters may bevaried by prior
negotiation

Working Life of Tube (Aou/s)
70

Time (seconc/s)

100                                      60

loo                                    150                                    70

200                                  80

250                                  90

300                                  350

350                                    500                                    180

10
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Image  Orthicon  Do's and  Don'ts

a

RE
Vidicon

Camera
Tubes

ill

Do clean faceplates with lens tissue
Only

Do use the prescribed setting-up
procedure
Do uncap electronically and
mechanically before applying d.c.

potentials to the tube
Do warm the tube prior to
Operation

Do cap up during stand-by

Do keep beam on during stand-by

Do use overscan during rehearsal
and stand-by, and use normal
scanning during transmission

Do set up the target voltage to the
correct va I ue a bove cut off

Do minimise noise by keeping beam
as low as possible

Do check new tubes immediately on
receipt

Do notify rejections promptly and
call for replacements early

Do notify your EMl representative of
any difficulties with tube

Don't turn off beam for long
periods when d.c. potentials are
applied

Don't operate a tube without
scanning

Don't operate or handle a tube with
its axis at less than 20° to the
vertical with 14 pin base uppermost

Don't u nderscan the target

Don't use more beam than
necessary to discharge picture
highlights

Don't operate a tube at voltages
above those specified '`must not
exceed''

Don't overheat the tubes

Don't focus on stationary bright
scenes, particularly with high
contrast ratios

A   wide   range   of   vidicons   is   available   which   includes   a   i-inch   tube   of
exceptional  performance.

EMl  1 -inch  Vidicon  Type  9677  (JEDEC  Type  8566)  has  been  designed  for
use  in  broadcast cameras,  both studio and film  pick-up, and  in  high definition
industrial television  equipment, This tube employs a separate  mesh  electrode
structure which  gives  improved  vertical  and  horizontal  resolution,  particularly
in the corners. The tube may be operated at high beam current without loss of
picture quality to  handle  large  overload  signals.  Excellent  signal  uniformity  is
maintained over a wide range of target voltages. The standard target has high
sensitivity and short lag and has a spectral characteristic without excessive red
response which closely approaches 1:hat of the human eye.

Type  9677  has  a  low  wattage  heater  (0.6W)  so  that  it  is  ideally  suited  for
operation  in  transistorised  cameras.  Its  high  blue  sensitivity  and  absence  of

picture  rotation  with  variation  of focus voltage  make the tube  ideal for  multi-
tube colour cameras.

Type 9677 is also available with a special target layer and a quartz window (for
operation  down to 2,300A for ultra-violet microscopy applications)  and  with
an  infra-red  sensitive  target.  Standard  targets  can  be  supplied  with   a  fibre
optic window or with a quartz window for operation in high  nuclear radiation
fields.

EMl i-inch Vidicon Type 9697 also employs a separate mesh and is capable of
the same resolution as a non-separate mesh 1 -inch tube.  It is fitted with a low
wattage  heater  (0.6W).
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EMI  HIGH  RESOLUTloN  VIDICON  TYPE  9677

The  EMI  High  Resolution  Vidicon  type  9677  has  been  designed  for  use  in  studio  broadcast

television    cameras   and   in   high   quality   industricll   television   cameras.   The   9677   has   the  latest

separclte   mesh  electrode  structure  clnd  a  very  uniform  target  layer.   This  has  resulted   in  a  vidicon
with   excellent   signal   uniformity   over  a   wide  range  of  target  voltages   and  an  exceptionaHy  high
resolution  capclbility.

An  important  feclture  of  the  9677  vidicon  is  its  ability  to  operate  at  high  beclm  currents  and
low  target  voltages  without  loss  of  picture  quality.

The   low  heciter  wclttage  (0.6W)  of  the  9677  mclkes   it  very  suitable  for  use  in  transistorised
cameras  and  in  cameras  where  heat  dissipation  must  be  kept  to  a  minimum.

CHARACTERISTICS

Gene,al

Scanned  area
Length
Mciximum  diameter

Bulb  diclmeter

Focusing  method
Def lection  method
Alignment  method
Orientation  of  image

Signal  electrode  cclpacitance
to  c]ll  other  electrodes
Spectral  response
Operating  position
Socket

12.8  mm  x  9.6  mm  (y2  x  %  in)

158.75  ±  3.30  mm  (6.25  ±  0.130   in)

28.58  ±  0.20  mm  (1.125  ±  0.008   in)

25.91   ±  0.64  mm  (1.020  ±  0.030   in)

Magnetic
Magnetic
Magnetic
The  horizontal  scan  should  be  parallel  to  a  plane

passing  through  the  tube  axis  and  the  short  index
pin.

4.5 pF
See  fig.  2.
Any  (see  operating  note  5)
Small-Button  Ditetrar  8  pin  (Jedec  type  8ME)

Cathode

The  heater  supply  should  be  designed  to  give  nominal  6.3  V  and  should  be  kept  within  the
lim:ts   5.7  V  to  6.9  V.   Under   no  circumstances   should   the   heclter  voltage   be  allowed  to  exceed
9.5  V.   If  this  figure  is   likely  to  be  exceeded  t;.1   switching  on  a  surge  limiting  device  must  be  in-
corporated.

T413/1 f
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.\`.oximum  patings                (All  potentiols  are  relative  to  the  cathode)

Modulotor  Gl   negative  bias

positive  bias
Limiter  G2
Wcill   anode  G3

Mesh  G4
Signc]l   electrode  voltage

Dark  current

Target   illumincltion

Tclrget  temperclture
Adiustoble  transverse

alignment  field

Typical  rperoting  Conditions

Modulator  GI
Cut-off  voltage
Limiter  G2

Wc]ll   c]node   G3

Mesh  G4
Minimum  blackout  pulses  when

applied  to  GI

Minimum  blackout  pulses  when

applied  to  ccithode

Axial   magnetic  field

Studio  Operation

Target  illumination   (Highlights)

Signal  electrode  voltage
Dark  current
Signal   current

Industrial  Operation

Target  illumination   (Highlights)

Signal  electrode  voltclge

Dark  current
Signal  current

Film  Pick-up  Operation

Average  highl ight  for  one  frclme

S ignal  electrocle  voltage

Dark  current
Signal  current

-150  V

0V
750  V           (These  maximum  ratings  are

750  V           limiting  values  above  which
lr`00  V           the  life  of  the  tube  may  be

100  V             impaired).

0.6  /`A

10000   lx

700c

+  4  gauss

-35to     -75V
-60  to  -100  V

300V
280  to   300  V
420  to  450  V

-75V

+10V

40  gauss

6  foot  cclndles

25  to  40  V
0.01   /,A

0.25  /A  to  0.3  /iA

2  foot  candles
30  'o  60  V
0.01   /A

0.2  /A  peak

50  to  loo  foot  candles
10  to  25  V

<0.005  '`A
0.25  to  0.30  /A

Leakage  Specification

between  pin  No.                  and  pin  No.                   Test  potential

2,  3,  5,  6,  7,               1   clnd  8  (negative)                        100  V

1,3,5,6,7,8,        2
I,2,3,6,7,8,        5
I,2,3,5,7,8,        6
1,  2,  5,  6,  7,  8,  and
signal   plate

(negative)                         150  V
(positive)                         500  V

(positive)                         500  V

3  (positive)                         500  V

Leakage  current
100  /iA  max.

15  /1A  mcix.
'50  /tA  max.

•  5  ,A prax.

5-3,iA.  max.

T413/2f
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Operating  Notes

1.   Resolution

For  optimum  resolution  and  beam  landing  ot a  given  wall  oncJe  voltage  the  mesh  should  be
kept   ot  approximately   1.5  times  the  wan   anode  voltage.   Under  these  conditions  the  percentage
modulcition   at  5   MHz   on  a  625   line   system   is   double  that  of  a  normal  vidicon  and  the  scanning
current  has  only  to  be  increased  by  approximately  20%.   From  fig.  3  it  can  be  seen  that an  apprec-
iable  increase  in  depth  of  modulation  can  be  obtained  when  the  mesh  is  only  a  few  volts  positive
to  the  wall  anode  and  under  these  conditions  negligible  increase  in  scanning  current  is  required.

The   resolution   can   be   further   increased   by   increasing   the  wall   anode  voltage  and  the
corresponding   mesh   voltage,   but  this   will   require  additional   focus   current  and   scan   power  (see
fig.  4).  To  operate  the  9677  in  a  standard  camera  the  mesh  should  be  connected  to  the  limiter  by

ioining   pin   3   (mesh)   to  pin   5   (limiter)   provided   the   limiter   is   positive   with   respect  to  the  wall
anode.

On  no  account  should  the  mesh  be  operated  ot  a  lower  voltage  than  the  wall  anode  since,
under  these  conditions,  on  ion  spot may  be  observed.

The   increased  vertical   resolution  obtained  with  a   9677  vidicon  will   giveBon  obvious   in-
crease  in  picture  sharpness  compared  with  a  standard  tube  since  the  relatively  poor vertical  resol-
ution of a  standard  tube  cannot  be  corrected  by  aperture correction.

The increased  horizontal  resolution  of the  9677  compared  with  the  standard  tube  (see  fig.4)
enables   aperture  correction   in  the  head  amplifier  to  be  reduced,   with  corresponding   increase  in
signal  to  noise  ratio.  If  the  9677  is  being  fitted  into  a  stondord  comero  and  the aperture  correction
is  not  reduced,  high  frequency  "ringing.   may  occur.

2.   Beam

The   setting  of  the  beclm  current  in  the  9677  is   less  critical  than  with  a  stondord  vidicon

provided the  mesh is  positive  with  respectto  the wall  anode.  The  9677  con  be  over-beomed  without
loss  of resolution,  thus  the  beam  con  be  preset to  discharge  the  peak  highlights,  no  further adiust-
ment  being  required.

Beam  landing  is  considerably  improved  os  the  mesh  voltage  is  increased  to  the  optimum  of
1.5  times  the  wall  anode  voltage.   Under  these  conditions  the  .porthole  effect.   which  occurs  ot
low  tdrget  voltages  is  eliminclted.

Rotation  ot  the  picture,  when  the  wall  anode  is  varied,  about  electrical  focus  is  consider-
ably  reduced  when  the  mesh  is  20  volts  or  more  positive  with  respect to  the  wall  anode.

3.    Sensitivity

The  uniform  target  layer of  the  9677  ensures  that wh.n  the  target voltage  is  increos®d  the
dark  current  and  sensitivity  increase  uniformly  over  the  target  area.

The  dark  current  should  not,  however,  be  allowed  to  exceed  0.6  pA  or  a  burnt-in  picture
may  result.

4.    Scanned  area

The   .ube  should   be  operated  with   the   target  area   12.8  mm   x  9.6  mm   (y2  in  x  %  in)   com-

pletely  scanned  to  obtain  the  best  signal  to  noise  ratio  and  resolution.  Small  changes  in  sensitiv-
ity  and  dark  current  occur  in  .he  scanned  area  over  a  long  period  of  time  so  that  it  is  imporlont  to
use the  some  scanned area  throughout the  life of the  tube.

5.    Operating  position

When   the   9677   is  operated  vertically  with   its   face  downwards   care   should   be  taken   to
avoid  undue  mechonicol  shock.

T413/3f
DS.318/3 3



EMI  VIDICoN  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677    (continued)

Flo.1.    DIMENsloNAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING
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Short  index  pin

BASE   8ME
SMAIL  BUTroN  DlmRAR

Pin  NO, Connection
1 Hooter
2 ModulBtor  Gi
3 MOBh   G4

4 Do  not  uae
5

::::taro:3 G36
7 Cathode
8 l]ea,tor

Flmgo Slgna]  electrode
Short  pin Do  not  uBo

All  dimensions  are  in  millimeti®s  with

inches  shown  in  pclrentheses.

*    Seal-off  IIiuBt  Dot  oltend  beyond

pln8.
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EMI  VIDIC0N  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677  (continued)

FIG.2.    SPECTRAL  RESPONSE  0F  EMI  VIDICONS
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EMI  VIDICoN  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677    (continued)

Flo.3.    TYPICAL  DISCONTINUITY  IN  MODULATloN  CURVE

Wo11 anode a.  28OV

Peak while  signal 0.3 „^

II

I

-300                -ZOO                   -100                         0                      +100                   +ZOO                   +300  V

MESH    POTENTIAL    FtEL^TIVE     TO   WALL    ANODE

6
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EMI  VIDICoN  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677   (continued)

Flo.4.   TYPICAL  RESOLUTION  CHARACTERISTICS
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WALL  AN0I)E  AT  500V
MESH  AT  450V
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TUBE    WITH    WALL
ANODE   AT    300V
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EM|  V|D|CoN  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677    (continued)

Flo.5.    ILLUMINATION  vs  TARGET  VOLTS  T0  GIVE  0.25  HA  SIGNAL  CURRENT

20               30         40      50     60   708090100                          ZOO             300      loo         V
TAFtGET    VOLTS
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EMI  VIDICoN  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677  (con,inued)

Flo.6   AVEP`AGE  LAG  CURVES

T413/9f
DS.318/9 9
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EMI  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9677 (continued)

Flo.7   SIGNAL  CURRENT  vs  TARGET  VOLTS
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EMII EM.    ELECTRONICS    LTD

Serving S®ience and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

V[DICON  TYPE  96778  BLEMISH  SPECIFICATloN

Measuremenrs  in  inches
using  a  10%  x  8%  roster

a

®

Greciter than  0.065

Greater lhan  0.050
to  0.065

Greater  than  0.015
to  0.050

0.015 and  under

%  of roster  height

Greater  than  0.80%

Greater  than  0.6297o
to   0.80%

Greater  than  0.197o
to  o.629ro

0.199ro  cind  under

Number  allowed
Zone  1 Zone 2

Do  not  count  unless  con-
centrated  to  form  smudge

NOTES

1.       To  be .considered  a  block  spot  must have  a  contrast  ratio  greater than  2  to  1.

2.       To  be  considered  a  white  spot  must have  a  contrast  ratio  greater  than  1.5  to  1.

3.       The  minimum  separation  between  any  two  spots  greater  than  0.1997o  of  roster  height  is  limited
to  3.197o  of  roster  height.

4.       Tubes   are   rejected   for  smudges,   lines,   streaks,   c)nd   mottled   groiny  or  uneven   bclckground
having  contrast  ratios  greater than  1.5  to  1.

5.       Zone  1   is  the  area  of a  centrally  placed  circle  of  diameter  equal  to  the  roster  height.

6.       Zone2  is  therasterarea  outsidezone  1.

T457;`1ci
DS.354
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EMI EIVII     ELECTRONICS    LTD
- -SeEF;v-iirg science and lnJu€±ir ~

VALVE    DIVISION

VIDICON  TYPE  9677C  BLEMISH  SPECIFICATION

Measurements  in  inches
using  a  10%  x  8%  roster

e

®

Greater  than  0.065

Greater  than  0.050
to  0.065

Greclter  than  0.015
to  0.050

0.015  and  under

97o  of  roster  height

Greater  than  0.80%

Greater  than  0.6297o
to  0.80%

Greater  than  0.1997o
to  0 . 62 97o

0.199ro  and  under

Number  allowed
Zone  1

Nil

Zone  2

Do  not  count  unless  con-
centrated  to  form  smudge

NOTES

1.       To  be  considered  a  black  spot  must  have  a  contrast  ratio  greater  thcln  2  to  1.

2.       To  be  considered  a  white  spot  must  have  a  contrast  ratio  greater  than  I.5  to  I.

3.        The  minimum  separcltion  between  any  two  spots  greater  than  0.1997o  of  rclster  height  is  limited
to  3.197o  of  roster  height.

4.       Tubes    are   reiected   for   smudges,   lines,   streaks,   and   mottled   grcliny   or   uneven  background
having  contrast  ratios  greater  than  1.5  to  1.

5.       Zone  1   is  the  area  of a  centrcllly  placed  circle  of  diameter equal  to  the  roster  height.

6.       Zone2  is  therasterciieooutsidezone  1.

T458/1o
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EMII
EMI    ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI   ULTRA-VIOLET   SENSITIVE   VII)ICON   TYPE   9677UV

The   EMI  ultra-violet   sensltlve  Vidicon   type   9677UV   has   a  specia]]y  developed
target  deposited  on  a  quartz  faceplate  to  give  high  sensitivity  ln  the  u]t.ra-violet

::gL::gh°f :h: f::C:e¥r#b]aet rLeesaftns2: 5b°e°yofin.a  6TLeootafi:get  )ayer  is  essentially  blind  to

For  lnost  of  its  useful  range  of  signal  current  the  9677UV    has  unity  gamma.     This
results  in  an  enhanced  contrast  ratio  on  the  cathode  ray  tube  display  and  also  enables
the  T.V.   waveforn  to  be  used  to   give  a  direct  measure  of  the  absorption  of  an  object
vleled  under  a,n  u.v.   microscope.

The  9677  employs  the  latest  Separate  mesh  electrode  stnicture,   this  results  ln
elcellent  overall   resolution  which  ls  substantially  independent  of  the  bean  setting
and  lol  target  voltages  nay  be  used  without  loss  of  picture  quality.

The   low  heater  wattage   (0.6W)   of   the  9677UV     makes   it   suitable   for  use   in
translstorised  ca,neras   and   ln   cameras  where  heat   dlsslpation  must   be  kept   to   a
mlniDum.

DATA

GENERAL

Scanned  area
Length
Max.   diameter
Bulb  diameter
Ft)cusing  method
Deflection  method
Alignment  method
Orientation  of  image

Signal   electrode  cap&citance
to  all  other  electrodes
Spectral  response
Operating  position
Socket

Heater  voltage
Heater  current

CA"ODE

12.8  mln  I  9.6  un   (%  in   x  %  in)
158.75   ±   3.30  inn   (6.25   ±   0.130
28. 58   ±   0. 20  rm   (1.125  ±   0.008
25.91   ±   0.64  inn   (1.020   ±   0.030
Magnetic
Magnetic
Magnetic
The  horizontal   scan  should  be  pa,ra,1lel
to  a  plane  passing  through  the  tube
axis  and  the  short  index  pin.

4. 5  pF
See  fig.   2
Any   (see  note   1)
Small-button  ditetrar  8  pin.

6.3V
95  nA   ±   10%

The  heater  supply  should  be  designed  to  give  a  nominal  6.3  V  and  should  be  kept
within  the  llmlts  5.7  V  to  6.9  V.     Under  no  circumstances  should  the  heater  voltage  be
allowed  to  exceed  9.5  V.    If  this  figure  is  likely  to  be  exceeded  on  switching  on  a
surge  llniting  device  must  be  incorporated.

NAXINUM   RATINGS
(All  potentla]s  are  relative  to  the  cathode)

Modula.tor  Gl  negative  bias
posltlve  bias

Llmlter  G2
Wall   anode  G3

T415/1c
DS. 317/I

-150   V

0V
750V
750V



EMI   ULTRA-VIOLET   SENSITIVE   VII)ICON   TYPE   9677UV    (continued)

Mesh   G4
Signal  electrode  voltage
Dark  current
Target   lllumlnation
Target  tenperature
Adjustable  transverse
alignment  field

1000   V
100V
0.6   FLA

10000   lux
700c

±  4  gauss

These  naxinum  ratings  are  limiting  values  above  which  the  life  of  the  tube  nay  be
lmpalred.

TYPICAL    OPERATING    CONDITIONS

Modulator  GI
Cut  off  voltage
Limiter  G2
Wall   anode   G3
Mesh   G4
Minimum  blackout  pulses  when
applied  to  GI
Minimum   blackout   pulses  when
applied  to  cathode
Axial  magnetic  field
Signal  electrode  voltage
Dark  current
Sensitivity

-35  to   -75  V
-60  to   -100  \.

300V
280   to   300  V
420   to   450   V

-75V

+10V

40  ganss
10-20  V   (see  note   1)
0. 0005  wh

:)  8: : ## c=:: :: :: 33;
(Note:      The  nomal   scanned  aLrea  is  approximately  1   square  centimetre)

OPERATING   NOTES

1.        The  maximum   target   voltage   is  marked  on   each   tube.      If  the   target   voltage   is
allowed  to   exceed  the   recommended  maximum   the   tube  may   become  unstable.      Should  this
occur,the  target  voltage  should  be  reduced  and  the  mesh   (pin  3)   set  to  approximately
10  volts  for  a  few  seconds.

2.        The  dark   curl.ent  oi-.  the  9677UV    is  negligible  over  its  operating  range  of  target
voltages.

3.        For   optimum  bean   landing   and   resolution  at   a  given  wall   anode  voltage  the  mesh
should   be  kept   at   approximately   1.5   times   the   wall   anode   voltage.      Under   these
conditions,   however,    approximately   20%  more   scanning  current  may   be  required.      The
9677UV    can  be  operated  to   give  very  good  results   in   a  staLndard   camera  by  connecting
the  mesh   to   a   point   which   is   positive   with   respect   to   the   wflll   anode.      This   can
usually  be  done  by  connectin.g  the  mesh   (pin   3)   to   the  limiter   (pin   5).

T415/2c
DS. 317/2

The Company reserves the right to modify the designs and specificalious without notice

EMI   Electronics  Ltd   Valve   Divi®lon
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EMI    ULTRA-VI()LET   SENSITIVE   VIL)ICON    TY[)E   9677UV     (continued)

TT-rf/
(i.e,.!:;:..::8)d,a.
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T415/3c
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Short  plo

BASE   8ME
SMALI.   BUTTON   DITETRAR

Pin  No. Connection8
I Heater
2

¥°::n:o)t::4°BTeGi
3
4
5 I,imiter  G
6 Wa11anodezG3Cathode
7
8 Heater

Flange Signal  electrode
Short pin Do not use

All  dimeneion8  are in rnillitnetres  with
inches  8ho`rm  in  parentheBee.

#)    Seal-off moot not extend beyond
ping.

FIGURE  I



EMI   ULTRA-VIOLET    SENSITIVE   VII)ICON    TYPE   9677UV     (contin`ied)

RELATIVE    SPECTRAI.    RESPONSE

\ \ \ \
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FIGURE  2
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EMI   ULTRA-VIOLET   SENSITIVE   VII)ICON   TYPE   9677UV     (continued)

SIGNAI-    CURRENT   vs    ILLUMINATION

iii

I0V2ZV
I+,16V,V®V

ee   WHITE   LIGHT-ULTRAVIOLET(25oofi)

Illumination (Foot Candles  -  U. V.   arbitrary units)

FIGURE  3

T415/5c
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EMI    ULTRA`-VIOLET   SENSITIVE   VII)ICON   TYPE   9677UV    (continued)

SIGNAL    CURRENT    vs    TARGET   VOLTS

T415/6c
DS. 317/6
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EMII EMI    ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving S®ience and Industry

I,0

®

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI  HALF  INCH  DIAMETER  VIDICON  TYPE  9697

The    EMI    Vidicon   type   9697   is   a   hcllf   inch   diameter   low   wclttage   heclter   (0.6   W)    tube  of
robust   construction   possessing  cln   exceptioncilly  high   resolution.   It  hcls   been  designed  to  operclte

in  currently  civclilcible  hcllf  inch   scan  and   focus   coils.

The    exceptionally   high   resolution   of  the   type   9697   vidicon   compared   with   previous  half

inch    tubes    is   due   to   the   use   of   a   sepclrate   mesh   electrode   structure.   (Please   see  dclta  on  EMI

separate   mesh   one   inch   vidicon   type   9677).   The   sepclrate   mesh   connection   is   brought  out  to  a
connector   ring  adiacent  to  the   signal   plate  contclct  around  the   fcice  of  the  tube.   To  accommodate
this  extra  connection  in  stondclrd  coils  the  tube  has  been  extended  by  1/4   inch   in  length  clnd  a  mesh
contact  spring  must  be  provided.

CHARACTERISTICS

Gene,ol

Area  scclnned

Length  overall
Mclximum  diclmeter

Focusing  method
Deflection  method
Alignment  method  if  desirable

Orientation  of  image

Signal  electrode  capclcitance  to
all  other  electrodes

Spectral  response
Operating  position

Bc]se

6.60  mm  x  4.95  mm  (0.26  in   x  O.19iT;i)

92.8  mm   (3.   65  in)

14.6  mm   (0.574   in)

Mclgnetic

Magnetic
Magnetic
The  horizontcil   scan  should  be  parallel   to  a

plane  passing  through  the  tube  axis  and  the
short  index  pin

1.8  pF

See  page  6
Any

Small  button   sevenar  7  pin

Cathode

The   heater  supply   should   be  designed   to  give  a   nomincll   6.3   V  and   should   be  kept  within

the   limits   5.7  to   6.9  V.   Under   no   circumstances   should   the   heater   voltcige   be   allowed  to  exceed

9.5   V.    If   this   figure   is    likely   to   be   exceeded   on   switc:hing   on,   a   surge   limiting  device  must  be

incorporated.

T416/1 f

DS.516/1



EMI  HALF  INCH  DIAMETER  VIDIC0N  TYPE  9697    (continued)

Typical  Operating  Conditions

Modulcitor  GI

Limiter  G2

Wcill  anode  G3

Mesh  G4
Axial  magnetic  focus  field
Adiustable  transverse  alignment  field
Signal  current

Depth  of  modulation  in  centre  of

picture  ot  400  TV  lines  (5.1   MHz
on  625  line  system)   at 0.15  /A
signal  current

Lag

Signal  current  for  target
illumination  of  20  lx  at  a

dark  current  of  0.01   /tA

Pin  Connections     (See  page  5)

Modulation
970

-35  to  -75  V

300V
Approx.  290  V

500  to  550  V  (max.  550  V)
0.006  T  (60  gauss)
±0.0004  T  (4  gciuss)

0.1   to  0.15  /A

36°7o  (See   Fig.1 )

Slightly  less  than  the  EMl  one  inch  vidicon

type  9677  (See  Fig.4)

0.125  4    (See  Fig.3)

FIC.1.    DEPTH  OF  MODULATION

I\ '1111

.    .,     I        ,I, '--
+\ Signolcurrent          0.154\ Mesh  voltage            500  V
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1\
I

+
I
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I \ II

I

1 \ II

I \\ I

I

I\
I I i

II

I I

II

I

0                too               ZOO              goo             400               5oo              6oo              7oo    Tv lines

012345678

2

MHz
9   for  625  lines  system
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EMI  HALF  INCH  DIAMETER  V|D|CoN  TYPE  9697    (continued)

Signal

current

FIG.2.
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EMI  HALF  INCH  DIAMETEFt  VIDIC0N  TYPE  9697  (con,inued)

Flo.4.    LAG  CHARACTERISTICS

Primc,ry
Signal

9ro

\
ISigncll   current                          0.15  /tA

\
Targetillumination           20to86lxI

\

\
\\\

\

0            2              4            6              8             10           12            14          16           lf]          20          22           24

TV  frames   ( ±s)
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EMI  HALF  INCH  DIAMETER  V]DIC0N  TYPE  9697    (continued)

FIG.5.DIMENSIONAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING
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(0.564  ±  0.0'0'

Flang®  1

Flange  2

13.210  +  0`762

-G- (a.320  +
0.Sos

:::::)

7.135    (0.281)   MAX
4.7oa    {o.iaBi   Ml

11
1111

a.s6o  ±  o.254
( 0.'40  ±  a.0'0)
I.905  ±  a.127

to.075  ±0.00S)
6.BOO  ±  0.SOB

(a.265  ±  a.020)
I.90S  ±  OJ27

( 0.075  ± 0.0051

82.550  i  I.270
(  9.Z50  ±  a.0501

I--.. 4.748
( 0. '87'  MAX.

r---t76?32,'2,0,A.

SHol]T   INDEX  PIN

EE=

all  450

All  dimensions  clre  in  millimeties  with   inches   shown  in  parentheses.

T416/5f
DS.516/5

FACEPLATE

Thickn®..          2.962  I  a.076
( O.09S  ±  a.0091

Rehocllv®  Index

I.507 at  5B76  A
Ar.a  .cann.d   4.ego  I  a.6oolo.Igo  I a.26o|

SOCKET  CONNECTloNS

Vl.w     toward.     bo..

Short  index  pin

BASE  7
SMALL  BUTTON  SEVENAR

Pin  No, Conn.ction

1 Hoo'®,

2 Wall  anode  G3

3 Ca'hod®
4 H®at®,

5 Limi,.I  C2
6 Ca,hod®

7 Modulatoi  G,   -
She,I Do  not  conn.c.

ind®x  pin

Fron,
sFj'gannoi.plal®conn®cti on s

Flang®  2

M.sh  G4



EMI  HALF  INCH  DIAMETEFi  VIDIC0N  TYPE  9697    (continued)

FIG.6.    SPECTRAL  RESPONSE  OF  EMI  VIDICONS
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EMI  MAGNETIC  13mm VII)ICON  TUBE  TYPE  9738

9738

The   EMI  Vidicon  type  9738  is  a  small  diameter  low  wattage  heater  (0.6  W)  tube  of robust construction
possessing an exceptionally  high  resolution.  It has  been  designed  to  operate  in  standard  13  mm scan and
focds coils.  Suitable printed circuit coils  are available from Electron Tube Division.

The  exceptionally  high  resolution  of  the  type  9738  vidicon  compared  with  earlier  13  mm  tubes is  due to
the use of a separate mesh electrode structure. The separate mesh connection is brought out to a connector
ring adjacent to the signal plate contact around the face of the tube.  To accommodate this extra connection
in standard coils the tube has been extended  in length and a  mesh contact spring must be provided.

The Type 9738 has a wall anode which is directly evaporated on to the glass  envelope to withstand greater
mechanical shock. In all other respects  the 9738  is similar to the original EMI vidicon type 9697.

CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanic.al

Nominal length (including pins)
Nominal  diameter of bulb
Nominal diameter of target and mesh  rings
Base type
Scamed  area

Orientation of image

Operating position
Weicht (approximate)

Electrical

F`ocusing Method
Deflection Method
Alignment Method
Heater Voltage
Heater Current
Spectral  Response
Signal  Electrode Capacitance to all
other electrodes

T423/1cZ70
DS.  921/1

92.8  mm  (3.65  in)
13.2  mm  (0.52  in)
14.6  mm  (0.574  in)
Small  button sevenar 7 pin
6.60  mm  x 4.95  mm  (0.26  in x  0.19 in)
See Note  1.
The horizontal scan should be parallel
to a plane passing through the tube axis
and the short pin.
Any.    See Note  2.
12  g   (0.43  oz)

Magnetic
Magnetic
Magnetic
6.3V
90 rnA  ±  107o
See  F`igure  2

1.8  pF



Limiting  Ratings  (All  potentials  are  shown  relative  to  the  tube  cathode)

Heater  voltage

Heater  potential

Modulator  Gl  potential

Limiter  G2  potential
Wall   anode  G3  potential
Mesh   G4  potential
Signal  Electrode potential
Dark  current
Target  illumination
Fac6plate  temperature

Typical   Operating Conditions

Heater  to  cathode potential
Modulator  Gl  potential
Cut  off potential
Limiter  G2  potential
Wall   anode G3  potential
Mesh  G4 potential
Minimum  blackout  pulses
when   applied  to  GI
Minimum  blackout  pulses
when   applied to  cathode
Axial  magnetic field
Adjustable  transverse alignment field
Target  illumination (highlights)
Signal  electrode voltage
Dark   current
Signal   current
F`aceplate  temperature

Leakage  Specification (Tube not operating)

Between  pin No.

2,   5,  6,  7 and  flange 2
1,   2,  4,  5,  6  and  flange 2
1,   2,  4,  6,  7  and flange 2
1,   4,  5,  6,  7  and  flange 2
1,   2,  4,  5,  6,  7  and  flange  1

and  pin  No.

5.7  V minimum
6.9  V  maximum
10  V positive maximum
50 V negative maximum
-150 V negative bias
0 positive bias
500  V  maximum
500  V  maximum
550  V maximum
100  V  maximum
0.2  4A  maximum

See Note 3

Under  maximum
surge condition

See Note 4

10,000 lx maximum (tube not operating)
70°C  maximum

±  10  V  apart  from  blackout
-  35  V  to -75  V
-  50  V to -100  V

300V
280  V  to  300  V                   SeeNote5
400 V to  450  V

70 V  negative pulses

10 V  positive  pulses
0.006T (60 ganss)
± 0.0004T   (± 4  gauss)
20lx
50V
0.014
0. 12 4
30OC

See Note 6

Test potential                      Leakage current

1  and  4 (negative)                         100  V
7              (negative)                         150 V
5              (positive)                         500 V
2              (positive)                         500 V
flange 2  (positive)                       500  V

OPERATING  NOTES

I.      Scanned  Area

The  tube should  be operated with the target area 6.60 mm  x 4.95  mm (0.26  in x  0.19  in) completely scanned
to obtain the best signal  to noise  ratio and  resolution.  Small changes  in sensitivity and dark current occur
in the scanned  area  over a  long period of time so that it is  important to use the same scanned area  through-
out the life of the tube.

2.      Operating position

When  the  tube  is  operated  vertically  with  its  face  downwards  care  should  be  taken  to  avoid undue mech-
anical shock.

T423/2cZ70
DS.  921/2



3.      Heater

For  optimum  I.esults  and  maximum  life,  the  heater  supply  should  be  designed  to  give  a  nominal  6.3 V  and
should  be  kept  within  the  limits  6.1   V  to   6.5  V.   Under  no  circumstances  should  the heater voltage  be
allowed  to  exceed  9.5  V under surge  conditions.  If  this  figure  is  likely  to  be exceeded on  switching on,  a
surge  limiting device must  be incorporated.

4.      Signal   Electrode (Target)

The   dark   current   should  not  be  allowed  to   exceed  0.2  HA or a  burnt-in picture  may  result.        The signal
electrode  voltage supply  should  be limited to  100  V for  this  reason.

5.       Wall  Anode  potential

On  no account  should  the wall  anode be operated  at a  higher potential  than  the mesh G4,  otherwise an ion
spot  may  be  observed.  The  setting  of  the  beam  current  in  this  tube  is  less  critical than with an integral
mesh vidicon,  provided the mesh is  positive with  respect to the wall anode.

a 6.        I,'ield

The   focusing   field  should  be  such  that  a  north  seeking  pole  is  attracted  to  the  faceplate  of the tube.

T423/3cZ70
DS.  921/3



Fig.1        T¥picAi,  CENTRE  Rr:SoLUTloN

Depth  of modulation
%

I I I

OPERATING  CONDITIONS:-Signalcurrent0.15HA

\ Meshvoltage        450VWallanode290VAreascanned6.60mmx4.95mm\
\\\

\\ \\ \
0                100             200             300             400             500            600             700  Tv lines

0123456789
MHz

for  625  lines
system
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Sensitivity

rA/rw/Scanned area

Dark  current

HA

Fig.2       SPECTRAL  RESPONSE
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Fig.4       SIGNAL  CURRENT  vs  ILLUMINATION
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Fig.5       LAG  CHARACTERISTICS

Target  illumination 20 lx  to 80  lx dark  current  0.005 HA
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Fig.6       DIMENSIONAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING

14:33
±  0.254

o.d.

Field

F`lange  1

F`lange  2

II

I
IIIIIIIIIIJ

IIII

82 .55
±1 .27

I'I''I

1[1111111111IIIIIIIIIquluJ1!-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILMJ--
I

7pins 0.889 +9.?:I  dia.

3.56  ±0.25

1.90  ± 0.13

6.80  ±0.51

1.90  ±0.13

13.21::..3:

8.74 max.

7.14  maix.
4.70  min.

1.27  max.

4.75  max.

•<            --Short Index pin

FACEPLATE
Thickness                 2.362 ± 0.076  o
Refractive index     1.507  at  5876A
Area scanned           6.60 x 4.95

QUALITY CIRCLE
8.4  dia.min.

BASE:
SMALL BUTTON  SEVENAR

Pin No. Connection

1 Heater
2 Wall  anode G3
3 Cathode
4 Heater
5 Limiter  G2
6 Cathode
7 Modulator Gi

Short pin Internally connected
Flange  1 Signal  electrode
Flange 2 Mesh  G4

I              _____    -0.102   _---

at  45° on 7.92  ±0.127  P.C.D.                 All  dimensions are  in  millimetres

T423/7cZ70
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PRODUCT RANGE OF
EMI ELECTRON TUBE AND MICROELECTRONICS DIVISION

The   EMI    ELECTRON   TUBE   DIVISION.

manufactures  a  wide  range  of  special  elect[on  tubes  for
equipment    used   in    broadcasting,    rada[,    nuclear   and
scientific  applications.

t{    pHoroMULTlpLIER   TUBEs                      Ext.  2074

Photomultiplier   tubes,   which   convert   very   low   levels
of   illumination   into   usable   electric   cur(ents   ale   used
extensively   in   astronomy,   spectrophotometry,   scintilla-
tion    counting,    spectrometry   and   broadcast   television.

+    CAMERA   TUBES                                                Ext.  2078

There is  a wide  range of vidicons,  including all-electro-
static,   available   in   various   grades   hotn   general   sur-
veillance  to  broadcast studio.

+    IMAGE   INTENSIFIERS                                     Ext.  2075

The  image  intensifier  tube,  capable  of  multiplying  light
up  to  a  million  times,  is  important  for  such  applications
as  mic[oscopy  and  astronomy.

+    CATHODE   RAY  TUBES                                  Ext.  2073
EMI  activities  in  pioneering  television  have  generated  a
range   of  specialised   cathode   ray   tubes   for   radar  and
telecine  work.

+    SPECIAL   PRODUCTS                                      Ext.  2551

New products include the P[inticon, a  small,  low voltage,
all-electrostatic monoscope, which is used for generating
alpha-numeric  symbols,  spectroscopic  lamps  for  atomic
absorption  and  spect[ometry  and  a raJlge of printed circuit
deflection   coils,   such   as  used   in  the  successful  EMI
Colour TV  Camera.

The   EMI   Electron  Tube  Division  has   great  experience
and   comprehensive  facilities   in   research,   development
and    manufacture   of   light   sensing   and   light   emitting
devices,  and  allied equipment.

NOTE:

For  further  information   please  telephone  the  extension
shown opposite each product and service.

I             EEHE.i

The    EMI   MICROELECTRONICS   DIVISION

provides    for   the   increasing   demands    made   upon   the
ability   of  electrical   and  electronic  equipment  designers
to  meet  high  density  packaging,  reliability,   weight,  and
cost  requirements.  This  can  only  be  achieved  by  taking
full  advantage  of  modem  fabrication  and  design  methods.
The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  offers  these  facilities
to   its  customefs   in   the   following  product   areas:-

tt   Thin  and  Thick Film Passive Networks

Thin    and   Thick   Film   Hybrid   Integrated   CiTcuits

Temperature  Sensing Elements

Flerible  Printed Wiring

Double-sided    and   Through-plated   Printed   Circuit
Boards

Multilaye[  PTinted circuit  Boards                  Ext.  2463

Production   facilities  have   been  built   up   over   several
years   to  meet  the  need  for  econoiTiic  batch,   and  large
volume,   manufacture.   The  production  unit  is  supported
by    a   cotnp[ehensive    Circuit   Design    and   Draughting
Group,  and  a Quality  Control  Division.

A    continuous   R.    a   D.    programme   ensures   that   full
advantage  is  taken  of  the  latest  technological  develop-
ments   in   manufacturing   processes.   Microcircuit   design
is  aided  by  the  use of  a  computer  programmed  to  predict
thermal  contours.

Continuous  on-line  monito[ing  of  all  processes  is  main-
tained    during   all    stages    of   production   and   testing.

The  envitonmental  test   facilities   available  within   EMI
Electronics  together  with  the  calibration  and  standard-
isation  procedures,  have  been  approved  by  the  Ministry
of Technology  and  the  Air Registration Board.

+    CUSTOMER   ENGINEERING   SERVICE      Ext.  2463

A  team of engineers  fully  experienced  in  both circuit  and
systems    design   is   available   to   assist   customers   in
applying  microelectronic   techniques   to  the   solution  of
particular  problems.  This  facility  covers  all  aspects  of
system  design,  the rationalization of integrated  circuits,
thermal  management and  packaging.

FLEXIBILITY

The  EMI Microelectronic.s  Division  is  an  integrated  unit,
with   design   and   manufacturing   facilities   not  allied   to
any   paiticula[   aspect   of   microelectronics   technology.
The  resulting  flexibility  enables  the  achievement  of  the
optimum design  package  to meet customers'  needs.

G911a

T423/8cZ70
DS.  921/8

EMI Electronics ltd  Electron Tube Division

Hayes Middlesex  England   Telephone: 07-5733888fxfens;.on 2542

cables= Emidata, London    Telex.. London 2241 7                            _ FF;;E±±al

The Company reserves the right to modify these designs and Specifications without notice



9745

EMI   ELECTROSTATIC   26  mm  VII)ICON   CAMERA   TUBE   TYPE   9745

The  all  electrostatic  EMI  vidicon  type  9745  has  an  exceptional  performance,  particularly  with  regard  to
corner  resolution  and  geometry.  It  employs  a  standard  26  mm  vidicon  envelope  with  a  14-pin  base.  The
absence  of scan  and  focus  coils  enables  the  tube  to  be  readily used  in  small  diameter cameras.  The tube
employs  an  0.6  W heater and  can  be  driven  from  solid  state deflection  circuits.

CHARACTERISTICS

a Mechanical

Nominal   length  (excluding pins)
Maximum   length  (overall)
Nominal  diameter of bulb
Nominal  diameter of target contact ring
Base  type
Scarmed  area

Orientation  of image

Magnetic  shielding

Operating  position
Weight  (approximate)

Electrical

Focusing  method
Deflection  method
Heater  voltage
Heater  current
Spectral   response
Inter-electrode  capactities  (nominal)

Orthogonality
Geometric  Distortion

Maximum  white shading

Minimum  sensitivity

T424/ 1f
DS.922/1

146.1  mm  (5.75  in)
162.4  mm  (6.40  in)
25.91  mm  (1.02  in)

28.58  mm  (1.125  in)
8148
12.7  mm  x  9.6  mm  (I/2 in x  %  in)

See Note 1
The horizontal scan is  approximately
parallel  to  a plane passing through  the
tube axis  and  the short pin.
A cylindrical  mu-metal  shield should
be provided around  the full  length of
the tube - suggested 20 SWG with an
outside diameter of 35 mm
Any.   See Note 2
70  g  (21/2  oZ)

Electrostatic
Electrostatic
6.3V
90  rnA  ±  10%
See  figure 3
Signal  Electrode  to all other
electrodes                                          6  pF`
Yl   to  allotherelectrodes        7  pF`
Y2  to  allotherelectrodes         7  pF`
Xl  toall otherelectrodes        9  pF
X2  toallotherelectrodes         9  pF`
Yl  toY2                                       2.5  pF
Xl  to x2                                      3.5  pF
±  24 minutes  of arc max.

HH;:E=.i
iut W¢
:rtL €LfcTRO"cs  in

#Lpv:"D:¥fffa-(``[fj,j=L`=Li.;,'ff

% % of picture height in  corners.  Distortion  is  seen  as
pincushion on  picture monitor.
30%  from  central  peak

0.15 HA  signal  current with  0.01  ftA  dark  current  for
20 1ux on the target



Limiting  Ratings   (all potentials  are shown relative  to the tube cathode)

Heater  voltage

Heater  potential

Modulator  Gl  potential
Cathode  current
Anode  G2  potential
Signal   Electrode  potential
Dark  current
Target  illumination
Faceplate  temperature

Typical  Operating Conditions

Modulator  Gl  potential
Cut  off potential
Cathode  current
Anode  G2  potential
Focus   grid G3  potential
Focus   grid G4  potential
Target  mesh G5  potential
Minimum   blackout  pulses

when  applied to GI
Minimum  blackout  pulses

when  applied to  cathode
Line  scan amplitude
Field  scan amplitude
Target  illumination

(hichlights)
Signal  electrode voltage
Dark  current
Signal  current
F`aceplate  temperature

5.7  V  minimum
6.9  V maximum

See Note 3

20  V positive maximum
100  V negative maximum
-45 V to -250 V
200 4A
1500  V  maximum
100  V  maximum
0.1  4A  maximum )

under maximum
surge condition

See Note 4

10,0001x maximum  (tube not operating)
7o°C  maximum

-120 V
-150 V
20 4 to 50 4
1500 V
650  V  to 750 V
400 V to  500 V
750V

See Note 5

(200 „A)  **
(200 wh) **
(      54tA)**
(    5th)**
(    5A)**

75 V negative pulses

10 V positive  pulses

110  V Peak  to Peak at the  potential of G4
70 V Peak to Peak at the potential of G3

S-ee Note 6

2                        20                   60                   500                lux
50-80             30-60          20-40          10-20             V

0.1                        0.01
0.15                    0.25

30OC

**    These are maximum currents to indicate circuit impedances

0.005                0.005              HA
0.25-0.3       0.25-0.3     prA

OPERATING   NOTES

I.     Scanned  Area
The  tube  should  be  operated  with  the  target  area  12.7  mm  x  9.6  mm (i/2  in x % in) completely scanned to  obtain the
best   signal  to  noise  ratio  and  resolution.   Small  changes  in  sensitivity  and  dark  current  occur  in the  scanned area
over   a   long  period   of  time   so  that   it   is  important  to  use  the   same  scanned  area throughout the  life  of the  tube.

2.     Operating  position
Then  the  tube  is  operated  vertically with  its  face  downwards  care  should be  taken to  avoid  undue  mechanical  shock.

3.     Heater
For  optimum results  and  maximum  life,  the  heater  supply  should  be  designed  to  give  a  nominal 6.3  V  and should be
kept  within the  limits  6.1  V  to  6.5  V.   Under  no  circumstances  should  the  heater voltage be  allowed to exceed 9.5  V
under   surge  conditions.     If  this  figure  is  likely  to  be  exceeded  on  switching  on,  a  surge limiting device must be
incorporated.

4.     Signal  Electrode  (Target)
The dark cunent  should  not be  allowed to  exceed 0.1HA or  a burnt-in picture may result. The  signal  electrode voltage
supply should be  limited  to  loo V for this reasorL

5.     Electrode  potentials
The   various  d.c.   electrode  potentials  are  best  derived  from  a  suitable  potentiometer  resistance  chain  fed from a
stable  high  voltage  supply  cormected  to  the  anode  G2.  Small  variatioas  in the  overall  high voltage to G2,  providing
that  the  ratios  of the  electrode  voltages  are  unaltered,  will  not  affect  picture  focus  but only the  scanned area  size.
Picture  focus  is  obtained by  adjusting G3  and  G4.  G3  predominantly  affects  the  horizontal  focus  and G4  the vertical
focus.  Howrever some interaction occurs  between these  two.

6.     Scanning Requirements
When   the  tube  is  operated  at  a  lower  overall  voltage,  proportionately  less  scanning  voltages  are  necessary.  See
suggested push pull transistorised deflection circuit (Fig.7).

T424/2f
DS.922/2



Fig.1         TYPICAL  CENTRE  RESOLUTION

%  Modulation
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Fig.2         TYPICAL  CORNER  RESOLUTION
Measured  at  15%  from  end  of  diagonals
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Sensitivity

FLA/WIN /Scanned  atea

Fig.3        SPECTRAL  RESPONSE

\
Signal current 0.05 wh
Dark current 0.01 4
Scanned a,ea 12.7  inmx9.6mm

'

2ooo                                     4000                                          60008000 10000

Wavelength A

-j     ::    :
>

Infra-
red

Dark current
Fig.4         DARK  CURRENT  vs  SIGNAL  ELECTRODE  POTENTIAL
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Signal current4
Fig.5         SIGNAL  CURRENT  vs  ILLUMINATION
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Fig.6         LAG  CHARACTERISTICS

®  Target illumination 2  lx,  dark cutrent  0.1 /iA

®  Target illumination 60 lx,  dark current 0.005 /tA

\
(Measured at 20 ms field rate)

\
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0                 40                80               120              160              200             240             280             320             360           400
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Fig.7         BASIC  DEFLECTI0N  OUTPUT  CIRCUIT

Potential
Divider

-VE supply

NOTES:

1.     Resistor ``R" should be adjusted to give accurately PUSH-PULL Deflection.   Otherwise Deflection
Defocusing will  occur.

2.    The Deflection Voltages  ``V" required on each  Plate are

55  V for LINE
35 V for FIELD with 1500 V  on G2

Mean Potential of Plates  is  given in Data Sheet.

3.     Suitable Transistor Types  are 2N3440.

4.     Required Value of Coupling Condensers  `C'  may be  minimised by  Pre-Distortion of thelnput Wave form.

T424/6f
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Fig.8         DIMENSIONAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING

IZZ
28.58±0.25  dia.

7.0

13 max.

T424/7f
DS.922/7

®

rfrsh°rtindexp±n3#15iine

''1-Ill

Ti-1.31 III 90.±20

I,II,',I

25.9+25.4:15pinat240

•uuu
I

9,b"
e      o       o      '2

I:a.#dia.

s  1.194  dia.
on 19.05 PCD

` Short index pin

Faceplate
Thickness                 2.362  ± 0.076
Reftactive index    1.507 at 5876 A
Area scanned           12.7 x 9.6

Quality Circle
16.26 dia.min.

Base connections

Base 8148

Pin No- Cormection

Heater
Anode G2
Focus  grid G3
Field scan YI
Modulator GI
Field scan Y2
Not connected
Line scan XI
Line scan X2
Modulator GI
Target mesh  G5
Focus  grid G4
Cathode K
Heater
Signal plate

Do not connect to the short pin

All dimensions are in millimetres



PRODUCT RANGE OF
EMI ELECTRON TUBE AND MICROELHCTRONICS DIVISION

The  EMI  ELECTRON  TUBE  DIVIsloN
manufactures  a  wide  range  of  special  electron  tubes  for
equipment     used    in    broadcasting,    radar,    nuclear   and
scientific applications.

+      PHOTOMULTIPLIER "BES                        Ext. 2074
Photomultiplier  tubes    which  convert  very  low  levels  of
illumination   into  usable  electric  currents   are   used  ex-
tensively   in  astronomy,   spectrophotometry,  scintillation
counting, spectrometry and broadcast television.

+       PHOTOMULTIPLIER "BE HOUSINGS    Ext. 2283
A    range   of   cooled   and   uncooled   photomultiplier  tube
housings,    including   thermoelectric,   dry   ice   and  liquid
nitrogen versions are available for optimum photomultiplier
tube operation.

+       CAMERA TUBES                                                   Ext.  2078

There  is  a  wide  range  of  vidicons,  including all-elect[o-
static,    available   in   various   grades   from   general  sur-
veillance to broadcast studio.

+       IMAGE  INTENSIFIERS                                       Ext.  2075

The  image  intensifier  tube,  capable  of  multiplying  light
up  to  a  million times,  is  important  for such   applications
as microscopy and astronomy.

+       CATHODE RAY TUBES                                    Ext. 2073

EMI  activities  in  pioneering  television  have  generated  a
range   of  specialised   cathode   ray   tubes   for   radar  and
telecine work.

+      spEclAL proDucTs                                   Ext. 2551
EMI  manufactures  the  Printicon,  a  small  all  electrostatic
monoscope;   the   Ebitron,   a   low   light   level  intensifier-
vidicon camera  tube  and  spectroscopic  lamps.  Two  types
of  spectroscopic  laTnp  are  available,  hollow  cathode  and
electrodeless  discharge  tubes  together with  a  microwave
power generator.  A range of printed circuit scanning coils
and  complete  scanning  assemblies  for  13  mm,  26  mm  and
30 mm vidicon camera tubes is also produced.

+       SOLID STATE PIIOTODIODES                       Ext.  2126
These   include  a  range  of  linear  and  avalanche  silicon
photodiodes  including fast  and  rugged  types  having wide
spectrfu response.

+       PRECISION MICROMESH                                   Ext.  2073
The   very  fine  metallic  mesh  currently  employed  in  EMI
vacuum  tubes  is  also  used  in  various  other  branches  of
industry and  science,  such  as  microscopy,  mass  spectro-
II]etry,  biology,  filtering and  optics.

The   EMI   Electron  Tube  Division  has   great  experience
and   comprehensive   facilities   in  research,  development
and    manufacture    of   light   sensing   and    light   emitting
devices   and  allied equipment.

The  EMI  MICROELECTRONICS  DIVISION

provides     for   the    increasing   demands    made    upon  the
ability  of  electrical  and  electronic  equipment  designers
to  meet  high  density  packaging,  reliability,  weight    and
cost  requirements.  This  can  only  be  achieved  by  tal{ing
full  advantage  of  modern  fabrication  and  design  methods.
The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division offers  these  facilities
to its customers  in the  following product areas:-

+      Thin and  Thick Film  passive  Networks

Thin  and    Thick   Film   Hybrid   Integrated  Circuits

Flexible  Printed  Wiring

Double-sided   and   Through-plated   Printed   Circuit
Boards

Multilayer Printed  Circuit  Boards Ext.  2463
or  594

Production   facilities   have   been  built   up   over  several
years   to   meet  the   need   for  economic   batch    and  large
volume     manufacture.   The   production  unit   is  supported
by  a comprehensive  Circuit Design and  Draughting Group
and  a  Quality  Control  Division.

A   continuous   R.   &  D.   programme  ensures  that  full  ad-
vantage is taken of the latest technological developments
in  manufacturing  processes.  Microcircuit  design  is  aided
by  the  use  of  a  computer  p[ogrammed  to  predict  thermal
contours.

Continuous  on-line  monitoring  of  all  processes  i§  main-
tained    during    all    stages    of   production   and   testing.

The   environmental   test   facilities   available  within  EMI
Electronics   together  with  the  calibration  and  standard-
isation   procedures,   have  been  approved   by  DQAB  and
the Air Registration  Board.

+       CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SERvlcE        Ext.  2463or  594

A  team of engineers  fully experienced in both circuit and
systems    design   is   available   to   assist   customers  in
applying   micioelectronic  techniques   to  the   solution  of
particular  problems.  'I`his  facility  covers  all  aspects  of
system  design,  the  rationalization  of  integrated  circuits,
thermal management and packaging.

FLEXIBILITY

The  EMI  Microelectronics  Divlsion  is  an  integrated  unit,
with   design   and   manufacturing  facilities   not   allied  to
any    particular   aspect   of   mic[oelect[onics   technology.
The  resulting  flexibility  enables  the  achievement  of the
optimum  design package to meet custome[s'  needs.

NOTE:   For further information please telephone the extension shown opposite each product and service.

EH_=L=-= -i I_ =i L=E_                 _                    _Ef

EMI Electl.onics Ltd  Electron Tube Division

Hayes Middlesex  England   Telephone: 07-573 3888

Cat]hes.. Emidata, London    Tctex.. London 22417

G911c

T424/8f
DS.922/8

The Company  reserves the right to modify these designs and specifications without notice
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EMI  ELECTROSTATIC   13  mm  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768

The   all  electrostatic  EMI  vidicon  type  9768  employs  a  robust  all-
brazed electrode  structure  and  makes  possible  a subminiature camera
of only  15.25 mm diameter.

The  tube  emplo.vs  an  0.6  W  heater  and  can  be  driven  from  solid  state
deflection  circuits.

CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical

Nominal  length  (excluding pins)
Nominal  diameter of bulb
Nominal  diameter of target

contact ring
Base type
Scanned area
Orientation of image

Magnetic  shielding

Weight

Elect,ical

Focusing method
Deflection methed
Heater voltage
Heater current
Spectral response

Maximum white shading
Minimum  sensitivit`v

Target vol tage
Signal current
Dark cunent
Depth of modulation

82.55  mm (3.25  in)
13.21  mm  (0.52  in)

14.32  mm (0.56  in)
14 pin wire base
6.4  mm  x 4.8 mm  (I/a  in  x  ./]6  in)
The vertical  scan is approximately
parallel  to  a plane passing through
the tube  axis and the  short index
pin.
A cylindrical  mu-metal  shield  should
be provided around the full  length
of the tube - suggested 20 SWG
with an outside diameter of 16 mm (i/8'in)
|5g(L/2oZ)      giv

«1:1111

Electrostatic
Electrostatie
6.3V
95  rnA  ±  109ro
See figure 2

300-o  from central  peak
0.1  pA  signal current with 0.014 dark current for 20 lux on
t.he  target.
100  V maximum
Normal 0.15 A.  Maximum 0.2 A
Maximum 0.05 4
At 300  TV lines  and 0.15 HA  signal  current:-

Centre Typical                30%
Centre Minimum               25%

*     Col.ner  1597o towards  centre  along diagonals.

T425/1b
DS.936/1

Corner  Typical           20%   *
Corner Minimum          15%   *

9768



EMI  ELECTROSTATIC  13  mm  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768  (continued)

Electrical  (continued)

Orthogonality

Geometric Di st,ortion

± 25 minutes of arc

i/2% of picture height in corners
Distortion is  seen as pincushion on picture
monitor.

Variation  in  geometry  between  tubes  is  within  ± 0.1%  in  quality  circle  (diameter equal  to picture
height).

InterLelectrode c.apacitie s Yl  to all  other electrodes
Y2 to all  other electrodes
Xl  to all  other electrodes
X2 to all  other electrodes
Yl to Y2
Xl  to X2

Operating conditions  (all  potentials  are relative to the cathode)

Modulator Gl  cut-off
Cathode current
Anode G2
Focus  grid G3
Focus  grid G4
Target mesh G5
Line scan amplitude
Field scan amplitude

Typical  -170 V.  Maximum -250 V
Typical 20rA.      Maximum  100 4)**±
1500  V                                          (100  HA' **
700Vto800V                        (     5HA)**
450Vto550V                        (     54tA)**
750V                                      (    54)**
90 V Peak to Peak at the potential of G4
80 V Peak to Peak at the potential  of G3

**  These are maximum currents to  indicate circuit impedances.
t Please see suggested push pull transistorised deflection circuit.
I  The   camera  circuits  should  never  allow  more  than  0.3  rnA  of  cathode  current  to  flow  or the

cathode may be damaged.

NOTES:

1.      The various d.c.  electrode voltages are best derived from a suitable potentiometer resistance
chain fed from a stable high voltage supply connected to the anode G2.

2.      Picture  focus  is  obtained  by  adjusting  G3  and  G4.  G3  predominantly  affects  the horizontal
focus and G4 the vertical focus.  However some interaction occurs between these two.

3.      Small  variations  in  the  overall  high voltage  to  G2,  providing that the ratios of the electrode
voltages are unaltered, will not affect picture focus but only the scanned area size.

4.      The  tube  may  be operated at a lower overall  voltage,  as low  as  1000 V, with proportionately
less scanning voltages necessary,  but the resolution will  be rather less than stated above.

Tube  Pin  Connections

Pin  1        Heater

Pin 2        Line scan xI

Pin 3        Cathode

Pin 4         Field scan Yi
Pin 5         Field scan Y2

Pin 6         Focus Grid G4

Pin 7         Modulator G1

Pin8

Pin9

Pin  10

Pin  11

Pin  12

Pin  13

Pin  14

Short Index Pin

Heater

Cathode
Focus Grid G3

Do not connect
Anode G2

Ilo not connect
Line Scan X2

Do not connect

T425/2b
DS.936/2



EMI  ELECTROSTATIC    13  mm  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768  (continued)

Flo.1.    TYPICAL  RESOLUTION  CHARACTERISTICS
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EMI  ELECTROSTATIC   13  mm  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768  (continued)

Signal

current

Flo.3
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EMI  ELECTROSTATIC   13  mm  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768   (continued)

FIG.5.    LAG  CHARACTERISTICS

Primary
Signal

9'o

T425/5b
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EMI  ELECTROSTATIC   13  mm  VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768  (continued)

FIG.6.    DIMENSIONAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING

QUALITY  CIRCLE

8.4  (0.33)  MIN.DIA.

FLANGE   I

FLANGE  2

15  PINS

0.5,  :8:::  D,A.

(0.020)

I

'L'_
I --I
I

III±1.350)I

I

82.55(3.2

-      I1I

4.75.I87)  rna

-i_I
I Ii-II-

(

FACEPLATE

Thickness                    2.362  ±  0.076  (0.093)
aRefrzictiveindexI.507at5876A

Area  scanned             4.8  I  6.4  (0.I89  x  0.252)

32'   :::!i

(0.520)

10.16

(0.400)  max.

8`00  (0.315)   max.

4.70  (0.188)  min.

(o:6::)max.

SHORT  INDEX  PIN

-i                       All pinsat240
0n  8.4  P.C.D.

(0.33')

All  dimensions  are  in  millimetres  with   inches  shown  in  parentheses

T425/6b
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EMI  ELECTROSTATIC  13  mm VIDICON  CAMERA  TUBE  TYPE  9768  (continued)

FIG.7.    BASIC  DEFLECTION  OUTPUT  CIRCUIT

Potential
Dlvlde,

-VE .upply

VA+
a

lv

1,L,F
:c:TOE:i::I,on.,A,i__I_,,,[c.:::,,::gIC   jv r'            ±        T®ca'

To G3  r

NOTES:

1.      Resistor ``R"  should be adjusted to give accurately pusH-PULL Deflection.
Otherwise Deflection Defocusing will  occur.

2.      The Deflection voltages "V" required on each plate are

45 V for LINE
40 V for FIELD )

with 1500 V on LIMITER

Mean Potential of Plates is given in Data Sheet.

3.      Suitable Transistor Types are 2N3440.

4.      Required value of coupling condensers  `C.  may be minimised by pre-Distortion
of the Input Waveform.

T425/7b
DS.936/7
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9777

®

EBITRON  -  INTENSIFIER  VII)ICON  9777

The  9777  is  an  Intensifier  Vidicon,  employing  electron bombard-
ment   induced   conductivity   in   the   target   to   produce  television
pictures  at  illumination  levels  down to  half  moonlight  conditions.
The high sensitivity  photocathode  (S20/S25)  combined with  a  high
target  gain enables  the  tube  to operate  at  low  levels  with overall
sensitivity  of  the  order  40,000  pA/1m.  The  image 'section  is  all
electrostatic  with  a  useful  photocathode  size  of 18.2 mm  diagonal,
making it suitable  for usewith  standard 26mm vidicon lenses. The
scanning   section   is   similar  to   a  conventional   13   mm  magnetic
vidicon,  which  allows  similar  coils  to  be  used.  This  combination
of image and  scanning sections  gives  a small,  conveniently sized
tube   which,  with  coils,  is  no  bigger  than  a  conventional  26  mm
vidicon  with  coils  whilst  giving  a  sensitivity  approximately  300
times  greater.

Resolution   is   similar  to  that   obtained   from   a   13   mm  magnetic
vidicon. The tube has  some lag at low light levels which decreases
as  the  light  level  is  increased.  The  very  wide  light  level  range
over  which  the  tube  operates  enables  it  to  be  used  under  almost
any  lighting  conditions.  Light  overload  may,  if applied  potentials
are   not  adjusted  to  suit,  cause  some  burn-in  on  the  target,  but
unlike  some other low light level tubes`   the target will  subsequently
continue to operate.

Storage   in  the  target  is  such  that  one  could,   if  desired,  obtain
some   useful  information  at  lower  light  levels  by  cutting  off the
beam  for  complete  frames  to  subsequently  scan  off  larger  stored
charges,   e.g.   omitting   alternate   scans   would   double   the  target
storage  time  and  hence  double  the  read  out  signal.  Scanning  off
on  every  fourth  or eighth  etc.  scan  increases  the  signal  by  appro-
priate  factors  at  the  expense of  a  flickeringrdisplay  signal,  but  in
some  circumstances  this  is  acceptable because  of the  lower  light
levels  at which  information can be  obtained.

The    image   section   can   be   gated   by   pulsing   the   image  focus
electrode   from   photocathode   potential   to  the   required  operating
potential.    The   image   rear   electrode   is   normally   grounded  and
effectively    screens    the    signal    electrode    from    these   pulses.

T490/1a
DS.   1079/1
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CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical

Nominal  length  (including pins) -unpotted
Nominal  length  (including pins) -  potted
Nominal  diameter of image  section  - unpotted
Nominal  diameter of image  section  -  potted
Base  type
Photocathode size
Target useful size
Operating position
Tube orientation

Weicht

Faceplate thickness
Faceplate  refractive  index
Image  focus electrode

El ec[ri Gal

Image   section
Scanning  section
Alignment   method  (not  normally  used)
Heater  voltage
Heater  current
Spectral   response
Signal   electrode  capacitance  to  all  other Electrodes

159  mm               (6.25  in)

160  mm                (6.28  in)
59  mm               (2.31  in)
64  mm             (2.50 in)     (plus  leads  -see figure)

Small  button  sevenar 7  pin
18.2  mm  diagonal
6.4  mm  x  4.8  mm
Any
Viewed  from  photocathode end flying leads  at
3  o'cloc+
loo  g unpotted
230  g potted
2   ±  0.1  mm

1.5076  for  sodium  D  line
9pF

All  electrostatic
All  magnetic  - using 13  mm  vidicon  coils
Magnetic
6.3  V  (see  note  1)
90  rnA  ±  10%

S20/S25
8pF

Limiting  RaLings   (All  potentials  with  respect to  gun  cathode)

Heater  voltage
Heater  potential
Modulator  Gl  potential
Limiter  G2  potential
Wall   anode  G3  potential
Vidicon  Mesh  G4 potential
Target  potential
Image   rear electrode  potential
Image  focus  electrode  potential
Image  section  mesh  potential
Photocathode  potential
Faceplate  temperature

5.8  V  to 6.8  V (see note  1)
-50  V  to  10  V
-150  V  to  OV

350V
400  V (see note  2)
650V
50V
0V
-15 kv
-9kv
-12 kv to  -15 kv  (see  note  3)

50OC

Typical  Operating  a)nditions (with  respect to gun  cathode)

Heater  to  cathode  potential
Modulator  Gl  potential
Limiter  G2  potential
Wall   anode  G3  potential
Vidicon   IT,esh  G4  potential
Cathode  potential
Target  potential
Minimum   blackout  pulses  when  applied  to  GI
Minimum  blackout  pulses when  applied  to  cathode
Axial   magnetic  focus  field  (scanning section)
Adjustable  transverse  alignment  field (if used)
Signal   output  current
Overall   sensitivity
Photocathode
Image   mesh
Image  focus  electrode  (adjust on  installation)

Image  section  rear electrode

±10  V  apart  from  blackout
-30V

300V
290  V  to  330  V  (see note  2)
600V
0V
10  V  to  50  V
70 V  negative  pulses
10  V  positive  pulses
0.006 T  (60  gauss)
±  0.0004  T  (4  gauss)
0.2  4A  peak  white
1,000  to  40,000  HA/1m  (see  note  4)
-14  kv
-8.4 kv
-12.6  kv  (equal  or  positive to  photocathode,  to  cut
off image section)
OV

T490/2a
DS.1079/2
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|f the overall  E.H.T.  voltage is  varied,  the  above  proportionality  with  respect  to  the  photocathode must be
maintained  -i.e.  image  mesh  volts  to  be  60%  of photocathode  volts  and  image  focus  volts  to be  89%  ±  |%
of  photocathode  volts.

Notes
1  Heater  Voltage   The  heater  supply  should  be  designed  to  give  a  nominal  6.3  Vand  should  bekeptwithin
the  limits  5.8  V to  6.8 V.  Under  no  circumstances  should  the  heater  voltage be  allowed  to exceed  9.5  V.  |f
this   figure   is   likely   to   be   exceeded   on   switching   on,   a   surge   limiting   device   must  be  incorporated.

2  Wall  Anode  Potential   On   no  account  should  the wall  anode  be operated  at a  higher  potential  than  the
mesh G4,  otherwise  an ion spot  may be  observed.

3  Overall  Volts Operation   of  this  tube  at  less  than  -12  kv  may  cause  permanent  damage  to  the  target.

4  Overall  sensitivity  The  actual  value is  dependent  on  the  target  voltage  setting.

5  Resolution   Operation   at   signal   currents   in   excess   of   0.2HA   will   cause   some   loss   of  resolution.

F`or  further  information  on  this  product  please  telephone  Extension  2076u

Fig.I    SIGNAL  CURRENT  vs  PHOTOCATHODE  ILLUMINATION
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Fig.2    SIGNAL  CURRENT  AND  OVERALL  SHNSITIVITY  vs  E.H.T.   ON  IMAGE  SECTION
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A
Fig.3a     TYPICAL   CENTRE   RESOLUTION
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E.H.T
-15.3  KV  MAX.

io  Off  i  Mr2

28  Off  io Mn

60  Off  io  Mn

4

®

Fig.4       TYPICAL  IMAGE  SECTION  DIVII)ER  CHAIN

Photocathode  (100%  potential)

Image   Mesh  (60%  P.C.  potential)

Image  Rear  Electrode  (0%)

This  suggested  circuit  is  based  on  miniature  resistors  to  give  a  very  compact  unit.  The  exceptionally
low  electrode  leakages  in the  tube  allow  the use  of this  high  impedance  chain.  The  20 MQ  in  series
with  the  E.H.T.  supply  gives  surge  protection.

T490/5a
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Fig.5      OUTLINE  DRAWING

UNPOTTED

NOTE:-       AVOID  HEATING  GLASS"ETAL SEALS.
FOR CONNECTIONS  TO A  a C   SOLDER
TO THE  TAPES Tl]AT ARE  CONNECTED
TO THE  RINGS  I) AND C  POSITI0NED  IN
LINE  WITH  PIN  1  a  RING A  POSITIONEI)
IN  I.INE WITI{  PIN 3.

POTTED

F-
PIN  No. CONNE:CTION

I HEATER
2 WALL  ANODE
3 CATl]ODE
4 HEATER
5 LIMITER
6 CATII0DE
7 MODULATOR

CONTACT CONNECTION

A VI0ICON  MEst+
8 TARGE:T
C REAR  E:LECTRODE
M MEsl1

F FCX=US  ELECTRODE
PC PlioT0 CATl10DE
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PRODUCT RANGE OF
EMI ELECTRON TUBE AND MICROEljECTRONICS DIVISION

®

The  EMI  ELECTRON  TUBE  DIVISION

manufactures   a  wide  range   of  special  electron  tubes  for
equipment     used    in    broadcasting,    radar,     nuclear   and
scientific  applications.

+       PHOTOMULTIPLIER  TUBES                           Ext.  2074

Photomultiplier   tubes    which  c.onvert   `.Cry   low   levels  of
illumination    into   usable   electric   currer`ts   are   used   ex-
tensively   in   astronomy,   spectrophotometry,   scintillation
counting,  spectrometry  and  broadcast  television.

+        PHOTOMULTIPLIERTUBEHOUSINGS     Ext.  2283

A     range   of   cooled    and    uncooled    photomultiplier   tube
housings,    including   thermoelectric,    dry   ice   and   liquid
nitrogen versions  are  available for  optimum photomultiplier
tube  operation.

+       CAMERA"BES                                                  Ext.  2078

There   is  a  wide  range  of  vidicons,   including  all-electro-
static,     available    in    various    grades    from    general   sur-
veillance  to  broadcast  studio.

+        IMAGE  INTENSIFIERS                                           Ext.  2075

The   image   Intensifier   tube,   capable   of   multiplying  light
up  to  a   million  times,   is   irnportant  for  such   applications
as  microscopy  and  astronomy.

+        CATHODERAYTUBES                                        Ext.  2073

EMI  activities   in  pioneering  tele`.ision  ha\'e   generated  a
range    of   specialised   cathode   ray.   tubes    for    radar   and
telecine  work.

+ SPECIAL  PRODUCTS Ext.  2551

EMI  manufac`tures  the  Printlcon,   a  small  all  electrostatic
morioscope;    the    Ebitron.    a    low    light    level   intensifier-
vidic.on  c.amera  tube  and  spectrosc`opic  lamps.   Two  types
of  spectroscopic   lamp  are  a`'ailable,   hollo'.`'  cathode  and
electrodeless  discharge  tubes  together  ``.ith  a  microwa\'e

power  generator.  A  range  of  printed  circuit  sc`anning  coils
and  complete  sc.anning  assemblies  for   13  mm,   26  mm  and
30  mm  vidicon  c.amera  tubes  is  also  produced.

+        SOLIDSTATE  PHOTODIODES                          Ext.  2126

These    inc`lude   a   range   of   linear   and   avalanc.he   silicon

photodiodes   includlng  fast  and  rugged  types   ha`ring  wide
spectral  response.

+        PRECISION  MICROMEsl]                                       Ext.  2073

The   very   fine   metallic   mesh   curiently   emplo\.ed   in  EMI
`'acuum   tubes   is   also  used   in  various   other  branc`hes  of
industry  and  scienc.e,  sucti  as  mic.rosc.opy,   mass  spec`tro-
metry,  biology,  filtering  and  optic.s.

The    E"I   Electron   Tube   Division   has   great   experience
and    comprehensive    fac.ilities    in   resei`rc`h,   development

and     manufacture    of    light    sensing    and    light    emitting
devices    and  allied  equipment.

The  EMI  MICROELECTRONICS  DIVISION

provides     for    the    increasing    demands    made    upon   the
ability   of  electrical  and  electronic  equipment  designers
to   meet  high  density  packaging,   reliability,  weight    and
cost   requirements.   This  can  only  be   achieved  by  tal{ing
full  advantage  of  modern  fabrication  and  design  methods.
The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  offers  these  facilities
to its  customers  in  the  following  product  areas:-

Thin and  Thick  Film  Passive  Networks

Thin  and     Thic`k   Film   Hybrid    Integrated   Circuits

F`lexible  Printed  Wiring

Double-sided    and    Through-plated   Printed   Circuit
Boards

Multilayer  printed  circuit  Boards                   Ext;r239£

Production    facilities   have   been   built   up   over   several

years    to   meet   the   need   for   economic   batch    and  large
volume     manufacture.   The   production   unit   is   supported
by  a  comprehensive  Circuit  Design  and  Draughting  Group
and  a  Quality  Control  Division.

A    continuous   R.   a   D.   programme   ensures   that   full  ad-
\'ar`tage  is  taken of the  latest  technological  developments
in  manufacturing  processes.  Microcircuit  design  is  aided
by   the  use  of  a   computer  programmed   to   predict  thermal
contours.

Continuous   on-line   monitoring  of  all   processes   is   main-
tained     during    all    stages    of    production    and   testing.

The    en\'ironmental   test   fac.ilities   available   withiri   EMI
Electrol`ics   together   with   the   calibration   and  standard-
isation   procedures,   have   been   approved   by   DQAB  and
the  Air  Registration  Board.

+       CtJ'STOMER  ENGINEER|NGSERv|cE        Ext.  2463or   594

A  team  of  engineers  fully  experienced  in  both  circuit  and
systems     design    is    available    to    assist    customers  in
applying    microelectronic   techniques   to   the   solution   of

particular   problems.   This   facility   covers   all   aspects  of
s}istem  design,  the  rationalization  of  integrated  circuits,
ther"`l  managemelit  and  pacl{aging.

F LE X I B I LIT Y

The   EMI  Microelc`ctronics  Di\'ision  is  an  integrated  unit,
with    design   and    manufacturing   fat.ilities   not    allied   to
any     particular    aspec.t    of    microelectronics   technology.
The   resulting  flexibility  enables   the  achievement   of  the
optimum  design  package  to  meet  customers'  needs.

NOTE:     For  further  lnforlll`il!oli  I)lc`.isll  telephone  the  |`xtension  shown  opposite  e{ic`h  produ`ct  and  service.

T490/7a
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EiH EMI   ELECTRONICS   LTD
Serving S®ien®e and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI   BARRIER   GRID   STORAGE   TUBE   TYPE   9511^

0

e

The  9511A  ls  an  electronic  storage  tube  containing  a  dlelectric  sheet  which  ls
backed  by  a  conducting  signal  plate,   and  faced  by  a  barrier  grid  through  which  the
8cannlng  bean  Dust  pass  to  deposit  charge  on  the  storage  surface,   (see  fig.   on  reverse
of  sheet).   The  charge  deposited  at  any  point  vlllbeproportlonal  to  the  change  ln  p.a.
between  the  backing  plate  and  the  grid,   so  long  as  sufficient  time  ls  allowed  for  sec-
otidary  enlssion  equlllbrlun  to  be  attained.   Thus,   at  the  conclusion  of  an  equlllbrluD
vrltlng  scan,   an  analogue  charge  pattern  ls  left  on  the  dlelectrlc  surface,   which  Day
be  read  off  ty  scanning  vlth  the  signal  plate  returned  to  a  fixed  potential  v.r.t.  the
grid.   the  signal  being  taken  either  from  the  collector,   (held  at  a  posltlve  potential
of  l80Y  v.r,t.   the  grid  to  collect  secondary  electrons).   or  frolD  the  grid  or  signal
plate.   In  an  altematlve  method  of  wrltlng,   the  signal  plate  ls qul8ed    J€OV  to     the
grid.   and  the  lnfortbatlon  ls  aE)Dlled  by  tnodulatlon  of  the  electron  beam.   Under  these
nob-equilibrium  conditions. .ahlgher  wrltlng  speed ls obtaLlned  at  the  expense  of  llnear-
lty.  Unit  signals  II]ay  +e  applied  ln  a  time  as  short  aB  0. I/zsec.   vhlle  storage  tlne8  of
several  hours  are  readily  achieved.

The  deflnitlon  ls  adequate  for  the  storageof tBore  than  20,000  unit  signals  (1.e.
ca  150  televlslon  lines)  while  reglstratlon  errors  are  avoided  by  the  use  of  the  sane
gun  and  deflector  system  for  reading  and  wrltlng.   Electrostatlc  focus  and  deflectlon
are  enDloyed.

CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical (See  fig.   on  reverse  of  sheet)

Bulb  dlaneter:       Sit  inches  nominal.               Overall  length  l2  inches  nominal.

Blectrlcal   (.w.r.t.   cathode.   #  VAl  &  3  =   1000V} Max. Typical Mln,

Heater  voltage                                                                       Volts 6.8 6.3 5.8-23
Heater  current                                                                           Amps 0.55 0.5

#Modulator  voltage  (for  cut-off)                                      Volts -50 -35
•Al  and  A3  (Connect  together)                                              Volts 2000 1000 800
4A2  for  focus                                                                                 Volts 200 165 150
Collector  (dye  w.r.t.   A3)                                                    Volts 300 180 loo
Barrier  grid  (w.r.t.   A3)                                                     Volts loo 0150 -loo
Signal  plate  (w.r.t.  barrier  grid)                              Volts 100 -loo
Collector  (dye  w. r.t.barrier  grid)                              Volts 3001200 100
Bean  current                                                                               /lamps 6
Cathode  current                                                                       /zanps 500
Deflectlon  sensltlvlty.   #X  270V    I  300V (Inscribed square  roster).

Capacltances.   X1.   X2.  yl.   or  T2  to  all  electrodes.  ¢  12pf  Xl  to  X2.   3pf
Yl  to  T2.   4pf.  Y  plates  to  collector  4pf.
(excluding  shield,   10pf.)  Collector  to  all  electrodes.¢ 35pf.
Collector  to  barrier  grid  4.5pf.
Collector  to  signal  plate.   grid  earthed,   0.35Df.
Signal  plate  to  barrier  grid.   1200  -  1350pf.

¢ Measurements  made  with  fairly  close  fitting  earthedMu-metal  Screen  around  tube.
#  Deflection  plates  and  A3  inay  be  run  up  to  mean  potential  of  +150V  w.r.t.   Barrier  Grid.

T475/la
DS.141/1



EMI   BARRIER   GRID   STORAGE   TUBE   TYPE   95llA

STOR^CE
DIELECTRIC

COLI.ECTOR   PIN   0N   LARGE   6   WIRE   PINCH   IS   IN   LINE

WITH   GAP   BETWEEN   PINS   1   &   15   0N   8158   BASE

BASE  TTPE  8168

Pin  Connections I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Electrode M H C H 4 Yl 4 Y. 1 XL 4 -

N  -Modulator                                 C  -Cathode                 H  -Heater

P.T.F.E.   sockets  for  8158  beBe  are  available  and  one  ls  provided  with  each  tube.   A
Mu-metal  Screen  vlll  be  required  under  condltlon8  of  &ppreclELble  or  variable  anblent
magnetic  fleld.

If  the  output  signal  18  taken  froth the  collector,   8  close  flttlng  earthed  electro-
statlc  shield  over  the  gun  and  extending  to  the  collector  electrode  vlll  be  needed
ln  addition  to  the  pr4-metal  Screen.

NOTE

Under  no  clrcumstanceB  Should  the  iDodulator  be  allowed  to  be  DOBltlve  vlth  respect
to  the  caithode.

Tile  Company  reserves  llie  righl  lo  lro{lify  lhe  designs an(I  speci.ficalions wilhoul  nolice T475/2a
DS.141/2

i
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Photographic Radar
Recording Tube type MX10

Oscilloscope tubes of advanced design with 3, 5, and 6 inch diameter
face-plates and aluminium-backed phosphors of the Pll  and P31 type
are in production. These tubes are notable for their high-deflection
sensitivities and low inter-electrode capacitances, a band-width of
100 mc/s being within their capabilities.

Also included in this range is a compact 6-inch double-gun tube, and
a tube with the unique feature of internal deflection coils of low inductance
and  resistance in the X-plane, which enable very high sensitivity to be
achieved. The coils are wound on insulated aluminium cores which can
be used as auxiliary Y-plates for d.c. shift or very low frequency
deflection.

Those tubes having post-deflection acceleration employ electrode
constructions designed to ensure that high deflection sensitivity and high
brightness are achieved with  minimum distortion, This is achieved by
the positioning of screening electrodes in the deflection  region of the gun,
held at potentials equal to the mean deflection potential. Small variations
of this potential provide second degree correction of the distortion of any
remaining fields between the post deflection accelerator and the wall-
coating. The function of each shield is as follows.

/nfer-P/ate sht.e/d                       To reduce inter-plate capacitance and
cross-modulation by forming an electrostatic
screen between X-plates and Y-plates.

Post-Deflecft.on sh/.e/d              To prevent penetration of the PDA field

(mesh) and ,r-p/ale sh7.e/d       into the x-deflection region.
Sp/.ra/ f?efum                                 To reduce internal glass charge effect

Magnetically deflected cathode ray tubes with medium and long afterglow

phosphor characteristics, electrostatic and magnetic focusing, and
rectangular and circular face plates, are available in considerable variety.
These range downwards in size from the very large 21-inch metal cone
tube CV 2388, with its very high safety factor, to a high-definition 2-inch
tube. Such tubes are in operation on both civil and military radar systems
throug hout the world.

Of particular interest are the CV 6101, a specialised high-brightness
projection tube, the MX 50, a compact rectangular tube with a low wattage
heater and electrostatic deflection in the Y-plane, and a range of high
resolution tubes 1:or radar recording.
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Company Products
EMI  Electronics Ltd., i§ one of the
largest electronics companies in
Europe and is part of the E M I group -
the largest recording organi§ation in
the world,  From  E M l's vast research
and production resources comes
equipment of original design and
outstanding performance for industrial,
scientific and  military applications.

C a M IVI E R C I A L
Special Valves and Tubes
Photomultipliers, Kly§trons,
Magnetrons, Camera pick-up tubes,
Cathode ray tubes, Storage tubes and
other specialised electron tubes.

Computer Components
Magnetic thin-film stores.

Broadcast and Recording
Equipment
Television and sound  broadcasting
equipment including :  Colour and
monochrome camera channels, Studio
equipment, Telecine,  Microwave links,
Outside broadcast units, Aerial
systems,  Professional tape recorders,
Studio sound equipment, Wired
television  systems.

Automation
Emicon positioning system for control
of  milling  machines,  borers and  drilling

tables;  Robotug automatic driverless
tractors ; Emiac analogue computers ;
Emidata magnetic tape decks and
instrumentation systems ;  Precision
multi-track headstacks; Process
control, automatic weighing,  blending
and  mixing systems; Mechanical
handling ; Conveyor control ;
Automatic  warehouses.
Instruments
Oscilloscopes, Stroboscopes, Nuclear
health instruments,  Nucleonic
instruments, Closed-circuittelevision
equipment in  monochrome and  colour,
Commutator undercutters, Vibration
equipment,  Capacitors.

MILITARY
Naval
Operational plotting tables, Target
acquisition and close range fire
control radars, Radartrainers, Asdic

(Sonar) equipment and trainers,
Army
Mortar and weapon  locating  radars,
Fire control  radar for Anti-aircraft
weapons,  Battlefield surveillance
devices, Radar trainers.

Ail. Fo,ce
Airborne navigational, bombing and
maritime search radars, Airborne
homing device, Airborne
reconnaissance radar, Optical and  I.R.
devices,  Radio Altimeters, Radar
trainers.

General
Telemetry equipment for missiles,
Instrumentation for missile ranges.
Proximity fuzes,  Low light vision
television cameras for reconnaissance
and surveillance,  Nuclear Monitors
and Training  Simulators, Ultra violet
and infra red techniques for
reconnaissance and communication

purposes, Microwave techniques and
Environmentaltesting.
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Instrument Tube type MX46
fitted  with  collar

®
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In this range are tubes designed for photographic radar and other line
scan applications where a minimum variation of brightness along a scanned
line is essential. In general, such tubes have a resolution better than 200
cycles/cm.

The requirements of both high and low frequency film scanning are met
by a series of tubes which are widely used  in telecine equipment. Other
tubes for television applications include picture monitor tubes and a
projection colour television receiver tube which has also formed the basis
of an EMl system for large projective 3-dimensional displays.

Further specialised cathode ray tubes include those for EMI LogEtronic

photographic recording and reproducing apparatus, for character
scanning and display, and for head-up displays,

Several tube types, as indicated in the tube outline drawings, can be
supplied with an external collar. This is located with respect to both the
phosphor plane to facilitate easy setting up in an optical system, and to
the electron beam to facilitate easy setting up of the focus coil.
Replacement of tubes is simplified, as the collar is provided with  mounting
holes which orientate the tube with respectto the scanning axis. The
collar also enables a mu-metal shield to be positively located,

It is recommended that the following precautions be taken when a cathode
ray tube is being mounted.

A magnetically deflected tube must be supported by the conical portion of
the bulb, and the socket mounting should be flexible, so that its neck is
not subjected to strain.

Leads to the socket should be of sufficient length to enable rotational
adjustment.

Mu-metal shields must not be subjected to physical strain which would
result in a reduction of the shielding effect.

To prevent damage to the bulb by heat, the temperature of nearby
components should not exceed 60°C and that of the tube itself should
not exceed 3o°C.

Cathode ray tubes are best stored in their original packing cases but, if
removed, should be stored face downwards upon a clean felt pad,

The electrical characteristics of the cathode ray tubes in each section are
listed under RATINGS and OPERATION. RATINGS are stated as both
standard and maximum values. The standard value indicates the
recommended applied voltage and the maximum value indicates the upper
limit of a useful range or the absolute maximum (bold type). The values
headed OPERATION are those to be expected under standard voltage
conditions and are expressed as the possible range of values or simply as
a typical value.



I n stru ment Tu bes 4

Typenumber                                                                                 tM7Xce         ¥6X              ¥7X              ¥{X              ¥3Xd            ¥4Xe            5M6X             5MBX

Heater  voltage                                      Standard                       V                   4.0                 6.3                 6.3                 6.3                 6.3                 6.3                 6.3                 6.3

A,  Voltage Standard                          kv                   3.5                   2.0                   2.0                   1.5                   2.0                   1.0                   1.0                   1.5

Ivlaximum                    kv                4.0                 3.0                 2.5                 2.0                 3.0                 1.5                 1.5                 1.8

A2  Voltage Sta n d a rd                       V                   450                300                480                350                500                100                230                375

Maxi in u in                       V                    525                 500                 550                500                750                 180                 330                500

A3 Voltage Standard                          kv                   3.5                   4.0                   4.0                   1.5                   2.0                   1.0                   1.0                   1.5

Maximum                   kv                4.0                 5'0                 5.0                 2.0                 3.0                 1.5                 1.5                 3.3

A4  Voltage  (I.P.S.) Standard                         kv                                           4.0                                           1.5                                           1.0                  1.0                  1.5

Maximum                        kv                                           5.0                                           2.0                                           1.5                  1.5                  3.3

A5  Voltage  (P.D.A.) Standard                        kv                                         20                                          12f                                         4                     1 of                 1 5f

Maximum                  kv                                    25                                      15                                      6                   15                 17

P.D.A.  Ratio  to  Ao                                   Maximum                                                                               5:1                                               10:1                                            4:1                    15:1                 10:1

P.D.S.  (Mesh)  Voltage
with  respect to  X.P,S.

Standard                  V                                                                    -15          -                                -15           -15

Maxi in u in                 V                                                                      ufo           -                                 ndo           ufo

X.P.S.  Voltage Standard                        V                                                                                          A3                                                                A3                 A3

Maximum                  V                                                      -           A3+50        -               -           A3+50     A3+50

Heater Current Minimum                         A                     1.08                0.50                0.50                0.50                0.50                0.50                0.50                0.50

N omi nal                           A                     1.20                0.55                0.55                0.55                0.55                0.55                0.55                0.55

Maxim u in                        A                    1.32               0.60                0.60               0.60               0.60               0.60               0.60               0.60

Modulator Voltage
for Visual  Cut-off

M i n i in u in               V             -0         -100       -25         J5         -0         i5         -28         +5
N o in i nal                  V              45          -150        -50          rf5          ufo          -50          45          ut5

Maxi in u in                V              ufo          -Zoo         -70          ut5           -90          ut5          ufo          ut5

X-Sensitivity                                              Typical                             mm/V          0.175             0.230             0.210             0.90                2.25                0.380             1.4                  0.90

Y-Sensitivity                                            Typical                            mm/V          0-150             0.340            0.225             2.75               -9                 1.40               5.0                 3.40

Typical  lnter-
Electrode
Capacitances

Modulator to  all                                           pF                   15                    8.0                   10                   6.0                  7.0                   7.0                  6.0                  5.0

Cathode to  all                                              pF                  8.0                  6.0                  7.0                  6.0                  6.0                  6.0                  4.5                  3.6

Xt,2to  all  barx2,,                                       pF 15                     3.5                   7.0                   6.0                                             3.6                   5.5                   5.5

Y,.2 to  all  bar Y2.,                                        pF                   10                    4.0                   7.0 3.5                   3.5                   3.4                   4.0                   3.4

X,  to  x2  &  X2to  x,                                    PF                  3.0                  3.5                  3.0                  2.5                                           1.7                  2.0                  1.7

Yi  to  Y2  a  Y2 to  Y,                                     PF                   3.0                   2.5                   3.0                   1.5                   2.0                   1.5                   2.0                   1.7

Typical  spot  Diameter                                                                  mm               0.8                 0.2                 0.6                 0.6                 0.5                 0.35               0.7                 0.6

Max.  Spot  Deviationa                                                                        mm                10                   5                      5                      15                   10                   5                      15                    15

Typicalscan(XxY)                                                                         mm           70Dia.         40xl0120xloo      100x60100x60        60x50        100x60       100x60

Nominal  Tube  Diameter                                                             inches        3±                  5                     6                     5                     5                     3                     5                    5

EMI  phosphor Type b                                                                                       GG3             882              GG6            GG3            GG3            GG3             GG3            GG3

Footnotes to table b     See  pages  10  and   11

c     Availableto cv specification 2222

a     From  centre of screen:  unfocused  spot             d     Internal  Y-plane deflection  coils

e     Non-aluminised  screen

i      Spiral returnvoltageas A4

a     100  mm/A;  Y-shift:  3.00  mm/V

`J
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Key to Drawings

Y,  & Y2    Y-deflection  plates XPS           X-plate shield

X,  & X2 X,deflection  plates S-Post Deflect ion    Spiral  return

A, Accelerator anode AM             Anode modulator
A2 Focus anode H                 Heater
A3 Final  anode K                 Cathode
A4 Inter-plate shield M                  Modulator

A5 Post deflection accelerator Ys, &Ys2    Y-shiftplates

PDS Post deflection (mesh) shield c                   Avai able with  collar

NC No connection lc                 Internal  connection

All dimen sions in mm. and nominal except w here indicated



Radar Display Tubes 6

Typenumber                                                     4M4x     tM8x       ]M9x       2¥x       2M4xe     2M5x       2M7xf      ¥2xg     3M7xf      ¥8xf      r2xf      ¥9xf      ¥Oxh

Heater  voltage                             Standard          V             6.3        4.0          4.0          6.3          6.3          4.0          6.3          6.3          4.0          4.0          6.3          6.3          6.3

A,  Voltage Standard         V           600      250        250        400        400        -          300        -          1250      1250      -          420        3kv

Maximum      V           750      300        400        GOO        COO        -          350        -          1450      1450      -          GOO        5kv

A2 Voltage Standard       V         ------           0      -        1000     1000        0          0       100

Maximum       V         ------         200       -         1400     1400     300       300       150

A3 Voltage Standard           kv           15          5.5           5.5           15            15.0        4.0           12            28            7               7               15            15            3

MaximLlm      kv         17         7.0          9.0          17           15.5        5.0          13           32           8              8              17           17           5

Heater Current Minimum           A             0.44      0.84        0.84        0.50        0.44        0.84        0.54        0.44        0.7           0.7           0.50        0.44        0.080

Nominal             A              0.50      1.0           1.0           0.55         0.50         1.0           0.60         0.50         1.0           1.0           0.55         0.50         0.095

Maximum           A              0.58      1.1            1.1            0.60         0.58         1.1            0.66         0.56         1.2            1.2            0.60         0.56         0.120

Modulatorvoltagefor         Minimum       V         ufo   -25     -25     -25     +0     -0     -0     -100   -0     -0     40     -0     ufo
visual  cut-off Nominal       V        +5   +0    +0    45    ufo    45    -50    -160   -50    -50    ut5    45    J5

Maximum       V         ufo   ufo     ufo     ufo     -100   rf5     -70     -Zoo   -1oo   -1o0   -9o     ufo     ufo

Maximum  lnter-
electrode Capacitance

Modulator        pf I          15          15             15             15             15             25             12             15             25             25             15             15             15

Cathode             pf I          15          10             10             15                8             15             12             10             10             10             10             15             10

Typical  spot  Diametera                                        mm        0.5        0.5          0.5          0.3          0.5          0.5          0.5          0.25        0.8          0.8          0.5          0.4          0.6

Maximum  spotDeviation  b                                   mm           12          10            10            12            20            10               7               5            10            10               6            10               3

Useful  screen  Diameter                                        mm        420       225         225         250         483         180         105            84         135         135         200         420C         86C

Deflection  Angle                                                                           7o°        5o°          5o°          5o°          Boo          5o°          4oo          4oo          4oo          4oo          4oo          7oo          Goo

Availabletocvspecification                                         5163    487        2472      1965      2388      2278      2469      6101       2415      1530      -           5941       -

NominalTubeDiameter                                     inches    l7C       10            10            12           21            8              5              3±           6i           6±            9              |7C         3ic

EMIpho§phorTyped                                                           008       GG6      GO8       008         009         008         GG5      884       008         GG5      008         008         GG3

Fcotnotes to table

a    With  specified  coils

b   From  centre of screen:  unfocused  spot

c    Rectangular Screen:  diagonal  measurements

d   See  pages  10 and  11

e   Metal-coned tube

i     E.S.focusing

g    Projection  tube:  non-solarising  glass
h   E,S.  Y-deflection ;  sensitivity 0.55  mm/V

j     To  all  otherelectrodes

D
Key to Pin  Connections

H       Heater
K       Cathode
M       Modulator

NP    Nopin

A,     Acceleratoranode
A2     FoCusanode
A3     Finalanode

lc      Internal  connection

NC   No connection

Key to Drawings

c         Available  with  collar

G       External  graphite  coating

All dimensions in mm.
and  nominal
except where indicated

u
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Tubes for Special Applications

Typenumber                                                                     ,Moxg        ]M2X          tM2E          y6Xg        2M9Xg        2M9§g        3Moxfo      4TX          4M5Xg        4MBX          5M7Xg

Heater  voltage                              Stan dard                    V             6.3            6.3            6.3            6.3            4.0            4.0            4.0            4.0            6.3            6.3            4.0

A,  Voltage Standard             V        -         400       400       ----         250       -        -

A2 Voltage Standard           V       -        400      400      --------
Maximum           V       -        400       400       --------

A3 Voltage Standard                     kv           8                 10              10              28              25              25              22              7                 15              1                 30

Maxi in urn               kv        15             15             15             30             28             28             25             10             20             4e             32

Heater Current M i n i in u in                     A             0.50           0.44           0.44           0.44           0.8             0.8             0.8             0.8             0.50           0.45           0.8

Nominal                         A              0.55           0.50           0.50           0.50            1.0              1.0              1.0              1.0              0.55           0.55            1.0

Maximum                       A              0.60            0.56            0.56            0.56            1.1                1.1                1.1                1.1                0.60            0.60            1.1

Moclulator Voltage
for Visual  Cut-off

Minimum              V         ut        -35      -35      -100     +0      ufo      do      -20      -20      -5        ng7

Nominal                V         -12       -50       -50       -150     ufo       -90       -50       -0       +0       -10       -117

Maximum              V         -20       -75       -75       -200     -90       -120     -70       J5       ufo       -15       -147

Ma}.imum  Inter-electrode        Modulator                   pF            12               15               15               15               12               12               12               15               12               10               12
Mo(]ulator Capacitances

Cathode                         pF            12                15                15                10                12                12                12                15                12                6                  10

NorninalspotDiametera                                                 mm        0.25          0.5             0.5             0.25          0.15          0.15          0.15          0.4             0.25          -              0.5

Max.SpotDeviationb                                                      mm        5                10              10              5                7                7                7                10              5                -              6

Useiful  screen  Diameter                                                   mm        80              205            205            84               125C         135C          125C          228            127            25              |25C

Deflecti o n  A n gle                                                                                    4o°            4o°            4o°            4o°            5o°             5oo            5oo            5oo            Goo            _              42o

Nominal Tube  Diameter                                             inches    3±             9±             9±             3i             6±             6i             6±              10              5                1                 7±

EMIphosphorTyped                                                                882        WW2     882        -            GG2        GG2       GG2        WW2     882         881         GG2

Fcol.notes to Table
a     Withspecifiedcoils                                                     d     Seepagesl0andll
b     lFrom  centre  of  screen:  unfocused  spot          e     Dependent on  base

c     Diagonal  of raster                                                         f      Availabletocv1738

g     Nan-solarising  glass face

u
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EMl produce phosphors which cover a wide range of persistence values
and spectral response characteristics, to suit the many applications of
EM I cathode ray tubes. The range includes phosphors of short persistence
for film scanners, of high luminous intensify for projection tubes, and very
long persistence cascade phosphors for radar tubes. The standard
phosphor employed in each tube is that indicated in the table of tube
characteristics. With two exceptions, the phosphors in  all the listed tubes
hal/e an aluminised backing which is a necessary feature where high
brightness is required, and "sticking" and ion burn are to be eliminated.
It is frequently possible to supply tubes with alternative phosphors to
suit particular applications.

EMl cathode ray tubes employ high-grade blemish-free faceplates which,
in instrument tubes and film scanning tubes, are ground optically flat, All

prcijection  and  film  scanning  tubes feature  non-solarizing  glass.

EMI                 EIA

type,             type

Flash
and
afterglow

Persistence
to ±th  Of
I n itial

Intensity

Description  and  application

881             P16

882          Pll

884-

GG 2          P24

BLUE              0.1  prsec
A  very  short persistence phosphor for
radar tube  application.

BLUE             40 wsec

This  phosphor  is  ideally  suited  to

photographic  radar  recording  applications
because of the  similarity of its  spectral
response to that of an  orthochromatic
film,  and  its  medium  short persistence.

BLUE            2  msec

GREEN          10  prsec

GG 3           P31

GG5           P1

GREEN          100 Hsec

A  very  high  brightness,  medium

persistence  phosphor which  is  ideal for
projection  tubes  applications.

An  ideal  medium-short persistence

phosphor for flying  spot scanning tubes,
having  a  spectral  energy  emission
characteristic  of sufficient range to  provide
useful  energy  over the  visible  spectrum
as  required  for  generating  colour  signals
from  colour transparencies.

A  general  purpose  medium-short

persistence  phosphor which  is  ideal  for
oscilloscope tubes.  Photographic
recording  is  facilitated  by the  similarity
of  its  spectral  response to that of
panchromatic film.

GREEN         20  msec

GG  6           P7 GREEN         300  msec
+see

A  general  purpose,  medium  persistence
phosphor suitable for radar and
oscilloscopic  purposes.

A  radar tube phosphor of  long  persistence.

GO8          P7/P26        GREEN/       20sec                  Acascadephosphorwithagreenflash
ORANGE                                   and very long  orange afterglow.

001)            P26

00!)            P19

ORANGE   84sec

ORANGE    170sec

A  radar tube type  phosphor exhibiting
high  brightness  together with  a  very  long
afterglow.

A very  long  persistence  phosphor for
radar tube  application.

W VI'2          P4 WHITE         50 Hsec
A white  phosphor of medium  short
persistence  ideal  for television  picture
monitor tubes.
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The EMl phosphor code comprises two of the letters listed below, which
represent the phosphorescent and fluorescent colou rs respectively,
followed by a figure which indicates the persistence.

a            Blue

G           Green

0          Orange

W          White

The persistence is measured as the decay time to one-tenth of the initial
intensity and, in table 8, the persistence values are categorised according
to the EIA descriptions. Table A lists against each EMl type the nearest
equivalent EIA type.

EMI  Code                          1              2            3            4            5            6          7            8            9

Persistence
t0    117T

I n itia'

Intensity

Minimum                            -          10         100             1           10         100        1             10         100

iLisec    (I,sec    msec  msec  msec  sec      sec      sec

Maximum                         10            100      1,000        10         100     1,000     10         100

iisec      Hsec    [J.sec    msec  m§ec  msec  sec      sec

E.I.A.                                                        Medium-

Description               Short            short              Medium       Long            Very  long

CV  Designation                                        EMI Type  Numbers

CV487

CV1530

CV1738

CV1965

CV2222

CV2278

CV2388

CV2415

CV2469

CV2472

CV5163

CV5941

CV6101

Other Manufacturers' Types              EMI  Equivalents

Sylvania  SE3A

EiFTuiiaTrip-31
Rank  Cintel  C212

Mullard  D13-22-GH

MX56

MX57

MX58
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FMI EMI    ELECTFtoNICS    LTD

Serving Science and Industry
.isgifeg

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI    CATH0I)E   RAY    TUBE     TYPE   MX61

NEw  prolx7cT  DATA

The  MX61  is  an  electrostatically  focused,   magnetically  deflected  cathode  ray  tube
with  a  short  afterglow  green  phosphor  with  aluminium  backing.     It  is  intended  for  low
resolution  flying-spot  character  scanning.

CHARACTERI STI CS
Provi,si,onaL  Specif ication

MECHANICAL

Fa,ce  diameter                           35  mm
Useful   screen   dla.               30  mm
Neck   diameter                           22  mm

ELECTRICAL

rl

Overall   length              160  nm
Deflection  angle           400
Phosphor:-     Green  short

persistence

Max, typical Min,

Heater  voltage                          V 6.3

Heater  current                         A 0.105 0. 095 0. 085

Ai  &  A3  Voltage                       kv 7 5 4

€3ouv:L{::£efor
+150 0 -150potentials  typical)               V

Deviation  of  un-

3
deflected  spot  from
centre  of  screen                   nm

Grid  voltage  for

100 70 40
cut-off  (other
potentials  typical)               V

Line  width                                    mm 0.25

BASE   CONNECTIONS

Flying  lead Yellow Broun Green Grey

Electrode Cathode Hea,ter Grid A2  Fbcus

C654/1p
DS. 626

L 35 a.d. I

mJII)g   l®,dB

All  dlq)in.lone  are  ln
NILHNmEf  elcept  there
otherd®e  etated



The  Company reserves the riglil lo modify the designs and specifi(aliolis wilhoiit notice



FMII EMI    ELECTRONICS    LTD

Servihg sci=n6e drha -Ii;dustry

e

I.VALVEDIVISIONNewproductDotoEMICATHODERAYTUBETYPEMX62TheMX62isa5inchdiametertubewithalongpersistencefluoridephosphor.Ithasbeen

designed  as  a display tube for use  in conjunction with the  1 inch diameter flying spot tube. Type
MX61.

CH^R^CTERISTICS
Provisional  sp®cificati®n

Mechanical     (see figure overleaf)

Face diameter                                     133 mm ±  1.5 mm           Overall length           :      328 mm
Useful screen area                             80 mm x 60 mm           Phosphor                    :      Long persistence
Neck dialneter                                    22.5 mm                                                                         fluoride oo9

Elect,ical Max. Typical Min.

Heater voltage                                                                       V - 6.3 -

Heater current                                                                        A 0.105 0.095 0.085

Ai  & A3 voltage                                                                    kv 5.5 5.0 4.5

A2 voltage for focus                                                              V 300 150 0
Other potentials txpical

Grid voltage for cut-off                                                       V -100 -80 -60
Other potentials typical

Deviation of undeflected
5 - -spot from centre of screen                                                mm

Grid  insulation at -100V                                                         Mr} - - 10

Line width (I)rive  25  V)                                                         mm 0.5 - -
Other potentials typical

T3lemishes diameter                                                                    in 0.01 - -

Cathode heater insulation
- - 5at -100  V                                                                                           MQ

Cathode to all                                           pF 15 - -
Gal)acitances

10 - -Grid to all                                                  pF

(`6rj5/1a
DS.631 / l



EMI  CATHODE  RAY TUBE TYPE MX62   (continued)

Base  C®nnectioh§ Flying leads

Flying lend Yellow Brown Green Grey Side contact

Electrode Cathode Heater Grid A2 A1  & A3

e

Flying leads

111111

The Company reserves the right Io modify the designs arid specifications wilhout notice
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EMII EMI    ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving Science and lnddrstry

VALVE   DlvleioN

EMI    ALKALI   METAL    GENERATORS

Eil

Large  numbers  of  photoelectric  devices  which  are  sensitised  by  the  alkali  metals
caesiun,   sodium)  and  potassium  are  manufactured  by  EMI  Electronics  Ltd.     The  metals  are
produced  by  generators  of  the  type  shown  in  the  picture.

These  generators  may  be  of  value  to  workers  in  universities  and  industrial
laboratories.   in  which  small   quantities  of  alkali  metals  need  to  be  produced  either
for  the  production  of  experimental  photoelectric  devices  or  for  chemical  and  physical
experiments  of  a  different  nature.     EMI  Electronics  is,   therefore.   making  them  avail-
able  to  interested  workers.

The  genemtors  consist  of  a  nickel  container  which  holds  a  mixture  of  aluniniun.
tungsten  and  caesium  chromate   (in  the  case  of  a  caesium  generator).     They  are  supplied
under  vacuum  in  either  pyrex  or  line  soda  glass  anpoules.   the  nickel   cofltainers  having
been  partially  outgassed.

Then  a  generator  is  required  for  use.   the  pump  stem  is  cut  open  and  sealed  to  the
vacuum  system.     Once  this  has  beeni  evacuated  the  generators  are  outgassed  further.

;558€t:#nc:.bayndmetahnesnobfy:nea±t:Eugc:foenn£::::r:n::£±nse:rtooceaduTe]]±srecdoncto£]:::aua:::;
most  of  the  gas  has  been  liberated.

heate¥tg}mipt]setf±i°rnfn°;:::p::::3°r±e:g8tohoeocn±tcoke[].2C:gg:i::rhi:hhe::tewdhebnyatnhee±onfE::i::
reaction  takes  place  in  the  powder.     The  metal  in  vapour  and  liquid  form  drifts  out  of
the  container  and  condenses  on  the  walls  of  the  larger  glass  cylinder.     It  is  then
forced  into  the  connecting  length  of  glass  with  the  aid  of  a  flare  and  the  larger
eylinder  is  sealed  off.     The  alkali  metal   condensed  in  the  glass  tube  is  now  available
for  use  and  can  be  drifted  into  the  system  by  gentle  heating.

Ttypical   quantities  of  the  pure  metals  liberated  by  these  generators  are  as
fol lows: -

Caesiun               0.11   g'   Sodium                  0.015   g

Pota,ssium         0. 025  g

typical  dimensions  of  the  alkali  generators  shom  above  are  as  follows:-

S831/|a
DS. 6 24

Diameter  of  large  tubing       18  nm
Diameter  of  small   tubing         8  inili
overall   length                            115  mm
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iiill Micromesh

0

One  component  of  EMI  special  vacuum  tubes  is  a  very fine  metallic

mesh. This  is  used  to  present an  equi-potential  plane to  an  electron

beam approaching it perpendicularly while at the same time allowing

the  beam  to  penetrate  the  mesh  without  distortions  due  to  fringe

effects and non-li nearity.

Mesh   for  this   purpose   must   be   extremely   uniform   in   geometry,

without blocked apertures or missing web, and  must have maximum

transparency compatible with mechanical strength.

EMl   micromesh,   manufactured   by  a  special  technique  of  electro-

plating from  a  ruled  glass  master,  is  a  product so  unusual that it  has
found  applications  in  many  branches  of  science  and  industry  quite

unconnected with electronics.

In  its  standard  form.  in  grades  and   materials  listed  on  page  2,  this

micromesh   is  fragile  and   care  must  be  taken   while  handling   it  to

prevent  wrinkling  and  other  damage.  For  special  applications  it  can
be  supplied  mounted  on  rings of,  say, i inch  or  1  inch  diameter and

stretched and strengthened by heat treatment.

Additional  electro-plating  may  be  deposited  in  order to  reduce  the

size of the  apertures and the transparency,  but  beyond  certain  limits

the  uniformity  of  aperture size  and  thickness  will  not  be  maintained.

The reinforced  micromesh,  described on page 4, consists of standard
micromesh  mounted  between  two  coarser support  grids  and  finally

electro-plated.  This will  be  suitable for sifting  and  other applications

requiring greater mechanical strength.

In   addition   to   the   normal   range   described   in   this   leaflet,   special

micromesh can be manufactLired to suit individual needs. For example,

it is possible to supply micromesh with rectangular instead  of square

cells  having,  say,100  cells  to  the  inch  in  direction  'X'  and  1000  in

direction  'Y'.  Mjcromesh  with  overlaid  concentric  rings or rectangles

can   be   made.   Enquiries  for   customs-engineered   meshes   will   be

welcomed.

Applications
The following  uses are intended to serve as examples and  have been

selected from known applications.

Microscopy
ln  both  optical  and  electron  microscopes the  wide variety  of  micro-

mesh  sizes  make  them  extremely  versatile  specimen  supports  and

stage micrometers.

Mass Spectrometry
Micromesh  presents  an  accurate  equi-potential  plane  surface  while

at the same time allowing the passage of particles.

Biology
Micromesh  sieves are  used  to  grade cells by size or to filter particles

from   liquid   suspension.   The   web   approaches   a   triangular   cross-

section  and  this  is  a  considerable  advantage  as  cleansing  may  be

performed by reversing the direction of flow of clean carrier fluid.

Filtering
Apart from the special  biological  case,  many  industries  handling fine

powders or filtering liquids use the reinforced micromesh sieves.

Optics
As  neutral  density filters,  micromeshes remove  all  doubt  of  possible

colour   presence.   Simple   classroom   experiments   may   be   devised

employing  the  effect  of  interference  patterns  and  the  diffraction  of
light may be immediately demonstrated.



Standard Micromesh The following are usually available at short notice in copper, silver or

nickel. . Gold micromesh can be supplied to special order.

Size of mesh                                      Aperture size              Web size                      Thickness                   Transparency            Size of sheet

Cellsperin       Cellspermm         in                      H              in                      u               in                      pe              CMo                                       in(nominal)          mm(nominal)

200                      7.9                        0.0043         108        0.0007         17          0.0002         5            70-80                         3 x 3                       76 x 76

375                    14.8                        0.0023         58          0.0004         10          0.0002         5             70-80                         3 x 3                       76 x 76

500                   19.7                        0.0017         43          0.0003         8             0.0002         5             65-75                         3 x 3                        76 x 76

600                   23.6                        0.0014         35          0.0003         8            0.0002         5            65-75                         3 x 3                       76 x 76

750                   29.6                        0.0011          28          0.0002         5             0.0002         5             60-70                         3 x 3                       76 x 76

1000                 39.4                        0.00076       18          0.0002         5             0.0002         5             55-60                         3x3                       76x76

1500                 59.1                         0.00046       11           0.0002         5             0.0002         5             45-50                         3x3                        76x76

2000                78.8                       0.00033      8            0.0002        5            0.0002        5            4045                        3 x 3                      76x76

Tolerances

All these photomicrographs are X260
and are not retouched.
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Mesh size is precise  (the metric figures are derived from original inch

figures) .

Hole size may vary slightly but will remain within the limits quoted for

transparency.

Uniformity  over any  one sheet  will  not vary  by more than  a few  per

cent.

In  the  factory,  transparency  is  measured  both  geometrically  and  by

optical transmission.  Using the latter method, care should be taken to

avoid  inaccuracies  due to  scatter,  diffraction  and  other  aberrations.

+N.B. When ordering, please state the material required.
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Plated Micromesh For  some  applications  eg   neutral  density  filters  a  specified  trans-

parency may be required, other parameters being of less importance.
For others eg sieves for grading  powders a  specified  aperture size in

between the standard sizes may be necessary.

Any of the standard  micromesh sizes can be supplied with additional

electro-plating  to  special   order.   In   this  case,  the  aperture  size  is

reduced   and   transparency   ratio   reduced.   Beyond   a   certain   limit

uniformity over the area  of the sheet and,  of course,  aperture shape
will be degraded.

:h:fo(o¥;n:og:a}h:%:presentsforvariousme§hsizes,the formula

(for area » aperture size)
Whe,e
T ±  percenttransparency
a  ±  cellsize

b  ±  aperturesize

Unless otherwise ordered, plating is of the same material as the basic

mesh.
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Reinforced  Micromesh

The following standard sizes are available :

ln  order  to  give  additional  strength,  mainly  for  filtering  and  sieving

applications,    the    standard    micromesh    is    available    sandwiched

between  two  15  Cpl  support  grids,  accurately  aligned  and  subse-

quently  plated  overall. The  basic  mesh,  support grid  and final  plating
are all  in  nickel.

FINE    MESH                                                                              SUPPORT    GRID                                  OVERALL

TYPE
NO

Trans-

Mesh size                       Aperturesize           Websize                   parency     Mesh size

Trans-

Web size                Thickness              parency

Cells            Cells

perin            permm       in                    H               in                    ii               Olfo

Cells             Cells

perin           permm       in                pr               in                   ft           °yo

1/15001500           59.1              0.00022       5.5       0.0004511.011                  15                 0.5910.010       254        0.0045110         8

2/1500        1500           59.1             0.00032       8.0       0.00035       9.0       23                15                0.591          0.010       254        0.0045       110      17

3/10001000           39.4            0.0004411.0       0.0005614.019                 15                 0.5910.010       254        0.004511014

4/1000        1000           39.4            0.00062    15.5       0.00038       9.5       38                15                0.591          0.010       254        0.0045       110     27

5/750          750             29.6            0.00088    22.0       0.0004511.0       44                15                0.5910.010       254        0.0045110     32

6/600           600              23.6            0.00124    31.0       0.0004311.0       55                 15                0.5910.010       254        0.0045110     40
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Ref:  S817/a

X260

2 HOLES i= in DIA

Full size

5 in    2=  in  DIA

All these  photographs  are  of a  1500  Cpl  reinforced  micromesh  type

1 /1500 and are not retouched.
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EMI EMI    ELECTFIONICS    LTD

Serving S®ien®e at.d Industry

VALVE   DIVISION

EMI    HONEYCOMB   GRIDS

These  grids  used  in  the  manufacture  of  EMl   klystrons,  are  available  in  various  sizes  for
use  in  the  control  and  modulation  of  electron  beams.  They  ore  extremely  robust  and  ore employed
in  tubes  meeting  stringent requirements  of ruggedness.

The  dimensions  quoted  below  are  nominal,  but  are  held  to  close  limits  and  a  high  degree
of  consistency  is  maintained  in  production.  Grids  having  thicknesses  other  than  those  listed  can
be  supplied  up  to 2  cm  if  necessary  for  use  as  collimators.

0

G,id Drawing Number Outside Inside C,id  * Membrane
DimsNo. Scale of Cells Dia.  A Dia.  a Thickness  C Thickness  D

13 ©1:1 37
10.670 7.620 0.305 0.028 mm

0.420 0.300 0.012 0.0015 in

15 ©2:I 37
4.570 3.023 0.254 0.025 mm

0.180 0.119 0.010 0.001 in

16 ©2:1 61
5.482 3.988 0.152 0.025 mm

0.216 0 . 1 57 0.006 0.001 ln

19 ©2:I 7
5.482 3.988 0.254 0.045 mm

0.216 0.157 0.010 0.0018 in

20 ©5:I 19
2.286 1 . 778 0.178 0.025 mm

0.090 0.070 0.007 0.001 in

21
•-.:-::;:-::.,:'-.;...-;,.2:1

61
4.316 3.023 0.178 0.025 mm

0.163 0. I I 9 0.007 0.001 in

S821/lb
DS.276/1

*   Grids  of  norml  thickness, as  listed, will  be  supplied

unless a  particular d.Innension `C'   is  specified.
continued overleaf



EMI    HONEYCoMB    GRIDS   (continued)

C,id
DrawingScale2:1

Number Outside Inside Grid * Membrane
DimsNo. of  Cells Did.A Did.B Thickness  C ThicknesstD

22 © 127
4.570 3.886 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.180 0.153 0.010 0.0008 ln

23 © 217
5.508 4.978 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.220 0 . 1 96 0.010 0.0008 In

24 © 127
6.553 5.334 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.258 0.210 0.010 0.0008 ln

25 © 127
5.660 4.978 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.226 0.196 0.010 0.0008 ln

26 © 169
4.827 4.09 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.190 0.163 0.010 0.0008 In

28 © 217
6.553 5.049 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.258 0.198 0.010 0.0008 in

29 © 217
4.697 4.191 0.254 0.02032 mm
0.185 0 . 165 0.010 0.0008 in

30 © 271
6.553 4.978 0.254 0.02032 mm

0.258 0.196 0.010 0.0008 in

*       Grids  of  normal  thic:kness,  as  listed,  will  be  supplied

unless  a  particular dimension .C.   is  specif ied.

The Ccimpany reserves the right to modify the designs and apecificatlous without notice
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EMII EMI    ELECTRONICS    LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI  INFRA-RED  IMAGE  CONVERTER  TUBE  TYPE  9606

a This  tube  (Fig.1)  consists  of an  infra-red  sensitive photocathnde  deposited on the  inner sun
face  of  the  front  window,  on  to  which  the  infra-red  image  is  focu8ed.  The  photcelectronB  are
accelerated parallel to the axis Of the tube by a high potential field until they strike the circular
anode   screen  (32  mm  diameter)  and  fom  a  green  coloured  image.  The  anode  screen  is viewed
through the rear window, usually by means of a magnifving eyerpiece.

The  photocathode  Spectral response  (Fig.2)  extends  into the visible range  so that an infra-red
filter  must be used if it is required to observe  an  infra-red image in the presence of visible illu-
mination.

Typical  uses  of the tube  are the  observation of infra-red illuminated  scenes  for  security pur-
poses,   and  the  examination  of materials  such  aB  semi-conductors,  documents,  and  paintings  by
infra-red radiation.

CHARACTERISTICS

Ph®tocathode

The average photocathode sensitivity to Tungsten light  (2870°K)  is  15 pA/lm.

Op.rating  Voltage  (6kv  maximum)

3kv              for applications with strong infra-red radiation.

5 to 6 kv     for applications where maximum sensitivity is essential.  At this voltage some bright
spots may be apparent on the anode screen.

R®|olu,ion

Typical resolution is 500 to 600 line pairs per target diameter.

S807/1b
DS.358/1



Fig.1

LE=
31mm

40mm

A          PHOTOCATHODE  CONTACT  RING

a          ANODE  SCREEN

C          VIEWING  SCREEN

32  mm  D|^.                        (ANODE)  CONTACT  R|NG

D           REAR  WINDOW

E          PHOTOC^THODE  &  FRONT  WINDOW

F          ENVELOPE

MAX.  uS^BLE  PHOTOCATHODE
Dl^METER  32 mm

6000                           8000 10,000

The Company reserves the rlghl Io modify the designs and specificalions williout notice
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EiH
VALVE    DIVISION

EIVII   ELECTRONICS   LTD

Serving S6ien®i and lndust;y

EMI   PII0T0I)I0DE   TYPE   96,088

The  tube  described  in  this  data  sheet  is  an  improved  version  of  the  type  9608.
which  orlgihally  had  the  dimensions  as  lndlcated  by  the  dotted  outline.     It 18 intended
for  a.pplicatlons  in  which  high  lntenslty  radlatlon  of  wavelengths  between  3500  and
6500  fi  ls  lncldent  from  a  hemlsbhere  upon  the  opaque  photocathode.     The  photo  surface
ls  deposited  on  a  disc  as  shown  in  the  diagram  and  has  &n  S4  spectral  response.   a
typical   response  curve  being  shown  below.

A  mesh  anode  mounted  above  the  photocathode  may  be  operated  at  a  voltage  up  to
2000  V  to   give  good  saturation  of .high  output  currents.      It   18  estlnated  that  t.he
linear  dynamic  range  ls  of  the  order  of  1o5.

TUBE   OUTLINE

TrrmB|]erent
1ndo,

All   dlmenslonB  are  1n  in

Base  type
Anode  pins
Cathode  pins

8158
3,    11,    13,    14,    15.
6,   7'   8.

sPEc'rRAL   REsPONSE   oF
Sbcs    CATH0I)E    (S4)
(opaque   on   metal)

3ooo          4ooo         5ooo       eooo       7ooo
Wlv.len.lh   ln    A

The  tube  envelope  ls  of  llIDe-soda  glass  and  has   a  8158  base  vhlch   fits  a  PTFE

::::ret;LtahvaaL)a:b::n:I::a:;M;L]n.doEw|ewchtL::n:::LL:fLSDl±ttmd¥m&)t:°a:;r::i::tLeeLdyt2o%ec&:&]

s810/1a
DS. 207/1



EMI   PII0TODI0I)E   TYPE   96088    (continued)

100000

500                         1000                          1500                         2000

ANODE   VOLTAGE    V
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EEH

General

Em  IRAGE  INTENslFIER  TYPE  9692
(Provisional  Specification)

NEW   PRODUCT   DATA

The  9692  tube  is  basically  similar  in  constl.uction  and  opel.ation

:£a:h:h: t:::a::a8€9€f±:±:n::::e::  p:::i::Eew:=£f:rsh::;=o:hi z:£34s±:icate  _
titanium)  having  a  decay  period  of  5#s.    Pulsed  operation  of  the  second
stage  enables  limited  information  si;ored  on  this  phosphol.  (by virtue  of  its
5ffs  decay  period)  to  be  intensified.     This  method  of  operation  allows  time
for  checking  the  character.istics  of  the  stol.ed  image  ty  some  external
system  befol.e  the  intensification  pl.ocess  is  initiated.    In  this  way  tube
noise  is  eliminated  from  the  intensified  image.    further,  where  noise  is
present  in  the  incoming  optical  signal,  noise  rejection  is  possible  if
differ.entiation  between  noise  and  signal  can  occur  without  interfering with
the  image  pl.esented  to  the  tube,   so  that  intensification  only  occul.s  when
image  signals  al.e  present  on  the  stol.age  phosphol..
General Information

As  9694.     (See  Em  catalogue  ref.  S851)
Electrical  S ecification

Cathode  and  dark  curl.ent,   as  9694

over.all  voltage  for  105  gain   a.t  450Of  (P.a.) kv

overall  voltage  for  106  gain   at  450Of  (D.a.) kv

±.    JEmi-c-a±    ±.

3035

4045
Centre  I.esolution               line  pairs/rm.                         20              25

]CT:?a:±t¥o:fs:::i:i:::i:g°::d::e:]Eu:t::rp:I::t:::::t=o:0-P€i/25opulses.*
Maximm  pulse  rate    -  105/see.
Pulse  voltage  I.equired  to  switch  tube  -3.8  rv  negative  pulse  when  tube
opel.ated  with  10  kv  eq.uivalent  on  each  stage.
In  pulsed  operation,  demagnification,   distol`tion  and  signal  induced  back-
ground  levels  al.e  the  same  as  the  9694  tube  operating  under  D.C.  conditions.
Resolution  in  pulsed  operation  is  dictated  by  pulse  shape.    The  following
example  illustl.ates  possible  I.esults.
Pulse  rise  time  0.5/s.    Per.iod  lqus.    Decay  time  I.5prs.

3;::e=e::::f:::o= :52±:;eL:::I;£=:,rm.
*Measul`ed  with  rise   time  of  0.5ys .

S853/1pV69
D. S. 983/ 1

9692



Notes

These  tubes  can  be  opel.ated  und.er  D.a.  e= pulsed  conditions.
Whel.e  discrimination  ±s  I.equil.ed  between  successive  pulse  images,

displayed  on  the  output  of  the  tube,   (suck  as  might  be  req.uil.ed  if  each
event  is  to  be  photographed)  the  P.Il  phosphor  used  in  the  last  three
stages  of  the  tube  limits  the  framing  rate  possil)le.    Whel.e  higher
framing  rates  are  req.uired  tubes  can  be  supplied with  zinc  silicate
phosphors  thl.oughout.

¥a=TOE/:Taming  rate  for  futJes  with  P.11  phosphor  output.
MaxinluLm  framing  rate  for  tubes  With  Zn2Si04  throughout.
2 x TfA / E3

Tubes  with  zinc  silicate  phosphol.s  throughout  have  lower  gain  and
resolution  due  to  limitations  of  this  I)hosphor,   as  specified  below.

Gain  at 450Of - Mi::::::   4::4o4    }   ¥D=:T}m4;V#L  potential

Resolution        -Minimm  15   line  pairs/rm.
Typical  20   line  pairs/rm.

A  full  account  of  typical  ful)e  operation,  pulse  circuitry,  and
setting  up  instructions  is  pl.ovided  in  E.H.I.  Document  No.  S870.

Sappbil.e  U.V.   transmitting  input  windows  can  be  pl.ovided  for  these
tubes .

Whel.e  high  discl.imination  rates  are  I.equired  tubes  can  be  supplied
with P.24  storage  phosphol.s  (l#s  decay).    Tu.be  details  are  available  on
application.

S853/2pV69
DS.983/2

'-Hha'  EEfi.

F#grS!.

EMI Electronics Lid  Electron Tube Division ill
Hayes Middlesex  England   Telephone: 07-5733888Exfens/.on 2542

Calbhes.. Emidata, London    Telex.. London 22417

The Company  reserves the rlght to modify these designs and Specitications without notice
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VALVE    DIVISIONEMI4-STAGE   IMAGE   INTENSIFIERS   TYPES   9692   &   9694

(Prellmlnary  Data)

These  are  cascade  image  lntenBlflerB  of  the  phosphor/photocathode  Bandvlch  type
eDploylng  magnetic  foouBlng  and  all  photocathodes  are  of  the  trldlkall  SbKNacB  type.

In  the  type  9692  the  first  stage  incorporates  the  relatively  fast  zlnc®xlde
I)hosphor  (P24)   to  enable  the  tube  to  be  switched  ln  1  /Isec.     In  Subsequent  8tageB  the
more  efflolent  811ver-activated  zinc-sulphlde  (Pll)  phosDhor8  are  employed.

The  type  9694  1s  a  I)1gh  gain  low  background  tube  vlth  Pll  I)ho8phorB  throughout
for  night  vlslon  appllca,tlonB  etc.

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall   length                                  304.80mm   (121n)
Overall   dlaneter                              95. 25Inm   (3.751n)
focus  coil                                         13  sections  each  25.4mm   (lln)   long  and  152.4m

(6  1n)   1ntemal  dlaneter  separated  ty  3.18mm
(0.1251n)   spacers.     Each  section  consists  of
I,200  turns  of  22  SWG  enanelled  copper  wire.
Field  required  for  single  loop  foousln9   130  to
160  gauss.

End  window  material                   J[odlal
Input  photocathode                      Trl-alkali,   50.8n]n  (21n)  mlnlmum  useful  diameter,

sensltlvlty  100th/1m.
Output  phosphor                               ZnsAg.   useful   diameter  50.8mm   (21nL)   mlnlnum.

[TYPE 9692 9694
a

2  I  1o4 2_I--ae5,Typical  light  gain  alt  4,500A  35  kv  overall .-+lc>

Mlnlnun  light  gain  &t  42  kv  overall 2  I   1o5 8,~|.rd c;G

Maximum  overall  voltage                                                                             kv 45 45

Maximum  peml8slble  mean  output  current                                          A 1ono lord

Electron  dark  current  from  photoc&thode  at  42  kv  overall    A/cm2 10-|C 1j-Jfr 5cc,c=J:/-``

Ion  dark  current' at  42  kv  overall                                                   A/cn2 1o-17 :0---I-!L- 5cit/c-`,
Re8olutlon                                                                      line  pairs  per  in 15  to   18 15 tone ib-7-eLf'/-

Water  cooled  alunlnluD foil  coils  are  now  ln  the  final  BtageB  of  development  thloh
give  up  to  500  gouss  enabling  3  loop  foouslng  vhlch  has  been  found  to  lmprove  tube.
geometry  and  resolution.15|0/|c

DS. 388/1
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'00pf, '0®pF+ 100pFOkv

.,,,,,,..`-`.

+ ,® ,VI CIRCUIT

Svltchlng  carried out  by  applying  voltages  aB  shom.    Prior  to  event  Btag®8  1,   3  and
4  are  on  but  Stage  2  18  off.     then  event  arrlve8  Stage  1  18  Biltched  off  end  Stage  2
on  u81ng  hard  Valve  clrcultry  by  applying  a  negative  pulse  of  lokv  to  the  flrBt
phoBphor.     The  decay  tlDe  of  the  phosphor  18  1  /Jsec.   and  provldlng  the  Bvltchlng
pulse  18  much  Shorter,   Bay  loo  n.   BecB.,   the  event  vlll  be  further  lntenBlfled  ty  the
last  three  8t8goB  Bufflclently  to  enable  I)hotography  of  Blngle  electronB  leaving  the
lLput  photocathode.     ThlB  18  achlov®d  by  leaving  the  Shutter  of  the  canon  open
during  the  Don-I)eraitlve  tlmo.

Tlie Company  reserves  llie  righl  Io  lnoilify  lI.e designs  anil  specificalions willioul  nolice

---iiriLF

15|0/2c
DS. 388/2

E"ll   Electl'onics   Ltd  Valve   Division

Hayes M.iddlesex Englar`d  (Controlled  by  Electric & Musical  Industries Limited )

Telephone..  Hayes 3888 Extension  2165       Cables..  Emidata,  London       Telex..  London  22417

Ref.   10772  CP
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I)"ONSTRATI0N  OF  EMI  IMAGE  INTENSIFIER  TYPE

®

®

This  deDonetration  uE)eE  the  ENI  4  stage  imge  intensifier  type  969E+
coupl®d  to an  H4I  type  9  closed  circuit  television  sy8t®m.      A
Standard 35  nm  glide  projector  run at  low  voltage  18  used  to  project
a  6erlee  of  6lideB  on  to  the  input  photocathode  of  the  image  intens-
ifier at a  peak white  intensity  of about  10-4  foot  candles.      This
input  lmge  i6  amplified  by  the  tube  g?in  of  105  to  give  an  output
phoBphor  brightness  of  10  foot  candles  which  ig  vi®wod  by  the  vidicon
Camera.

The  ty|)e  9691+  image  intenBlfler  can  be  I.un  in  a  perm.nent  focusing
nagr®t  a6  in  this  demonBtratlon  but  wh®n  lt  iB  required  to  vary  the
intengifler  gain  over  a  vide  range  a  focusing  Bolenoid  is  ompleyed.
The  intensifier  Bndmum  gain  iB  in  exce86  of  106  and  the  input  photo-
cathod®  and  out|)ut  phosphor  are  2  inches  in  diaDotor.      The  centre
resolution is  in  ®xc®86  of  20  lino  pairB  per  nilllmeter.

Eiill EMI   Electronics   Ltd   Valve   Division

HE\yes  M.iadl®se`x  England  (Controlled  by  Eleclrl(  A  Muslcal  II\duslrles  Llmlled)

Te\eDhor\e..  Hayes  3888  EIlenslon  ?54?      Ci\b``!s..  EnNddld,  Lol\don     Tel®*.   London  22417

R/S006
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EMII EMI    ELECTRONICS    LTD

Serving Science and Industry

VALVE    DIVISION

EMI  IMAGE  INTENSIFIER  TUBE  TYPE  9694

^LUMINIUM  FOIL WATER  COOLED  FOCUSINC COIL

I,

e

Coil  dim.n.ion.

Length  of coil  plus  end  plotos

Overall  length  including water  coupling  unions

Inside  diameter

Outside diameter

Watedrjac::::!nbgyuon#osxfmutoet:]ybeyondouter

Electric  supply  connector extends  beyond
outer diameter  by  opproximotely

Cenerel  inf®rmoti®n

Coil  weight

Maximum  permissible  outside  temperature

Maximum  permissible  inside temperature

Ra'ew?:hf',°hYe:f]:oa:efro:eLqsiirgedwhenoperating

With  tube operating  with  45  kv  overall  field
requirement for three  loop focusing

Voltage I.quirement for 480 gauss

Current requirement for 480 gauss

CuJr®nt  stability  should  be better than

Field  uniformity over tube  length

Supply connector  pins  numbers  1  and  2 must
be  connected  to oorth,  pins  3 and  4  live

S863/1o
DS.696/1

47 cm  (18.5  in)  max.

48.25 cm  (19  in)  max.

12.7  cm  (5  in)  min.

22.8  cm  (9  in)

5.1  cm  (2  in)

8.9 cm  (3.5  in)

60  Ib  (27  kg)

1500c

300c

45 to 50 litres^our

480 gauss

85V

9.6^

0.5%

± 2% of mean



EM|  IMAGE  |NTENS|F|ER  TUBE  TYPE  9694  (continued)

ALUMINIUM  FOIL  WATER  COOLED  FOCUSINC  COIL

To  facilitate  the  mounting  of  a  tube  clamping  device  or  lens  holder  the  end  pll]te`s  of the
coils  have  6  tapped  '4  inch  B.S.F.  holes  spaced  equally  on  a  7%e   inch  P.C.D.  It  is  important to
note   however  that  the  %  inch  B.S.F.   bolts   should  NOT  be  screwed  into  the  end  plate  by  more
than 'A  inch  or damogo  to th.  coil  windings  will  occur.

It   is  recommended  that  for  boat  results  the  EMl  4-stage  cascad.  image  infon§ifi®r  tube
type  9694  is  operated  with  three  loop  focusing,  this  requiring  a  field  of  480  gouss  (9.6 A,  85 V)
when  tubes  are  operot®d  at  45  kv  overall.   It  is  suggested  that  the  coil  power  sLipply  should  b®
capable  of giving  0  to  T0  A  at  0  to  loo  V,  the  current  being  stabilised with  regulation  and  rippl®
b®tt®r than 0.5%.

Under all  conditions  of operation  the  inner  surface of the  coil  should  be cooled  by  passing
cold  water through  the  cooling  spiral  provided  at the  rote of about 50  litr.s/hour.  The water  inlet
t.mperatur® should  not exceed 20°C.

If a  certain  degree  of geometric  'S'  distortion  con  be  tolerated  single  or two  loop focusing
con  be  used  requiring  I/3 and  % of the  field  respectively.  Under these  conditions  the  water  cooling
requirement  can  be  reduced  if necessary,  provided  the  temperotur.  limitations  ore  not exceeded.

S863/2o
DS.696/2

The Compan:y reserves the right to modify the designs and specificatious without notice

EEE EMI  Electronics  Ltd  Valve  Division

Hayes NIiddiesex Enatarid (Controlled by.Electlic: a Musical Industries Limited)

Telephone..0l -573 3888 Extension 2115     Cathes.. Emidata, London     Telex.. London 22417

Pet  No.10772B      CP
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NEW   PRODUCT DATA

EMI   IMAGE   INTENSIFIER   TYPE   9723

P rovisional  Specification)

The  9723  is  a  2-stage,  magnetically  focused  image  intensifier.  It yields  high  resolution  and  very  good
geometry   and will  find  application where  these  factors  are important,  but where lower  gain can  be tolerated.
Cathode  and dark current conditions  are the same as  for 9694 tubes.  This  specification applies  to tubes
with   P  11  phosphors  throughout  and  is  applicable to  S  20  and  Bi-alkali  cathodes.

5pecific'atitin   -Changes  or additions  on  those  existing in  catalogue S851

i\1i n.               Typi ca]           M ax.

Cathodes   -as  9694

Overall   voltage  for  103 gain at  4500 fi  kv

Overall   voltage  for  5.103  gain  at  4500 fi  kv

Centre   Resolution   (tube  voltage  30  kv)

Resolution  on  edge of 30 mm  centre circle
(tube  voltage 30 kv)

2   loops  focus
Tangential
Sagittal

4  loops locus
Tangential
Sagittal

line pairs/mm

line  pairs/mm
line  pairs/mm

line  pairs/mm
line  pairs/mm

20

30

5055

4550
35`                     40

4555
4050

Demagnification   2  loops      As  9694  at 3  loops
`S'   Distortion  2  loops            As  9694  at  3  loops

Dernagnification  4  loops      Over 40  mm  centre zone  -better  than  2%
`S'   Distortion  4  loops           Over  40 mm  centre zone  -better than  1%

Signal   induced  background                 F`or  random  50% illumination of photocathode  area  signal  induced  back-

ground  level in sample black area is less than 2%  of mean signal level.

Maximum   permissible operating  voltage  for this  tube is  40 kv

At  30  kv      2  loops  focus  is  obtained with  4 A  through  standard  9694  coil.
4  loops  focus  is  obtained with  8 A  through  standard 9694  coil.

S8 72. ' 1pS71
DS.1081,'1



PRODUCT RANGE OF
EMI ELECTRON TUBE AND MICROELECTRONICS DIVISION

The   EMI   ELECTRON   TUBE   DIVISION
manufactures  a  wide  range  of special  electron  tubes  for
equipment    used   in    broadcasting,    radar,    nuclear   and
scientific  applications.

+ PHOTOMULTIPLIER   TUBES Ext.  2074

Photomultiplier   tubes,   which   convert   very   low   levels
of   illumination   into   u.sable   electric   currents   are   used
extensively   in   astronomy,   spectrophotometry,   scintilla-
tion    counting,    §pectrometry   and   broadcast   television.

+    CAMERA   TUBES                                                Ext.  2078

There  is  a  wide  range  of  vidicons,  including  all-electro-
static,   available   in   various   grades   from   general   sur-
veillance  to broadcast studio.

+ IMAGE   INTENSIFIERS Ext.  2075

The  image  intensifier  tube,  i:apable  of  multiplying  light
up  to  a  million  times,  is  important  for  such  applications
as  microscopy  and  astronomy.

+ CATHODE   RAY   TUBES Ext.  2073

EMI  activities  in  pioneering  television  have  generated  a
range   of  specialised   cathode   ray   tubes   for   radar  and
telecine  work.

+ SPECIAL   PRODUCTS Ext.  2551

New products include the Printicon,a  small,  low voltage,
all-electrostatic monoscope, which is used  for  generating
alpha-numeric  symbols,   spectroscopic  lamps   for  atomic
absorption  and spect[ometry  and  a range of printed circuit
deflection   coils,   such   as   used   in  the   successful  EMI
Colour TV Camera.

The  EMI  Electron  Tube  Divisiori  has   great  experience
and   comprehensive  facilities   in   research,  development
and    manufacture   of   light   sensing   and   light   emitting
devices,  and  allied  equipment.

+    PRECISION  MICROMESH                                    EXL  2073

The  very  fine  metallic  mesh  currently  employed  in  EMI
vacuum  tubes  is  also  used  in  various  other  branches  of
industry  and science,  such as  microscopy,  mass  spectro-
metry,   biology,  filtering  and optics.

NOTE:
For  further  information  please  telephone  the  extension
shown opposite each  product and  service.

The    EMI   MICROELECTRONICS   DIVISION

provides    for   the   increasing   demands    made   upon   the
ability   of  electrical  and  electronic  equipment  designers
to  meet  high  density  packaging,   reliability,   weight,  and
cost  requirements.   This  can  only  be  achieved  by  taking
full  advantage  of  modem  fabrication  and  design  methods.
The  EMI Microelectronics  Division  offers  these  facilities
to   its   customers   in   the   following   product   areas:-

+ Thin  and  Thick Film  Passive Networks

Thin    and   Thick   Film   Hybrid   Integrated   Circuits

Temperature  Sensing Elements

Flexible  Printed  Wiring

Double-sided    and   Through-plated   Printed   Circuit
Boards

Multilayer  printed  circuit  Boards                   Ext.  2463

Production   facilities  have   been  built   up   over   several

years   to  meet  the  need   for  economic  batch,   and  large
volume,   manufacture.   The  production  unit  is  supported
by    a    comprehensive    Circuit   Design    and    Draughting
Group,  and  a Quality  Control  Division.

A    continuous    R.    &    D.    programme   ensures    that   full
advantage  is  taken  of  the  latest  technological  develop-
ments   in   manufacturing   processes.   Microcircuit   design
is  aided  by  the  use  of  a  computer  programmed  to  predict
thermal  contours.

Continuous  on-line  monitoring  of  all  processes  is  inaln-
tained    during   all    stages    of   production   and   testing.

The  environmental  test   facilities  available  within  EMI
Electronics   together  with  the  calibration  and  standard-
isation  procedures,  have  been  approved  by  the  Ministry
of Technology  and  the Air Registration  Board.

+    CUSTOMER   ENGINEERING  SERVICE      Ext.  2463

A  tear  of engineers  fully  experienced  in both circuit  and
systems   design   is   available   to   assist   customers   in
applying  microelectronic   techniques   to  the  solution  of
particular  problems.  This  facility  covers  all  aspects  of
system  design,  the  rationalization  of integrated  circuits,
thermal  management and  packaging.

FLEXIBILITY

The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  is  an  integrated  unit,
with   design   and   manufacturing  facilities   not  allied   to
any   particular   aspect   of   mic[oelectronics   technology.
The  resulting  flexibility  enables  the  achievement  of  the
optimum design  package  to meet customers' needs.

G9llb

EMI Electronics ud  Electron Tube Division

Hayes Middlesex England   Telephone: 07-5733888.

CatJles.. Emidata. London    Telex.. London 22417

The Company reserves the right to modify these designs and specifications without notice
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PROVISIONAL  SPECIF`ICATI0N

EMI  IMAGE  INTENSIFIER  TUBE  TYPE  9753

I---= _  _

11-

The  9753  is  a 2-stage  electrostatically  focused  image  intensifier  which  employs  a  novel  electron optical
design.  This  enables  an electrostatic  cascaded  tube  to  be  made  without using fibre optics.  The principle
advantages  arising from  this  design are  good  resolution and  geometry,  and uniform  gain over the operating
area.  Flat zinc crown windows  are  provided  as  standard  for the input/output,  but sapphire windows  can be
provided   at  the  input  giving  a  flat  field  and  UV  sensitivity.  Fibre  optic  plates  can be provided for the
input  or  output where  necessary  and  the  tube  can  be  supplied  with  the  same  range of cathodes and phos-
phors as are available in the  9694 series  of tubes  (see EMI catalogue,  reference S851).

The  9753 tube  can be gated and  the high field  gradient following the photocathode,  that is  a  characteristic
of  the tube,  ensures rapid space charge clearance when high illumination levels  are used.

The  EHT supply to  the tube can be  provided  from  a compact,  battery  driven EHT  generator and the  encap-
sulated  tube  c:an  be  contained  in  a  special  casing  providing  mounting  facilities  at  the  input and output,
and sockets  for attachment to standard pan and tilt heads.

SPECIFICATIONS
(for tube with zinc crown input and  output windows)

A Mechanical

Overall length
Maximum diameter
Weight (tube only)

General

Minimum useful photocathode diameter
Minimum useful phosphor diameter
Refractive index of input and  output windows
F`ocusing method
Maximum  permissible  overall  voltage
Maximum pemissible mean output current
Maximum permissible brightness  of output phosphor

Maximum operating temperature

Minimum operating temperature

S87 I/ 1b z70
DS. 952/ 1

265  mm
98mm

0.75  kg

32mm
19mm
1.50759
Electrostatic  (tetrode)
25kv
10-6 A
10  cd/in 2 continuous
1000 cd/m2 instantaneous
30° C  if dark current to  remain  low
50° C  if dark current  not important
-200 C



Imaging  Specification

Input photocathode sensitivity (see  Note  1)
Effective input photocathode quantum efficiency at  4,200   fi
Input   photocathode   variation   about   mean
Photon  gain (see Note 2)
Brightness  gain (see Note 3)
Brightness  gain uniformity
Magnification
Dark current (equivalent light input)
Centre resolution (see Note 4)
Edge  resolution (see Note 5)
Distortion (see Note 6)
Alignment (see Note 7)
Blemishes :- Maximum  number of spots  of up  to 0.25  mm  diameter

Maximum number of spots  of diameter 0.25  to  1 mm

Notes

1.

2.

3.

4.

7.

FTi=

1st  class               2nd  class

130 pA/1m                70 #A/lm  min.
9%7%
±  15%                              ±20%
500                               250
3000                              1000
±  209'o                              ±  30%
0.64
0.2  plx
30  lp/mm
18  lp/mm
4.5%
1mm
2
1

0.64
1„lx
25  1p/mm
15  lp/mm
5%
2mm
5
2

Applies to tubes with S20 photocathode only.

Measured  at  peak  response  of  the  photocathode;  applies  to  tubes  with  Pll  output  phosphors  only.

Applies only to tubes with P20 output phosphor and S20 photocathode.

This  parameter can  be dependent on  meshes  used  in the  electrode  structure.  Ultra  fine  meshes  can
yield   tubes   having  a  centre  resolution  of .35  lp/mm  to  /40  lp/mm,  but  the  gain  is  decreased by
approximately  20%.

Measured at 80%  of diameter of output.

Measured at 80%  of diameter of output.

Tube exhibits  characteristic pin cushion distortion (D)

D   =   100   MSE¥E %   where Md  - magnification at 80% of diameter
Mc  - magnification at centre

Measurement indicates  displacement from  centre of output phosphor,  of image of light spot  projected
on to centre of input photocathode.

For further information on this product please telephone Extension 2075

EMI Electronjcs ud  Electron Tube Division

Hayes Middlesex England   Telephone: 07-5733888.

C;atJhes.. Emidata, London    Tctex.. London 22417

S871/2bz70
DS.952/2
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EMI  SCAN  CONVERTER  TUBE  TYPE  9759
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ADVANCE  INFOENATION

The  EMI  Scan  Converter  Tube  Type  9759  is  a  two  gun  storage  tube  suitable  for the  conversion of a radar
PPI  scan  to  a television  scan.
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\lechanical  Data (see outline drawing overleaf)

Overall  length
Max.   diameter
Weight

608  mm  nominal
90 mm  nominal

455g

Electrical  Data (all voltages  w.r.t.  earth unless  stated)

Write  Gun

Focus
Deflection
Heater  voltage
Heater  current
Cathode  voltage
Modulator  voltage
Anode  voltage
Focus  voltage

Read  Gun

Focus
Deflection
Heater  voltage
Heater  current
Cathode  voltage
Modulator  voltage
Anode  voltage
Erase  voltage:

Focus  voltage
Collector  voltage
Corrector  voltage
Target  voltage:

reading cycle
erase cycle

reading cycle
erasing cycle

Electrical   Pel.formance  (Typical)

Resolution
Storage  time
Erase  time

S886/1cX70
DS.1050/1

electrostatic
magnetic
6.3V
0.6A
-8.0 kv
-40V  to  -90 V w.I.t.  cathode

0
-5.5 kv to -6.0 kv

electrostatic
magnetic
6.3V
0.6A
-1.5 kv
-100  V max w.r.t.  cathode

0 to  -50  V
at anode voltage
-1.5 kv  to -1.9 kv
-1.1  kv to  -1.4 kv
0 to  50  V
0  to  30 V w.r.t.  collector
0
-200  V

180  concentric  circles  at  50%  modulation
adjustable up  to  about  1  minute  with  continuous  readout
5  sees  maximum  by  switching various  electrode potentials.



Method  of Operation  (in  radar PPI to  TV scan  conversion)

In  operation  the  writing  gLin  is  intensity  modulated  by  the  radar  signal,  thus  producing  a  charge pal
corresponding to  that signal on  the  storage target.  In the absence of reading,  the  charge pattern is  cap
of  being  stored  for  a  considerable  time, but  in  scan  conversion   it  is  usually  read  out continuously.
target is scanned in  a television raster by the reading gun  and a signal  corresponding to the charge  pal
is  taken  from  the  collector.  The  corrector  potential  is  adjusted  to  give  a  uniform  output from all  pat
the target.

During   reading the charge pattern is steadily discharged;  the time taken  to discharge a full  signal  dow
noise  level  can  be  adjusted  within  the  range  of  a  few  seconds  to  a  minute  by  setting various elect
potentials.  Thus  a  sinde  reflection  fiom,  say,  an  aircraft  may  be  seen,  with  gradually  diminishing in
sity,   for   up   to  1  minute.   However,   if  desired  the  signal  may  be  erased.in a few seconds by chan
electrode potentials.

Advantages  of Scan  Conversion

The advantages of scan  conversion  to  a TV picture  are numerous.  Displays  are  bright  and flicker free
the rate of decay can be adjusted so that aircraft trails are of a convenient length.  Scan conversion ena
targets  to  be labelled with height,  course etc.,  using character generators  such as the EMI  Printicon.   I
is   done  by  mi.±ing  labelling  data  ihto  the  TV  video  system;  the  labels  can  thus  be made to  follow
targets  without  smear.
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9794

NEW  PRODUCT DATA

F,MI  IMAGE  INTENSI[lER  TYPE  9794

(Provisional  Specification)

A

a,

The  type  9794  is  a  3-stage  cascade,  magnetically  focused  image  inten-
sifier.  It has been developed from the well established 4-stage  tubes  from
which   it   inherits   stability,   very  low   dark  current  and   versatility.  The
9794  exhibits  a  low  level of image distortion and  high  limiting  resolution.

The  9794  is  available  with  S20  or  Bi-alkali  photocathodes  and  incorpo-
rates   Pll  phosphors  as  standard  although  alternative  phosphors  can  be
considered.  F`ibre  optic  plates  on  input  or  output  or  sapphire  at  the  input
giving UV  response down to  150  nm  can be  provided.

SPECIFICATION

General

Overall  length (tube only)
Overall  length encapsulated
Maximum  diameter  (tube  only)
Diameter encapsulated

Minimum  useful  photocathode diameter
Minimum  useful  phosphor diameter
End window  material
End window  refractive  index
End window  thickness
Photocathodes
Phosphors
Weight  (tube  only )
Weight tube  encapsulated
Focusing method
Maximum  permissible  overall  voltage
Maximum permissible  mean output current

Maximum  permissible brightness  of output phosphor

Maximum  operating temperature
Minimum  operating temperature

S858/la  S71
DS.1078/ I

230  mm  ± 2  mm  (9 in)
317  mm  ±  2  mm  (12.5  in)
100  mm  (4  in)
120  mm  ±  0.5  mm

(4.75  in)
48  mm  (1.9  in)
48  mm  (1.9  in)
Zinc  Crown  Glass
1.50759
4  mm  ±  0.1  mm
S20  (SbKNacs) or  Bi-alkali  (SbKNa)
Pll
0.7  kg (1.5  lb)  approx.
5.5  kg  (12  lb) approx.
Magnetic
40 kv or as  specified
10-6 A

(
0 cd/m2 continuous
000 cd/m2 instantaneous

35OC
-200c



l``irst  Class  Tube

ELECTRICAL
Tubes  incorporating Tubes  incorporating
S20 (SbKNacs) Bi-alkali  (SbKNa)

SPECIFICATION photocathodes photocathodes

Input photocathode sensitivity                  #A/1m

Max. Typ. Min. Max. Typ. Min.

11018 9012 4018 3012

[npeT:i:::::;a::o4:2oqouantum                              %

Input photocathode  variation about  mean         % ±1536 ±730 ±1540 ±735

OV4e,r5aol; Vfioltage  for  105  gain at                          kv

Electron dark curre-nt                      counts/cm2/s 1000 200 50 10

Ion dark current                                counts/cm 2/s 10 1 10 0.25

Dark current -equivalent light input              lux 10-8 2xl0-9 5xl0-10 10-10

Centre resolution                               line pairs/mm 50 45 - 50 45

I}lemishes  and Shading

Maximum  permissible variation  in  shading over  tube  diameter        .......... : .............      ±  20%
Maximum  permissible  spot  diameter    ..........................................      1  mm

Maximum  number of spots  of diameter  0.25 mm  to  0.5  mm  permitted  in 20 mm diameter centre  zone        2
Maximum  number of spots of diameter  0.25  mm to  1  mm  permitted  in 20  mm to  40 mm diameter zone       5
Maximum  permissible  diameter  of pin  holes  in  phosphor  (0.005  in)       .....................     0.13  mm

Demagnification

Maximum  demagnification  over centre 20  mm  diameter zone   ...........................     2%
Maximum  demagnification  over 20  mm  to  40  mm  diameter  zone       .....,.... „      ............     5%

I)istor'ion
• Maximum  distortion  over  centre  20  mm  diameter zone      ..............................      1%

Maximum  distortion  over  20  mm  to  40  mm  diameter zone           ...........................      2%

Signal  induced  background

For random 50%  illumination of photocathode  area,  signal  induced background  level  in sample black   area
is about  4% to 5%  of mean signal  level.

Associated  Equipment

A  versatile  rack  mounted  unit  is  now  available  incorporating  the  coil  current  stabilised  power supply,  tube
EHT  supply  and  divider chain.  Coarse  and  fine  controls  are  provided  for  continuous  independent control  of
current  and  voltage.  These  controls  are  coupled  to  a  switch  which  can  select,  if  required,  three pre-set
positions  for  Current and  voltage  thereby  giving  three  pre-set  tube  sensitivities.  Remote  control  facilities
can also be  provided as standard.

An  air  cooled  compact  solenoid/tube  system  is  in  an  advanced  state  of  development.  Power consumption
will   not  exceed  250  watts  and  dimensions  will  be  approximately  152  mm  (6  in)  x  152  mm  (6  in) x 330 mm
(13  in).  Apprciximate weight  13.6  kg (30  lb).

For  further  iriformation on this  product  please  telephone  Extension 2075
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